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In next months issue: In October 1945, Wireless
World Published an article Extra Terrestrial
Relays by Arthur C Clarke It laid the basis for
modern satellite communications and, in doing
so, charged the world. To mark our 80th
anniversary, we will publish Clarke's original
paper in its entirety.
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Get 25% discount on all Labcenter electronic design software.
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AXIOM

MODEL

AXIOM
AXIOM

SUPER
SAVERS

AXIOM
AXIOM
AXIOM

HARD DISK

RAM

40Mb

2Mb

40Mb

2Mb

90Mb

4Mb

90Mb

4Mb

90Mb

4Mb

286/20
386SX/2o
386/25
386/33/64
486/33/256

PRICE £

Choice of desktop or Mini Tower enclosures.

All systems Include:

829
995

Super VGA 1024 x 768 Colour VGA Card 11 Mb) and
Monitor, Hard Disk as specified - FAST IDE type
AMI BIOS dated 1991. Dual media )2Mb and 1.44Mb
floppy drives. RAM as specified )expandable on board)
102 -key enhanced keyboard.
And ... ONE YEAR ON -SITE WARRANTY)

1337
1487
1945

With over seven years in the business you can be assured
of pre and post sales support from Digitask.
Nobody builds a meaner machine)

WINCHESTER DRIVES

AMERICAN MAINBOARDS

AND CONTROLLERS

1

1

&9 Seagate

DRIVES AND

CONTROLLERS

40MHz 386 TECHNOLOGY!
Amazing 9.5 MIPSI

HARD DISK DRIVES

Processor

H

Speed selectable

H

Norton ver 5-461
AMO TRUE 40MHz 386
Socketed for 80387/WEITEK Sync/Async Copro
BUS
6/8/12 MHz ETEO Chipset 7e16 bit Is8 dt
Expansion Slots On board Diagnostics Up to 32Mb on board RAM
Memory ISIMM) 128K Cache Standard temp to 2566 on board) AMI
BIOS with password protection XT Sized Multilayer construction
USA Researched & Manufactured. This board is FASTER than a 486-33
with most software!
h represents amazing value for an American board al ...

just

...

£759!

799

5' SCSI -II 13ms

CONTROLLERS

ADAPTEC AHA-1522 SCSI KIT WITH FLOPPY
ADAPTEC AHA-1540B SCSI HOST ADAPTER
ADAPTEC AHA-1542B SCSI HOST ADAPTER
ADAPTEC AHA-1542 SCSI KIT WITH FLOPPY
ADAPTEC AHA-1640 MCA HOST ADAPTER
ADAPTEC ACB-23220 ESDI WITH FLOPPY
SMARTCACHE AT/MCA ST506 HDD/FDD 512K
SMARTCACHE AT/MCA ESDI HDD/FDD 512K
SMARTCACHE 2Mb CACHE EXPANSION MODULE
SMARTCACHE 4Mb CACHE EXPANSION MODULE
NCL 5475 AT/MFM 2HDD 2FDD 1:1
NCL 5275 AT/RLL 2HDD 2FDD 1:1
NCL 530 AT/IDE 2HDD 2FDD
ST -01 XT/AT SCSI 2HDD
ST -02 XT/AT SCSI 2HDD/2FDD
ST -05 XT IDE 2HDD
ST -07A AT IDE 2HDD
ST -08A AT IDE 2HDD/2FDD
ST -11M XT MFM 2HDD
ST -11R XT RLL 2HDD
ST -21M AT MFM 1:1 2HDD
ST -21R AT RLL 1:1 2HDD
ST -22M AT MFM 1:12HDD/2FDD
ST -22R AT RLL 1:1 2HDD/2FDD

lend RAM)

UNIT/XENIX/PICK/PC-MOS/NOVELL
As lar as we know this board is unique-being the first 386SX to use
Cache Memory lo improve performance. Providing real value running
as last as a 3860X docking at 25MHz)

... £299!

MAXTOR 340Mb 3

NEWT

GOLD 3865X -20C (with Cache!)
Intel 20MHz 386SX Processor
BuIN-in 32K Cache memory 4.17
MIPS Norton 23
Software speed select on CPU 8/20MHz
Intel
80387SX co-processor support 8x 16 bit expansion slots Up to 32Mb
on board RAM ISIMMI
AMI BIOS
XT Sized
USA Researched
8 Manufactured TWO YEAR Warranty Full support of 00S/OS-2/

Priced at just

1.295
1,995

PACKARD 9754 340MB ES/SCSI 17ms
PACKARD 9754 680MB ES/SCSI 17ms

¡excl. RAM)

MAINBOARD 486 SPECIAL
488-33MHz with 256K Cache ETEQ chipset. Landmark speed 168MHzl

£899

145
236
247
255

289
155

795
795
375
695
67
82
44
15
21

CP 3044

286 16MHz inc. 1Mb RAM
286 20MHz
386-SX 20MHz
386 25MHz (no cache)
386 33MHz 64K cache
486 25MHz 64K cache
486 33MHz 128K cache

NEW

from

110
95

212
281

418
781

CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP

High Performance Storage S olutions ..
35" 40Mb IDE 1" High
15" 104Mb IDE Half Height

22
29
30
32
32
38
38

.

3104
30104 3.5" 120Mb IDE 1" High
3204 3.5" 200Mb IDE Half Height
30100 3.5" 120Mb SCSI 1" High

3100
3040
3200

219
279
375
435
469
779
809
1069
148

349
358
137
161

215

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE-CALL FOR ESDI AND SCSI

Prices do not include Controllers and Cables.
Digitask is an authorised Seagate reseller.

13
13

CONNER HARD DRIVES
GENERIC MAINBOARDS

126

ST 157A 44Mb 3.5" 28ms IDE
ST 1102A 84Mb 3.5" 19ms IDE
ST 1144A 130Mb 3.5" 17ms IDE
ST 1162A 143Mb 3.5" 15ms IDE
ST 1201A 177Mb 3.5" 15ms IDE
ST 1239A 211Mb 3.5" 15ms IDE
ST 2274A 240Mb 525 16ms
ST 2383A 338Mb 5.25" 16ms
ST 1480A 426Mb 525" 14ms
ST 251-1 42Mb 5.25" 28ms MFM
ST 4096 80Mb 525" E 28ms MFM
ST 1100 88Mb 3.5" 15ms MFM
ST 125N 20Mb 3.5" 28ms SCSI
ST 157N 49Mb 3.5" 28ms SCSI
ST 296N 84Mb 5.25 28ms SCSI

3.5" 104Mb SCSI Half Height
3.5" 40Mb SCSI 1" High
3.5" 200Mb SCSI Half Height

£195
£273
£337
£499
£379
£379
£210
£699

FLOPPY DRIVES AND CONTROLLERS
DUAL FLOPPY CONTROLLER X1 /AI (360/720K)
QUAD FLOPPY CONTROLLER XI /AT 360/720/1 2/1
TEAC 525' 360k HALF HEIGHT
TEAC 525' 12Mb HALF HEIGHT
TEAC 3 5' 720K 1 HEIGHT
TEAC 35' 720K/1 44Mb 1" HEIGHT
TEAC 525 /35' ADAPTER KIT
BACKPACK EXT 525" 360K/1 2Mb'
BACKPACK EXT 3.5" 720K/1 44Mb'
BACKPACK EXT 3.5 720K/1 2Mb/2 8Mb'
EXTERNAL 525" FLOPPY CASE
FLOPPY DRIVE CABLE SET

49
69
44
44
46
37

4

12

295
295
355
65
10

'These drives are intended for portables and
operate from the parallel port

862

HITACHI

Danish origin, highly reliable Ethernet

5.25" ULTRA -FAST ULTRA RELIABLE HIGH CAPACITY
DK515 series 780Mb/16ms/256K buffer/24Mb per
sec/100.000 hours MTBF ESDI/SCSI versions
£1359
DK516 series 1.65Gb/13.5ms/5.0Mb per sec/150.000
MTBF ESDI/SCSI versions
£2395

cards and accessories at amazing prices

bit for PC/XT/AT (NE -1000 compatible) £94
PC -02 16 bit for PC/AT (NE -2000 compatible)
£119
PC -01 8

Available with 5 year 'Swap Out' warranty!

MC -01 Microchannel for PS/2

LAP -03 for Toshiba Laptops

BUILDING YOUR OWN PC?
Call us for the best advice
and prices around

port Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 10 BASE -T Repeater
RP -01 2 port Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 Repeater
TRX-02 10 BASE -T Twisted pair Transceiver
RP -02 13

-

£169
£198
£896
£767
£119

addition we supply and support
Switch Mode Power Supplies
Computer Cases
Eprom
Programmers/PAL Programmers Memory: RAM/DRAM/SIMMS/SIPP/VRAM Chips/Processors 8 Co -Processors
In

Data Acquisition AD/DA, DA/AD, I/O

I
Tel (0293) 776688

Scientific Solutions (PC based)

Terminals/VDUs

I]II}i!N

Digitask Business Systems Ltd. Und 2 Gatw,ck Metro Centre
Baicombe Road. Honey Surrey RH6 9GA
Telephone (0293) 776688 Fax (0293) 786902 Tele. 87876t DIGIT G

PRICES 8 MANUFACTURERS

Optical Drives

Fax (0293) 786902

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT OR CARRIAGE

DEALER & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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of Daman, 1993, all
televisions bigger than 22in will have
to he I)2MAC compatible if sold
within EC countries. This means that even
euro -consumer buying a large screen set will
pay towards the cost of protecting the
French company Thomson and the Dutch
giant Philips from external competition. At
present mac set prices, you or tiould have
to cough up an extra £500 although this will
fall vl ith time. The same euro -ruling insists
that nev, satellite services use D2mac.
Further, when the nation's living rooms are
taken over by HDTV. the system in use will
Atier the first
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The European Commission has chosen to
conceal blatant protectionism by selling its
directive as "the laying of new foundations
for high quality television services in the
21st century".
We take a slightly different

vie. Why
bother to hide the protectionist aspect al all?
After all. Europe sells nothing of
significance in monetary terms to far -eastern
countries and the effects of a hard line
pursued against Japan and Korea would do
nothing but good for the long -terms
advantage of the European electronics
industry. If Japan were to take retaliatory
action. it would amount to the economic
equivalent of hara kiri. Far front hiding
protectionist euro -policies. v+e should all he
dreaming up neks ways to frustrate our far eastern trading 'partners'.
It goes almost without saying that we must
he prepared to behave differently with those
countries which value our exports, notably
the US. Here co-operation rather than
confrontation seems far more tatting.
Yet there remains a disturbing aspect to
the EC's imposition of mac -based elevision.
It is not so much the fact that euro consumers will he denied the choice of low
cost Japanese and Korean equipment. It is
simply that the mac systems are not flexible
enough for the next generation of television
broadcasting developments. If Europe

adopts mac. the industry will see it to he as
limiting as tie currently regard pal and in
the space of just a couple of years.
Wher the old IBA dreams up the concept
of multiplexed analogue components in the
early eighties, it looked like a brilliant y.ay
over ocrconting the shortcomings of the pal
terrestrial system using the technology of the
day: no cross-colour with check sports
jackets. multiple languages/stereo
transmission and easy interchange \t ith
other broadcasting standards. Best of all. the
tinte domain compression on the video
signals allowed broadcasting within normal
TV channel bandwidths. 'there was even
loofa to squeeze in digital sound and text.
Unfortunately, good as it is. the technology
of the eighties has no been eclipsed and
the analogue compression at the heart of all
mac standards, looks stilT and inflexible.
Any universally imposed broadcasting
system must he based on all -digital encoding
to allow for future development. After all,
algorithms which can compress a standard
colour TV channel into a \H I/.
transmission space already exist (GI's
Digicypher) and even more astonishing
processing convolutions are in the pipeline.
An all digital system matches lo\\ cost
manufacturing technology yet takes into
account future developments in both
microelectronics and future transmission
technology. It is almost as if we were hack
in the '30s and were about to choose the
Baird mechanical TV system in preference
to EMI's electronic scanning method. It is
not enough to say that a digital system isn't
ready. Alter all. 99 per cent of viewers are
perfectly happy with the technical quality of
what appears on their screens.
That the European Commission is
prepared to burden its broadcast

-

I

manufacturing industries and the viewing
public with a technological turkey for the
short-tn-1n benefit of tx+o companies is quite
disgraceful.
Frank Ogden
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REGULARS
UPDATE

Single-atom logic?
IBM

scientists here have reported the
operation of a new type of electrical switch
that relies on the motion of a single atom.
They claim to have demonstrated that it is
possible for switches to have individual
atoms as their critical moving elements.
Writing in Nature, researchers Donald
Eigler, Christopher Lutz and William Rudge
said they had repeatedly moved a single
xenon atom hack and forth across the gap
between two electrodes spaced just several
atomic diameters apart. They found that the
electrical tunnelling current that flowed
between the electrodes changed according to
the position of the xenon atom. Such changes
could form the basis for a computer logic
switch.
The scientists used a special low -temperature scanning tunnelling microscope (STN )
to build and operate the atom switch. One of
the atom switch's electrodes was the STM
tungsten probe held stationary about 5
angstroms (20 billionths of an inch or just a
little more than one xenon atom diameter)
away from the other electrode -a single
crystal of nickel.
To operate the atom switch, the scientists
applied a short voltage pulse to one of the
electrodes. The resulting electrical current
caused the xenon atom to jump the gap
between the electrodes and attach itself to the
surface of the opposing electrode. With the
xenon atom in its new position, the electrical
resistance and tunnelling current measured

between the switch's electrodes changed.
By reversing the polarity of the voltage
pulse, the scientists found that they could
return the xenon atom to its original position
and the tunnelling current in the switch to its
previous level. Important to the operation of
the atom switch is the asymmetric geometry
of the flat nickel surface and the relatively
sharp STN tip.
The active region of the atom swi ch is very
small, just several atomic diameters.
Ilowever, to realise any potential size
benefits in practical devices, the atom
switch's electrodes and electrical leads would
have to he greatly miniaturised and arranged
very closely together.
The research group is non -committal about
the commercial possibilities of atom switches
although it hopes to lay the scientific
foundation for future generations of very
small electronic devices. The initial switch
model required high vacuum and low
temperatures. However, another IBM
research group reported that it had used an
STM operating at room temperature to pick
up and replace single silicon atoms and
clusters of atoms from a silicon surface. This
suggests that room temperature atom
switches might he possible.
The atom switch is the latest achieve-meat
of Eigler and colleagues. In April 1990, they
used the STM to move and position
individual atoms for the first time and had
demonstrated the capability by spelling
"I -B -M" in block letters with 35 xenon
atoms. Since then, several other types of
atoms and molecules have been moved

Non ionising waves more serious
Low -frequency non -ionising radiation
could have more serious medical effects
on humans than was previously believed,
according to a report by the National
Radiological Protection Board.
It has been assumed that the damage
caused, increased with frequency and dose

level. At microwave frequencies, exposure
has well -established adverse biological
effects. The new report, Biological Effects
of Exposure to Non -ionising
Electromagnetic Fields and Radiation,
suggests that there may be other frequency
windows which cause effects out of
proportion to the radiation level.
The report does not come to conclusions

804

- NRPB

about medical effects at particular
frequencies or dose levels. It was
commissioned to find areas of study which
need more work.
"In some areas there isn't a lot of
information, but what information there is
indicates that there might be a problem"
commented a spokeswoman for the NRPB.
"But not everyone will definitely he
affected by the radiation in a window", she
said. "One of the major problems seems to
he that people can vary from hypersensitive
to completely insensitive."
The effects are fairly esoteric. The report
describes some of the results of exposure to
low levels of electric and magnetic fields as

Computer -generated diagrams (top) and STM
images demonstrating operation of the single atom switch. An electrical pulse attracts the
xenon atom to the tip, changing the current
flowing between tip -surface. An opposite
polarity pulse changes the switch properties.

repeatedly back and forth from the surface to
the STM tip.
The STM was invented in the early 1980s
by Gerd K. Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer.
Nobel Prize-winning scientists at the 113N
Research Division's Zurich Research

Laboratory.
It can image individual atoms on a metal or
semiconductor surface by scanning the tip of
a needle over the surface at a height of only a
few atomic diameters.
the instrument can resolve vertical changes
in an atom's apparent shape as small as
far smaller than any atom.
0.002,

-

"the altered mobility of calcium ions in
brain tissue, changes in neuronal firing
patterns and altered operant behaviour."
It suggests that densities as low as
OmA/sq m have detectable effects on the
I

human nervous system. "It is worth noting
that the endogenouscurrent densities
generated by the electrical activity of
muscles are typically l mA/sq m and may
reach 10mA/sq m in the heart." according
to the report.
Although the report made no
recommendations, it concluded that people
can perceive the effects of oscillating
surface charge induced on their bodies,

which can he irritating, and that such
effects should he avoided.
Rob Causey

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD October 1991
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Breakers' law breaking
per case including costs.
The bulk of prosecutions was for illegal
broadcasting (143 cases) with CB related

Just over 300 people were successfully

prosecuted for breaking various sections
of the Wireless Telegraphy Act last year
says the Radiocommunicat ions Agency in
its annual report.
Of the 309 cases prosecuted, there were
306 convictions resulting in fines and costs
totalling £111,386. This averages to £364

offences accounting for a further 122.
Amateur radio activity attracted only five
prosecutions.
The Radio Interference Service, which
acts as the enforcement arm of the agency.

received more than 3000 reports of possible
illegal transmitters and other suspect
sources of interference from the public.
Many of these, it says. were subsequently
investigated leading to prosecution.
The RA issued a total of 60,885 amateur
radio licences and 69.803 CB licences. a
slight decline on last year's figures.

Prosecution cases concluded in the courts & warning letters issued for financial year April 1990 - March 1991
Category Number of
Persons
Prosecuted
CB AM
CB FM

Number of
Persons
Convicted

Fines
Imposed (£)

Number of
Costs
Awarded (£)

Number of
Forfeiture
Orders

Total of

Number of
Conditional
Discharges

Number of
Number of
Absolute Admonishments
Discharges
(Scotland)

52

52

3,898
1,444

1

70"

6,775
5,085

37

71

17

5

-

143c

37,190

33,123

122

32

2

1

1

250

100

20

20°

7

4

5
8

5
8

2 673
1,730

2

1

3,662

2

48,401

188

Unlicensed
Broadcasters 145

Cordless
Telephones
PMR

6.6MHz

1

1

Others

6

6E

5,625
1,000
1,180
250
5,630

TOTAL

309

306

62,985

Amateur
Marine

A
B

C
D
E

Sent

6

48

4

259B

-

on Radio

Warning
Letters

2

10

70

2

1

2

15

1,721

50

1

1

9

43

416

12

3

charge of playing music and 1 Section 13 offence (deliberate interference).
offensive language
sentenced to three months' imprisonment and 1 sentenced to 4 terms of 60 days imprisonment suspended for one year
1 Section 13 offence
charge of obstruction CB operator; 2 of using aeronautical frequencies in hot air balloon; bug placed in a taxi office by the
proprietor and 2 incitement to commit WT Act offences by sale of illegal devices
1

1

1

1

-

1

Dishing out double trouble
winter is crunch time for Société
Européenes des Satellites, the
Luxembourg owners of the Astra satellites.
and Eutelsat, the European
telecommunications satellite organisation
based in Paris. h1 late October. Eutelsat
launches Eutelsat II F3. following the delay
caused by the loss of an Atlas rocket in May.
Both Eutelsat and Astra have been allocated
the same frequencies.
13Skyl3 uses Astra to broadcast its
programmes to the UK.
So far this has not mattered because
Eutelsat's existing satellites are located in
orbit well away from Astra's. But Eutelsat's
new II F3 satellite will be at 16° East. just
three degrees away from Astra at 19° East.
The position is too close for some of the
tour million Astra aerials now installed in
Europe to discriminate between satellites.
This follows a fudged report from SES
which warned against using any dish smaller
than 55cnt to receive its satellite services. As
a result both Amstrad and Sky dropped their
plans for lower cost. more environmentally
friendly 45cnt dishes.
Simon Onne, of receiver manufacturer
NEC. warns that "many viewers with
popular. low cost dishes are likely to suffer
interference".
NEC says that viewers k ill not notice any

away. With wide beam aerials. some
interference is thus inevitable.
Eutelsat's satellites operate in three
frequency bands. 10.95 - I.2G1-17. 11.45 1.7G1-Iz. and 12.5 - I2.75GHz. Astra IA
.45 GI-Iz. Astra I B uses 11.45
uses 11.2 -

This
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GHz and IC will use 10.95 - 11.2
GH7 when it is launched in a couple of
years. So far there is no clash between Astra
IA and anything of Eutelsat's. Eutelsat I F5
is already at 21.5' East and thus close to the
Astra slot. There are no interference
prob:ents because there is no frequency
clash with Astra IA or I B.
But when Eutelsat II F3 launches into its
allocated slot at 16° East it will use the same
hand as Astra 1B, 11.45 - 11.7 GHc. And
when Astra IC is launched in a couple of
years it. too. will share frequencies with
- 11.7

*T1

l

r
Small may be beautiful but the picture could
get spoilt

Eutetsat II F3.
Eutelsal II F3 is now scheduled for launch
in mid October. with eight 50W
transponders working in the 11.45 11.7GHz hand. The frequency clash with
Astra B is unlikely to affect Eutelsat users.
including Spanish broadcasters and British
data and news services. They will he using
I

problems with a poorly made or too -small
aerial sighted on Astra while there is no
other satellite transmitting on the same
frequencies from close by in orbit. But
Eutelsat will be using some of the saute
frequencies as Astra. from just three degrees

WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

large dishes. which exclude Astra's signals.
The aeople who suffer will be Astra viewers
with cheap or too -small dishes. They will
see double pictures or herringbone patterns
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on screen. The only cure

will

he to

fit

a

larger or better. dish. This will not be cheap
or popular with viewers.
Eutelsat in Paris feels "quietly confident"
that it has legal priority. Eutelsat registered
its frequency claim with the International
Frequency Regulation Hoard in Geneva
(part of the ITU) for 8(1 or 85cm dishes.
ahead of Astra's claim for the same
frequencies with 60cm dishes.
Eutelsat could thus, in the unlikely event
of it becoming necessary, claim priority
rights and force Astra to stop transmitting on
the affected frequencies. Hut Astra's viewers
who suffer interference will only he able to
complain if they are using 80 or 85cm dishes
- which no-one will he because this size
exceeds the 70cm maximum now specified
by the Department of the Environment.
Astra makes the valid point that its
commercial success is largely due to the use
of small dishes. It is out of the question to
ask the four million people in Europe with
small dishes to replace them with larger
models.
Astra is very cagey about the channels at
risk. "It depends on how Eutelsat deploys its
traffic." says Koen van Driel. Astra's
Commercial Director. "However British
channels will almost certainly not be
affected. Technical solutions exist to allow
for an interference tree environment with
55/6(1 cm dishes".
Eutelsat agrees that no-one will really
know what the problems are until both
satellites are in orbit and transmitting on the
same frequencies. Hut Eutelsat says it
expects a frequency clash on six of Astra
I B's transponders. with serious problems on
only a couple.
But now high end Swiss hi -ti company
Revox is selling the 289 ultra -compact
Innova antenna. Its aperture is just 34cm and
is the first domestic aerial to work on horn
principles. The smaller the aperture of a
satellite aerial. the wider its beam of
acceptance will be. This holds good whether
the aerial is a reflector dish. flat plate
collector or horn aerial like the Innova.
Peter King of Innova expects interference

risks on three transponders. And the subject
is closer to Innova's heart than anyone else.
The 34cm aperture brings a beam width of
over 5° compared to 3' for the 60cm dishes
recommended by SES. The wide beam
brings a reduction in the strength of the
signal reaching the LNH. and a greater risk
of interference from Eutelsat II F3.
"The Innova does not meet the Astra
specification". says King. "We make no
hones about it and have had many
discussions with SES at Betzdorf. We
cannot change the laws of physics. But
neither do a lot of dishes. SES is in a
difficult position here. Market research
shows that the public vants smaller dishes.
For the satellite market to explode we must
have smaller dishes. And obviously SES
v,ould like to see the market explode.
"Using smaller dishes means there is a risk
of interference hut it can be avoided if Astra
and Eutelsat negotiate and choose their
frequencies carefully. And at s+orst there is a
risk of interference on only three of Astra's
48 channels.
"With surplus capacity - and you only
have to look at the unused channels on Astra
113 to know that there is surplus capacity there is no need to use those three channels

memory cells. Mitsumasa Koyanagi
working with a group at the Research
Centre for Integrated Systems, Hiroshima
University intends to stack memory chips
on top of each other rather than putting the
circuits alongside on large silicon die.
Each layer of the stack is a fully
fabricated chip, separated top and bottom
from the next device by a layer of quartz
glass.

The vertical connections are made by
laser diodes and photo detector cells
integrated into the die. The hacks of the
wafers are polished to reduce the depth of
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King does not knows which channels are at
risk, either. "Someone inside Astra must
know" he says. "But of course they kkon't
say. No-one would ever rent them if they
knev,. would they?"
SES can delay the crunch because it has
not yet rented out all the available Astra
channels and can thus steer broadcasters
clear of those at risk. 13ut when demand I'or
channels exceeds supply. sonic of Astra's
viewers will start seeing double pictures.
This could happen if the European
Commission pushes through its plan to force
satellite broadcasters, such as BSkyI3. to
broadcast the same programmes
simultaneously in both old pal and new mac
systems. There will be no spare transponders
on Astra and SES will be forced to allocate
those at risk of interference.

Barry Fox

the substrate down to 5µm so that the light
from the laser can pass through to the next

layer.
The polishing also creates a surface
underneath the wafer which can be joined
to the quartz glass deposited over the
active parts of the device. The bottom of
the wafer is held by vacuum chuck while
the next layer is lined up by microscope.
At the moment. the group has produced
test silicon but has not actually built the
multilevel device. The final product should
allow a block of 512 hits of data to be
transferred in I6ns, an equivalent speed of
Rob Causey
128Gbit/s.

El
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190-year -old Rochdale canal is once again to
become part of a national communication
network. But this time telephone traffic rather
than cargo barges will be carried. It was actually
the ease of laying the cable under the towpath
that attracted Mercury Communications to link
Leeds and Manchester in this way. The only
hazard was discarded shopping trolleys.

y11".

3-D chips use light, not wires
Researchers in Japan have proposed a
means of using light to link multistorey

>p

o:

Single chip Nicam
is now producing
single -chip Nicam system. The
TB 12(14N/F is a hi-cmos device which
integrates all the functions of Toshiba's
earlier Nicam chip -sets to decode the UK's
terrestrial Nicam 728 system.
The device demodulates a quadrant phase
shift keyed signal into a 728Khit/s pulse code modulated data stream. The resultant
signal contains sound information for Icft
and right channels decompressed from 10 to
14 -bit resolution. The chip then converts it
into an analogue audio signal.
The demodulator features an automatic
gain control circuit and uses phase
synchronous demodulation by hasehand
PI.L. All necessary filters are included.
The Nicam decoder stage performs frame
synchronisation on the 728Khit/s data
stream, and de -interleaves it using 3.5Khit
of on -chip s -ram as temporary storage. The
decoder then expands the resultant samples
to full I4 -hit resolution.
The resultant digital sound information is
then processed by a two-times
oversampling filler, before passing through
a digital de -emphasis network
This final digital signal is converted to an
analogue audio signal by an on -chip sigma delta D -to -A with a 182 tines oversanipling
characteristic.

TToshiba Semiconductor
a

.

Magnetometer cores
Cores for the Fluxgate magnetometer
(EW+WW Sept 91) can be obtained
directly from the author, Richard Noble.
Please phone for details on 0873-890367.
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EASY -PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

Over 9000 Installations
in 50 Countries Worldwide!
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DESIGN

Runs on:- PC/XT/AT/

AWARD

286/ 386/486 with
Herc, CGA, EGA or
VGA display.
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Design: -Single sided,
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Double sided and
Multilayer boards.
Provides Surface
Mount support.
Standard output
includes Dot Matrix /
Laser / Inkjet Printer,
Pen Plotter,
Photo -plotter and N.C.
Drill.
Superbly easy to use.
Not copy protected.
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designs without the need for
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and 74LS Libraries
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NEW powerful ANALYSER

III has

full graphical output.
Handles R's,L's,C's, BJT's,
FET's, OP -amp's, Tapped and
Untapped Transformers, and
Microstrip and Co -axial
Transmission Lines.
Calculates Input and Output
Impedance, Gain & Group Delay.
Covers 0.001 Hz to > 10GHz
Runs on PC/XT/AT/286/386/486
with EGA or VGA.
Not Copy protected.

See
See

For full info Phone, Fax, or use enquiry card!

Number One Systems Ltd.
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Z-MATCH

II simplifies RF
matching and includes many
more features than the standard
Smith Chart.
Handles transmission line
transformers, stubs, discrete
components, S Parameters etc.
Supplied with many worked
examples.
Superbly easy to learn and use.
Runs on IBM PC/XT/AT/386/486,
CGA,EGA,VGA.
Not Copy protected.

us at DES, Stand 1214, 8 -11th October.
us at Desktop CAD, Stand 137, 5 -7th November.

REF: WW, HARDING WAY, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042
International: +44 -480-61778, Fax: + 44-480-494042 ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
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Harnessing H-bombs to heat the home?
sooner has the cold fusion saga passed
into history than another fusion
prospect has emerged. But this time what is
being seriously suggested by two physicists
at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory is the idea of letting off a series
of small H-horrths in an advanced
underground cavern and collecting the
energy released.
A proposal for (very) hot fusion power is
not as crazy as it sounds. Writing in MIT
Technology Review (July 1991), Abraham
Szoke and Ralph W Moir describe in detail
their proposal for I'NE (peaceful nuclear
explosives). an idea put forward originally
in the early 1960s by Albert I.atter. then of
the Rand Corporation. What is new is that
this latest scheme is fully engineered and
takes into account the need to reprocess the
fusion and fission products.
The reactor vessel is a steel -lined chamber
in which small bombs of around one kiloton
yield are let off about once every 2(1
minutes. At the top of the chamber is a sort
of elaborate shower head which injects
droplets of a molten salt just before each
No

explosion. The liquid traps the ene gy which
then boils water in a heat exchanger and
produces steam to drive a turbine in the
usual way. According to Szoke and Moir the
system could easily produce 100(1MW of

any fusion power station.
Stoke and Moir acknowledge that I'NE
sounds a crazy method of generating
electricity. Compared. though. with every
other known method it comes out well in the

electricity.
Calculations suggest that controlling the

calculations.
Fission power is no safer. fossil fuels
produce carbon dioxide while photovoltaic,
wind and wave energy are unsuitable for
base -load generation. The real question is
whether the public would ever accept
canned -l -bombs.
Technically the idea is simple and requires
no additional engineering know-how. All the
component systems are well tried and tested:
so much so that the writers claim it would he
possible to have a prototype up and running

underground explosions would not he nearly
difficult or dangerous as it sounds: most
of the explosive energy would he absorbed
by the falling droplets. And if the worst did
as

happen and the vessel were to burst. most of
the radioactivity would he contained
underground. What is more. because each
bomblet is injected individually. there could
be no thermal runaway of the sort that
happened at Chernobyl or Three Mile
Island. Szoke and Nloir do not make
extravagant claims for the safety of this
arrangement but reckon that it would

compare favourably with today's
conventional nuclear power stations.The
greatest danger derives from the fact that the
reprocessing component of the plant has the
inherent capability to manufacture weaponsgrade plutonium. But this would he true of

I

within ten years.
Crazy it may be, but is it any crazier than

driving to the office propelled by
conventional explosions in cans?

Planet casts doubt
The first reasonably hard evidence

for

planet outside our solar system as
widely reported at the end of July. But
behind all the hype and the speculation
about life in outer space lies a fascinating
research project which began back in
1985 at Jodrell Bank.
It all concerns radio pulsars rapidly
rotating neutron stars that emit beams of
radiation in the direction of their
magnetic poles. Each time the star rotates
and the beam crosses the line of sight to
Earth, we receive a radio pulse. When
the first pulsar was discovered, the
regular pulse repetition rate was of
course seized upon as evidence of alien
intelligence! Some 500 of these pulsars
are now known and the main interest lies
in measuring the infinitesimally small
changes in their periodicity, ie the rate of
spin -down. The measurement gives
a
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radio -astronomers insight into the stellar
dynamics and enables them to refine
theories of how pulsars form in the
aftermath of supernova explosions.
Of 40 pulsars currently being observed

Earlbsbahing proposal: could nuclear explosions be used to generate power?
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Imaging upset for IC
An imaging technique which will pinpoint
weaknesses in integrated circuits caused by
ionising radiation has been developed by
researchers at Sandia National Laboratories.
The technique. called single event upset
(SEU) imaging. is so precise that it can
isolate malfunctions in single transistor
components.
Single event upsets are temporary but
critical disruptions in an integrated circuit's
memory cells: they result from a collision
with high-energy cosmic rays. For example.
single event upsets occurring in the Hubble
space telescope are causing one of the
focusing circuits to lose data on a regular

}

basis.
As advances in fabrication technology
bring more densely packed ICs and a
reduction in site, the problem of radiation induced failures has become more acute.
Sandia researchers have used ion
microheam techniques to study generation
of radiation -induced upsets and have

produced micron -resolution "maps" of
where upsets occur. The maps are compared
with the circuit designers blueprint of the
chip to pinpoint the upset location.
Aim of the technique is to diagnose

on universal theory
at Jodrell Bank between frequencies of 1400
and 1600MHz, one code -named PSR 182910

aroused particular interest. Discovered in

1985 its behaviour is markedly different
from the others.

Instead of spinning at a steadily changing
rate, PSR 1829-10 slows down and speeds
up with a period of six months. This regular
disturbance, according to the Jodrell team

(Nature, Vol 32 no 6333) can only be
consequence of the gravitational effect of a
planet with about 12 times the mass of the
Earth.

This evidence for a planet in orbit around
the pulsar is obviously indirect because there
is no optical method of detecting it.
(Ordinary telescopes can not produce
anything more than a point image of even
the nearest star). But what is really
intriguing is how a pulsar could possibly ever acquire

a

planet.

Either the planet somehow survived the
cataclysmic heat of the supernova which (on
present theory) produced the pulsar, or else
PSR 1829-10 evolved in some way as yet
unknown.

October
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weaknesses in high-performance integrated
circuits so they can he redesigned for greater
radiation hardness.

Until now, traditional whole -chip radiation
testing has been used to identify
malfunctioning circuit elements, requiring
measured val,tes and complex calculations.
But. unlike with SEU -imaging, locations of
the upsets cannot he precisely determined or
actually imaged.
When an energetic ion strikes and
penetrates the silicon of an integrated
circuit. it leaves a wake of dislodged.
excited electrons as well as the holes that
they previously occupied. These electrons
can group together and create a collection of
charge. If this persists for a sufficient length
of time it can induce the memory cell to
change its stored logic state.
Only certain circuit components or regions
within components are susceptible to upset.
But because the microheam can individually
irradiate a single memory cell, transistor or
transistor component (such as drains or
gates), SEU -imaging can he used to image
upset -prone microscopic regions.
The ion beam is scanned across the
circuit's surface and can give rise to two
signals: emission of electrons from the target
(when the ion strikes the surface) and
generation of a malfunction, or upset in the
target circuit's operation (as the ion

WORLD + WIRELESS WORT D

SEU imaging: ion rnicrobeam enters the target

chamber (from right) and focuses on an IC
mounted in the chamber to produce a
"susceptibility" map.
penetrates the chip).
One -micron resolution of the technique
means it may have application in other
radiation -hardness characterisations carried
out at chip level.
For example. measurement of total dose

-

effects the cumulative effect of ionising
radiation to a single memory cell can be
achieved using SEU -imaging.
It could also be used to verify software
codes used to simulate radiation upset

-

processes.

Earth free antenna
gives good response
Directional HF loop antennas have been
around for a long time and can he
configured in omni-directional, bidirectional or cardioid radiation patterns.
Adjusting the value of R (see over) gives a
good broadband cardioid response, but only
if the earth connection is good. Otherwise
the antenna tends to have a figure -of -eight
response regardless
But P V Brennan and Y Valverde
.

of the
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Department of Electronic and

Electrical Engineering at
University College London
describe (Electronics Letters.
Vol 27 no I) a new balanced
version of the antenna which
needs no earth al all.
The mirror -imaged design
(Fig. 2) was arrived at by
reflecting the antenna in the
ground -plane and feeding the
balanced output via a 180°
hybrid into an MMIC
amplifier.
As can he judged from the
dimensions and components,
the experimental model was a
scaled down version operating
at VHF and VIIF frequencies
- partly for ease of
construction and partly to get
the whole test apparatus into a

Maximum

directivity

Output12-30Mttr)

"

ti

L

Ground
connection

Maximum directivity
Output

T

(4

100mm

IL

R

SOmm

small anechoic chamber.
Over the range I50-61)l)MFIi
the antenna maintains a good
cardioid radiation pattern
without any earth. either real
or capacitive. Front -to -hack
ratio is 17dR at 201)MH7. and
the response drops to a perfect
theoretical -6dB at 91)0 to the
direction of fire.
Brennan and Valverde say
that even without any
optimisation. a front -to -hack
ratio of I0dB is maintained
across the whole 4: I
frequency range. They add
That if the value of R is
trimmed or replaced with a
reactive network. it should he
possible to achieve a stable
pattern, regardless of
frequency.

Fair hearing for six channel ear
world

most realistic and effective
he the result of
collaborative research at a number of
institutes in Massachusetts and North
Carolina. The cochlear implant, to give
it its proper name, has been designed to
give a useful degree of hearing to people
who are profoundly deaf, usually as a
result of damage or disease to those
natural transducers, the hair -cells of the
cochlea.
In practice the ear functions as a
compressor, a limiter and a multichannel filter feeding a nerve bundle
comprising 30,00() individual parallel
The

s

artificial ear could

fibres.
According to Blake S Wilson, principal
author of the latest research (Nature,
Vol 352 no 6332), the history of electrical
stimulation of auditory nerves goes back
to the 18th century when Alessandro
Volta (of voltaic pile fame) connected
one of his high -voltage batteries to each
Compressed analogue
0

1-oikm

0

7-14kI4

1321

EL 2

1
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EL 3
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2

Fig. 1. Crosstalk is a

EL

problem with a

compressed analogue approach.
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ear. Volta apparently heard gurgling
noises before being knocked to the floor!
More recently the approach has been
the more subtle one of taking a signal

Filter

Band env.

Compression

Modulation

linear map

from

a microphone, compressing it,
feeding it through four band-pass filters
and applying it via surgically -inserted
electrodes to the basilar membrane in
the cochlea (Fig. I).
Although six channels can only connect
to a few of the 30,000 parallel nerve
fibres, the results have been surprisingly
good in practice. Patients vary markedly
in how successfully their brains adapt to
this wholly different input, but given
help from lip reading, they scan
sometimes make good sense of what they
hear.
One big problem, inherent in the
system, that Blake Wilson and his team
have had to overcome is crosstalk
between channels.
Although present systems still use only
six channels compared to the 30,1)00 in
nature, there is nevertheless a strong
tendency for the electric fields at the
electrodes to interact and make the
system behave as if there were fewer
channels still.
What Wilson's team has done is to
develop a system in which the processed
multi -channel audio is chopped up into
trains of fast interleaved pulses, none of
which coincide (Fig. 2).
This continuous interleaved sampling
(CIS) ensures that no two electrodes are
simultaneously stimulated. The result is

:111

=

Nonlinear map

Fig. 2. Continuous interleaved sampling

ensures that no two electrodes are

simultaneously stimulated, eliminating
crosstalk.

virtual elimination of crosstalk.
As for the patients fitted with the new
system, Wilson says: "All the subjects we
have studied, lost their hearing relatively
late in life, so they have a good
recollection of what speech sounded like

with normal hearing. However, all of
them have told us that the new strategy
provides a highly intelligible
representation of speech. It is nearly
normal, but not completely normal".
Some subjects have reported that it
sounds a little thin compared with what
they remember with normal hearing.
Nevertheless they have found speech to
be intelligible without the adjunct of lip
reading -a remarkable feat in view of
the limited number of electrodes and the
crudeness of the representation even
with the new strategy.
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teaching technology
The award -winning F.A.C.E.T. training
system from Lab -Volt integrates
software, hardware and courseware
into a complete computer based
training laboratory. It combines the
best aspects of manual instruction
with interactive, computer based
learning.

rY:.j

V

ZIF

--a

Each F.A.C.E.T. module comprises a number of clearly
identified circuit blocks with highly accessible circuit
nodes. Connections are made with jumper leads.

Please complete the coupon for further information
NAME
ORGAN ISATION
POS ITION

means Fault Assisted Circuits
for Electronics Training learning
through fault simulation and circuit
modification. The modular hardware
allows competency based teaching in
all major areas of analogue and
digital electronics from basics to
advanced concepts. Your training
department decides the curriculum.
F.A.C.E.T.

-

ADDRESS

PHONE
EWWO10/91

Lab -Volt (UK) Ltd, 28 Stephenson Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives Cambs, PE17 4WJ England. Tel:(44) 0480 300695.
Fax: (44) 0480 61654
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FILTERS
A choice of useful active filter
systems is available to the linear

circuit engineer but circuit details
are not easily found, even in

1

comprehensive text books. Here
John Linsley Hood surveys the
most useful layouts in this field.
Often in

linear electronic circuit

design enhancement, or diminution, of one part of the frequency
spectrum is required in relation
to another. For example, in replay systems
for gramophone records, it may be preferable to lessen some of the very low frequency rumble type noises which can occur due
to worn turntable hearings, usually on replay
but sometimes even when the disc itself was
cut.
Or perhaps it becomes desirable to remove
the annoying high pitched whistle, so prevalent on the reception of signals in the shortwave bands, due to the 8kHz spacing of
adjacent transmitter carrier frequencies. In
both cases, other parts of the frequency pass band should pass through the circuit with little or no attenuation.
Such circuit systems are usually classed as
filters, and may carry additional descriptive
labels, such as lowpass, highpass, bandpass,
notch, or frequency selective, depending on
type of function.
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A convenient distinction can also be
drawn between passive circuits those built
up from resistors, capacitors and inductors,
on their own
and active circuits, where
some amplifying or impedance converting
device is included, usually to improve performance.
The simplest and most primitive form of
filter for this kind of application is a simple
RC or LR network (Fig. 1) in which the turnover frequency, ft, at which the gain will
have fallen by -3dB, will be defined by the
equation:
= I/(21tCR) or ft = R/(21íL)
This type of passive filter is simple and
cheap, but its out -of-band attenuation rate is
not very high (Fig. 2) so that if, for example,
the aím was to reduce an 8kHz whistle to
1/20th of its original level, (-26dB), it would
be necessary to start rolling off the IIF
response of the system some 4.3 octaves
below 8kHz, (i.e., 406Hz).
Putting two such RC or LR filter networks
in series (Figs. lb, 1d) will increase the

-

-

.

^

;

i:

,;

.1"514,

attenuation slope to -12dB/octave, as shown
in the dashed line in Fig. 2, but the output
will then he -6dB down at fr.
Taking the same example as before,
reducing an 8kIlz whistle to I/20th of its
original size will now take some 2.2 octaves,
which means that it would be necessary to
accept an initial -6dB point at 1.78KHz. Still
not very good, but a step in the right direction.
What is needed is a way of contriving a
ruler flat frequency response right up to
some point at which the system transmission
starts to fall. This can not he done with Rs
and Cs on their own, but combining an RC
and an LR type of circuit allows an improvement to he made.
On its own, the circuit of Fig. 3a, because there are now two "reactive" components, (one L. one C) - will give a I2dB/octave slope, with an ft of IkHz. It
also shows a small (about IdB) peak in its
response curve just before the transmission
begins to fall off, as shown in Fig. 4a,
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-3
-6
(a)

0V

1111

aC

H
1. Simple first and second order lowpass
and RC passive filters.

Fig.
LR

-30

Id)

(c)

tit
Fig. 2.

f}

3

1á

15

Characteristic attenuation slopes of simple RC and LR filters.

of the slightly under -damped series
resonance of 1./ and C, acting as a tuned cir-

because

1H59

1H59

100k

cuit.

If this damping is reduced a little more.
say by increasing Rt to 14k, (/2x 10k). the
hump can he increased to +3d13 (Fig. 4h).
straight CR network will give a -3dB
putting these t\ko circuits in
series (Fig. 3b), it is possible to get rid of
the hump in the I.RC response curve. as well
as adding another -6dB/octave to the attenuation rate of the filter.
The approach does work. as shown by the
frequency response curve of Fig. 4c. which
indicates a -I 8d13/octave, (-60dí3/decade).
attenuation slope. 13ut the impedance of the
second half of the circuit should he made a
good hit higher than the first, to make sure
that it does not affect performance of the
first part of the circuit. shoes. This takes us
nearer to the ideal type of filter characteristic (Fig. 4c), but at the expense of introducing a certain amount of "ripple" in the frequency response. just below the turn -over
point.
Returning to the earlier example. such a
filter could reduce the amplitude of an kHz
whistle by a factor of 20x while still retaining a flat response to 2.7K Ht. or one which
was -6413 down at 3.4K Hi..
Since

a

point

at ft. by

(b)

(a)
Fig. 3. Second

order and third order LCR filters.

m

z
o

F
-20-12áB/octave

W

1k

2

FREQUENCY

Hz)

Fig. 4. Possible frequency response curves from 2nd and 3rd

order LCR filters.

Still not perhaps the best. but certainly in
the right direction.

Filter response types
The most widely used classifications of filter
characteristics are Chebyshev. Butterworth
FREQUENCY

and Bessel.

Chehyshev covers filter types where
design has been chosen to give maximum
attenuation rate possible for that circuit.
even though this leaves some unevenness in
the transmission characteristics at a part of
the response; ideally. it should he ruler flat.
With this type of filter, it is customary to
specify the amount of ripple as '±dB".
The second class of filter is the
Butterworth. which broadly refers to those
filter types designed to give maximum flatness in the pass -hand. even if this means
accepting a somewhat lower attenuation rate
beyond this point.
The third broad class of filter is the
Bessel, where the phase shift alters linearly
as a function of frequency. leading to a nearlv constant circuit time delay, and ntinintis-

(a)
Fig. S. General classification

I

of filter types.
C

C

C

Fig. V. Circuit rearrangements to
give highpass CR
and RL filters.
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(b)
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la)

Fig. 7. LCR type

Ib)

ld

notch filters.

r-I6k
R

R

ókt
2C

6).t6

Fig. 9. Some

of the possible forms of RF

LC bandpass filters.

Values shown
give fo=8kHz
3n3

3n3

Fig. 8. The

parallel -T notch filter.

-T >T1T7
Y»

Fig. I1. Tuned response type LC filters.

1

w

1

fo

Fig. 10. Typical modern bandpass RF filter
design for VHF FM or TV using; IC ,gain blocks

and ceramic ladder filters.

fo

ing distortion of step -function type waveforms.
have shown the type of transmission
responses for these three filter characteristics. along with that for a simple RC
arrangement. in Fig. 5a. It will he apparent
that all of the low pass filter types which
have. so tar. described can he changed into
highpass types. giving the kinds of transmission response shown in Fig. 5b. simply by
interchanging the positions of resistors and
capacitors. as have shown in Figs. ha - 6d.
I

I

Returning again to the problem of the 8kl-17
whistle in short-wave broadcast reception.
another useful possibility is to use a "notch"
filter. tuned to cut out the offending signal.
on its own.
The LCR arrangement shown in Fig. 7
would work, using either a parallel resonant
circuit in series with the signal path. or a
series resonant circuit across it. But these
would need largish values of inductance.
with very good Q characteristics. (low resonant energy losses) - both difficult and
expensive. A much more attractive layout is
the "Parallel T" (sometimes also called the
""I'w in T") circuit shown in Fig. 8.
Provided that the component values are

814

2f;

FREQUENCY

Fig. 12. Wien bridge notch

filter and its frequency response.

accurate, this will give a high degree of
rejection of an unwanted signal at a frequency given by: Irk 1/(2TtRC). requiring the
component values shown in Fig. 8 for a
notch at 8k Hz. This would give a -6dB
response at 4kIlz.: but there are ways to
sharpen up the notch (see "active systems").

I

Notch filters

2n RC

Bandpass filters and tuned response
Best known of the handpass filters arc those
which used to be huilt up from a pair of coupled tuned circuits. (Figs. 9a -9d). and used
in the IF stages of old-fashioned radio
receivers - nowadays they either don't bother, or use ceramic ladder resonators instead.
for example the circuit of Fig. 10.
suppose such a handpass system could
be made with large inductors - for use in
lower frequency applications - but
have
never seen it done.
Jus: connecting a pair of RC highpass and
lowpass filters in series would work. but not
very well, so this kind of filter is mainly
made up with active circuit systems.
Tuned response circuits can also he made
with l.s and Cs. as in Fig. 11. but this type
I

I

El

of layout would mainly only
at

he

worthwhile

RF.

Active systems
Putting an amplifier or impedance conver-

sion stage - and. for convenience, I have
drawn all of these circuits with op amps allows art enormous increase in scope in circuit design. For example. a quite useful
notch filter can he made with an inverting 2x
gain amplifier. coupled to a Wien network
(Fig. 12.)
With a high impedance op amp output
buffer. the variable capacitors can he air spaced twin -gang capacitors. allowing the
notch to he infinitely and delicately tunable.
However. since it is unlikely that all other
component values will he absolutely spot On. it is sensible to make the gain of the
amplifier somewhat adjustable. by RV,. to
allow the notch to he tweaked for maximum
depth.
It is in l --I' and -I -I' filters. though. that
active systems really cone into their own.
since it is so easily possible to organise systems which will have a really fiat frequency
I
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Once hobbyists had to buy "professional"
Solderless Breadboards paying "professional"
prices, but now there is EBBO, a total
Breadboarding System at a hobbyist's price.
EBBO can be as simple or as ambitious as you
want it to be, the only limit is your own
imagination or skill.
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AT LAST! A LOW COST HIGH QUALITY ENTRY
PATH INTO THE FASTEST GROWING BRANCH
OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING.
Beginners and experts alike can now exploit the power and flexibility of the
cost-effective TMS32010 DSP in applications such as:
FFT analysis, adaptive filtering, real-time control and robotics.
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response right up to the point at which the
gain starts to tall. and these can then he put

in cascade to give as fast a fall -off in
response as the designer needs.
The simplest of these is just an active integrator (an op amp with a capacitor between
output and inverting input) with negative
feedback applied overall, and an additional
I -IF roll -off capacitor. C,, connected to the
OV rail from the junction of RI and R2 (Fig.
13).
Fig. 13. Simple

This gives

loirpass filter based on active integrator and overall loop negative feedback.

R4

flat, Butterworth style fre-

R1

Out

47k

a

12k

C3
10n

33n

10n

.2k2

R3

ft -1kHz

(a)

(o)
C3

C1

--

2

4n7
[140n]

I

68n (2)i)

8k

(b)
Fig. 16. Lowpass (a) and highpass (h) Bootstrap filters.

m
v

Z

;12

l7
331J

ft

fc)

-18

=32Hz
24

Fig. 14. Lost pass (a) and highpass (b)

100

200

300

500

1k

2k

5k

3k

arrangements of "bridged T" filter.
R1

Fig. 17. Calculated frequency responses

R2

10k

FREQUENCY (Hz)

of circuits of Figs.

15

and 16.

R

R

2C

(a)

1

(b)

f0= 2n

RC

Fig. 15. Lowpass (a) and highpass (b) Sallen

and ley filters.
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Fig. 18. Bootstrapped parallel T notch

filter.
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quencv response up to ti and a -I2dB slope
beyond This. It can also give a gain determined by the ratio of R,IR,.
have shown this circuit, and all of the
others, with component values chosen to
give an ti of IkHz. and have indicated on the
diagrams the formulae by which different
values of turn -over frequency. (or notch frequency. etc.) cart he calculated.
The lazy option is just to alter frequencies
by multiplying or dividing the values of one
or other of the effective components - those
shown in the formulae - by the amount nec-

LP

I

essary to shift the frequency from IkI-Iz to

whatever other frequency is required.
Another useful family of filters, also giving some stage gain. is the type. generally
have shown
described as a "bridged T".
circuits for low-pass and high-pass versions
in Fig. 14. These are usually designed as
Chehyshev type third -order filters. where the
basic filter gives a hump in the frequency
response, at Ç. and an RC network is then
used to remove this, as well as give an additional -6(113/octave to the attenuation slope.
The high-pass version of Fig. 14b. was
commonly used as a rumble filter circuit on
gramophone record replay pre -atop inputs.
because the RIAA frequency response correction network could be connected across it
(Fig. 14c).
Nowadays designers usually prefer to
make all fiIte s capable of being switched
out of circuit. so separate unity gain "Sullen
and Key". or "Bootstrap" filter layouts
would be chosen.
The Sallen and Key layout is widely used.
since it can be organised around any convenient unity stage gain block. Even an ordinary emitter- or source-follower will do, and
gives highpass and lowpass filters with a

Fig. 22.

Fig. 20. Tuned response type

parallel

Option for

a

frequency selective
filter.

filler based on

T.

I

Fig. 23. The allpass

filter

Fig. 21. Tuned response system based on

Wien Bridge.

R3

R2

Butterworth style -I2dB/octave frequency
I have shown typical H -P and 1.-P
versions in Figs. 1 5a and 1 5b.
invented
The Bootstrap layout. (which
myself. or. more strictly. explored as a possible circuit transposition of a "bridged T"
tiller. and then analysed and developed), is
similar in its gain -block requirements. But it
is basically a third -order design. which can
give a Chehyshev type -201113/octave slope.
with a ripple within ±I dB. for a Q value of
2. Altering the chosen Q will change the
steepness of the cut-off and the amount of
residual ripple. A pair of -1-P and 1.-P
designs is shown in Figs. 16a and 16b.

response.

I

I

I
(ta)

R3

R2

I+- n
Cl

12k

21k

C

,,

C5

LF351

R7

C2R4

IN

1

20n

39k
R6

C6

680

61n

T
LE
+ 351

R1

10k

R5

680

P8

2k8

(b)
Fig. 19. Effect

of setting of RV, on frequency

response.

October

Fig. 24a. A very steep cut lowpass filter based on the
T Fig. 24b Highpass version of Fig. 24a.

combination of a Bootstrap filter and

a

paralleled
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an I-I -P and an L -P active filter in
series (Fig. 22) as if to make an active hand pass filter, but \\ ill] the values of chosen to

putting

coincide.

If tkko high Q Bootstrap designs are cascaded like this, a very decent stable response
peak, with steep out -of -hand skirts can he
100

1k

3k

10k

la)
Fig. 25. Frequency response

FREQUENCY (Hz)

of filter circuits of Figs.

Component values for a 3011z H -P type
audio amp rumble filter are quoted in the
square brackets.

Some calculated frequency response
curves for Sallen and Key. and Bootstrap filter designs are shown in Fig. 17.
As mentioned above, an impedance conkersion block can also he used to sharpen up
the notch of a Parallel T filter. by applying
"bootstrap" type feedback around the loop.
A circuit for this purpose is shown in Fig.
18, in which the steepness of the notch is
adjustable by the setting of Rl'1. Types of
frequency response available are shown in
Fig. 19.

Tuned response filters, giving

a

sharp

peak in output at some chosen frequency.
can also he made by putting a Parallel T fil-

Ib1

24a -b

ter in the feedback path of an ampi tier (Fig.
20). In this case it is necessary to have a
bridging resistor to prevent continuous oscillation. and the sharpness of the peak can he
controlled by varying this - in this example
by adjusting RV1.

The Wien bridge circuit will also give a
tuned response circuit (Fig. 21) and since its
performance will only he limited by performance of the gain block, there isn't any particular reason why this type of circuit could
not he used at radio frequencies, to give a
"coil -less" radio tuner!
Once again, the sharpness of the peak. up
to the point of continuous oscillation. is controlled by the value of R1'/.
An alternative. and slightly more docile,
form of frequency selective filter is given by

obtained.
The "All -pass" design of Fig. 23 is not
really within the class of filters. since it
doesn't alter the gain but alloms adjustment
of the phase of the transmitted signal. Since
all filters introduce phase shifts. of one frequency relative to another. this can be a useful tool for subsequent relative phase angle
correction.
The final type of circuit is the combination
of a standard H -I' or L -I' filter with a notch
design. If the notch is chosen to lie at a suitable point above or below the turn -over frequency, depending on whether it is an L -l'
or H -I' design. some quite impressive attenuation rates are possible.
A pair of Bootstrap + 'I' kilter circuits is
shown in Fig. 24, with frequency responses
indicated in Fig. 25. This type of frequency
response is sometimes called a Caner characteristic. a term which is used to describe a
system in which the extent of attenuation in
the stop hand has also been exchanged for
steepness of cut-off beyond the turn -over
point

Logic Analysis breaks the £1,000 barrier
The Thurlby LA3200 and LA4800 logic analysers set new
performance standards for low-cost logic analysers.
32 or 48 channels
100MHz asynch. capture

5ns glitch capture

Multi -level triggering
Non-volatile data storage
Disassemblers for popular µPs

The new LAs incorporate a vast array of features as standard
and options are available to connect to a very wide range of
target systems. Contact us now for full technical details:
IY
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Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: (0480) 412451

20MHz Function Generators
The Thurlby-Thandar 2001 represents the state of the art in bench
function generators. Sine, square and triangle waveforms are available up to 20MHz with frequency, amplitude or offset displayed
digitally. Full gating and start/stop phase control is incorporated.
The model 2002 adds a highly sophisticated sweep generator offering
precise setting of sweep limits, sweep triggering and pen lift control.
We offer a wide range of function generators from a very low cost
200kHz unit up to a fully programmable model with GPIB.
Contact us now for full technical details.

THURLBY- -THANDAR

I
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Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: (0480) 412451
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BARGAINS GALORE

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
fact, cheaper than £1 because if you buy
one other and receive it free.
In

10 you can choose

I3A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main where devices
a clock must not be switched off. Order Ref. 2.
switches with neon on/oft lights, saves leaving things
switched on. Order Ref. 7.
2 6V IA mains transformers upright mounting with fixing clamps.
5

such as

4 In flex

Order Ref. 9.

161hin speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes our 61hin
speaker. Order Ref. 11.
12 30 watt reed switches, it's surprising what you can make with

- burglar alarms, secret switches, relay, etc. Order Ref. 13.
watt loudspeakers two unit crossovers. Order Ref. 22.
Nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge almost any nicad

BRITISH TELECOM POWER UNIT 206A houses a 12v 6ah sealed lead/acid
battery and not only charges it but ensures that it will not be over -

discharged as directly voltage drops to 11.5v the output circuit is
automatically disconnected. The unit if connected to the mains will charge
the battery and keep it up to scratch. You can buy this in 2 ways, 1. just
the unit for £16 (order ref 16P6B1 or 2. unit with lap -made 12v Sah lead/
acid battery £25 ref 25P13B.
RESISTORS TEN A PENNY and they are top class 5% carbon foil types
either 69 or lhwatt rating.:You can buy at this silly price on condition
that you take a lull reel, which is 3000 on a bandolier. You specify the
value you want but please say if you can accept a near value as, although
we have a very wide range, we do not have every value. Over a million in
stock and if you will buy 50 reels or more you can have them at £2 a

these

bandolier but please come to our store, pick them out yourself.

2 25

LITHIUM BATTERIES 3.5v penlight size, 2 mounted on p.c.h. with diodes.
other bits. lithium batteries as you may know are virtually everlasting
(until they are put in circuit of counsel so they are ideal for alarms and
similar devices that do not draw current but do rely on it always being
available. 4 panels that is 8 batteries altogether £2, order ref 2P2588.

2

battery. Order Ref. 30.

Humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the membrane
stretches and operates a microswitch. Order Ref. 32.
5 13A rocker switch three tags so on/off, or change over with centre
2

off. Order Ref. 42.
24hr time switch, ex -Electricity Board, automatically adjust for
lengthening and shortening day. Original cost £40 each. Order Ref.
1

45.
I

Mini uniselector, one use is for an electric jigsaw puzzle, we give

circuit diagram for this. One pulse into motor moves switch through
one pole. Order Ref. 56.

Flat solenoids - you could make your multi -tester read
with this. Order Ref. 79.
2

1

AC

amps

Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can be operated by

any low pressure variation such as water level in water tanks. Order
Ret. 67.

Mains operated motors with gearbox. Final speed 16 rpm, 2 watt
rated. Order Ref. 91.
I
6V 750mA power supply, nicely cased with mains input and 6V
I

output leads. Order Ref. 103A.
2 Stripper boards, each contains a 400V 2A bridge rectifier and
other diodes and rectifiers as well as dozens of condensers, etc.

POWER SUPPLY WITH EXTRAS output 12v lamp, mains input is fused
and filtered and 12v output is voltage regulated, very well made on p.c.b,
and also mounted on the board but easily removed are two 12v relays and
a Piezosounder. Made for expensive equipment but never installed, price
£3 order ref. 3P800.

Plastic boxes approx Sin cube with square hole through top so
ideal for interrupted beam switch etc. Order Ref. 132.
5 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs no switch.
Order Ref. 134.
6

-

Microphone inserts

magnetic 400 ohm also act as speakers.

Order Ref. 139.
4

Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed switches and 4 coil sets with

notes on making c/o relays and other gadgets. Order Ref. 148.
6 Safety cover for I3A sockets
prevent those inquisitive little
fingers from getting nasty shocks. Order Ref. 149
6 Neon indicators in panel mounting holders with lens. Order Ret.

-

180.
I

in flex

simmerstat

- keeps

your soldering iron etc. always at the

ready. Order Ref. 196.

Mains solenoid. very powerful as shin pull or could push if
modified. Order Ref. 199.
made for computers but have many other
10 Keyboard switches

STEREO HEAD 'HONE extra

PHILIPS 9" HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR black and white in metal frame
for easy mounting, brand new still in makers packing, offered at less than
price of tube alone, only £15 plus C5 delivery- good discount for

quantities.

x

36mm, Alpha-

numeric LCD dot matrix module with integral micro processor made
Epson their ref 16027AR brand £8 each, 10 for £70, 100 for £500.

by

BRUSHLESS D.C. 12Y FAN tiny, only 60mm square, good air mover but
causes no interference £8 00

2MW LASER Helium Neon by PHILIPS, full spec, £30, power supply for this
in kit form with case is £15.00, or in larger case to house tube as well

£17.00. The larger unit, made up, tested and ready to use. complete with
laser tube £69.00 plus C5 insured delivery.
MAINS 2306 FAN best make "PAPST" 41,5" square, metal blades £8.00.
SOLAR CHARGER holds

4

AA

applications. Order Ref. 201.
Electric clock, mains operated, put this in
1

a

box and you need

never be late. Order Ref. 211.
12V alarms, make
new. Order Ref. 221.
4

2

6in

x

a

4in speakers,

4

change speed of record player motor. Order Ref. 268.
standard electrical.
3 Mild steel boxes approx Sin x Sin x fin deep
Order Ref. 283.
50 Mixed silicon diodes. Order Ref. 293.

-

digit mains operated counter, standard size but counts

numbers. Order Ref. 28.
In-flight stereo unit. Has

2

in even

most useful mini moving coil speakers.

Ex BOAC. Order Ref. 29.
2 6V

operated reed relays, one normally on, other normally closed.

Order Ref. 48.
2

Plug in relays with 3 changeover contacts. Coil operated by 12V
24V AC. Order Ref. 50.
12V pcb mounting relay. 2 changeover. Order Ref. ??

DC or
1

Cabinet lock with 2 keys. Order Ref. 55.
4 Dolls house switches or use them for any other low voltage
application. Order Ref. 57.
Magnetic brake for stopping a motor or rotating tool. Order Ref. 66.
I
1
Time reminder. Set it for anything up to 60 minutes. Order Ref. 77.
1
Shaded pole mains motor. shin stack so quite powerful. Order Ref.
I

85.
2

Sin

aluminium fan blades. Could

solar cells £ 150, solar generator to drive this £7.00. has provision for
battery back up when sun is not shining!
AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS

2-20 pf ideal for precision tuning uhf circuits

25p each, 10 for £2. 100 for £15.

be

fitted to the above motor.

WATER PUMP rery

powerful and with twin outlets, mains operated. £10.00.

ultimate disco control panel, has four
separately controlled and metered channels, twin cassettes, AM FM radio,
stereo audio amplifier. phono & C.D. inputs, etc, etc, etc, regular price
over £400 we have a few still in maker's packing, brand new and
guaranteed, yours for £99.
STUDIO 100 by Amstrad, the

aerials, ventilators. dampers.
rheostats, dampers or applications requiring 180 degrees clockwise and
anti -clockwise movement. We have the Sauter MVE4 154 servo motor drive
ref AR3OW3S regular price over £70 brand new. £15 each.
ROTARY POSITION CONTROLLER for

12 VOLT

8

AMP MAINS TRANSFORMER £4, waterproof metal box for same,

£4.
110 WATT SWITCHMODE POWER SUPPLY 230v mains operated, outputs of
38v 292A and 5v 3A. we have a lot of these and need the space so you
can have thew at a traction of their cost if you order before Oct 31 price
is £6.
10 VA MAINS TRANSFORMERS all p.c.h. mounting, all CI each, 10 for £9,

100 for £75, for output 12-0-12v order ref WAI, 15-0-15v order ref WA2.
20 0/20v order ref WA3, 18-0-18v not p.c.b. mounting but fully shrouded

same price orcer ref WA4.
mA FULL PISION PANEL METER

10 for

£9,IOO for £75.

PANEL AMP -MITERS 80

a pcb and front panel size approx 105x
50mm ex equipment but in as new condition £2 each.

mounted control. Constructed on

x

70mm

beautiful instruments £5 each 30 amp

m

bd, /,

a"

a

Q

order ref WAS, 10 amp order ref WA6.
5 amp order ref WA].
Vu METER

1Khz. TONE GENERATOR this is PP3 battery operated and has a 1Khz
output that can he continuous or interrupted at a rate variable by a panel

illuminate this from behind becomes on/off indicator as well,

11/2" square 75p each, 10 for £6, 100 for £50.

ideal when shod of panel space only 40 x
14mm, also have built-in led, 500 uA f.sdd, scaled 0-5, £1 each, 10 for
£9, 100 for E75.
EDGE -WISE PANEL METER

VIBRATING RECD FREQUENCY PANEL METER 4" square, 55-65 Hz only £9

each.

2AC5, 24v 200mA £2.

P.C.B. DRILLS 12 assorted sizes between .75 and 1.5mm £1 the lot.
LOW PRICED FIELD TELEPHONES. You will know from current advertising
that we are selling ex-B.T. field telephones at £12.50 each. We have
acquired some earlier ex -GPO models, not quite so nice-looking but quite
efficient, and have the big advantage that the ringing is done by means
of a hand operated internal generator. This saves a lot of batteries - the
only battery required is something like a PP3 for the speech. These 'phones
have the normal type of rotary dial built in and can still be connected
into a normal 1.T. system. Tested, guaranteed in good order, price only

TORROIDAL MAINS TRANSFORMER with twin outputs, 6.3v 1 amps and

£9.50 each. Order Ref 9P5.

12v I amp, one use would be power supply, price £5.

HAND GENERATORS as fitted in the above field telephones, this hand
generator is a permanent magnet type and has an AC output of
approximately 50v depending on how quickly you wind it. It you want

5

this has a Sin square
shaded pole motor. Price £5.

RPM BOW MAINS DRIVEN MOTOR AND GEARBOX

mounting plate and is 4in deep. it is

a

POWER SUPPLY UNITS mains in, dc out, based 4.5v 100mA regulated El.
6v 200mA regulated £1, 6v 700mA £1, 9v 500mA £2, 12v SOOmA £2, 12v

AMSTRAD POWER UNIT 13.5v at 1.9A encased and with leads and output
plug, normal mains input £5 each. 10 for £45.
AMSTRAD 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE Reference FD9 brand new and perfect, £45.
ATARI 64XE COMPUTER at 65K

this is quite powerful

so

suitable for home

or business, unused and in perfect order but less PSU, only £19.50,

Handbook C5 extra.
9" CATHODE RAY TUBE Philips M24/306W, which is not only high resolution
but is also X Ray and implosion protected, regular price over £30. you can
have them at £12 each and you will receive the deflection cols as well
tubes are guaranteed unused.

Watt MAINS TRANSFORMERS two available in good quality, both with
normal primaries and upright mounting. one is 20V 4A the other 400 2A
only £3 each or 10 for £21 carriage paid.
BO

x 4" x 41/2" metal, sprayed grey, louvred
ends for ventilation otherwise undrilled made for GPO so best quality, only
£3 each or £10 for £27.
PROJECT BOX size approx 8"

12V SOLENOID has good 1h" pull or could push it modified, size approx
I1/2"
by I" square, Cl each or 10 for £9.

with hose connections, ideal for auto plant
spray or would control air or gas into tanks etc, El each or 10 for £9.
WATER VALVE 230V operated

won't clutter up your desk or workbench, current model,
has push button dialling, last number recall, internal alarm etc., Ex B.T.
in good condition and fully working ready to plug in. £5
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS it you use these ask for our 1-30 Kv Capacitor list.

million in stock and might save you

a

lot of money.

a

higher voltage then simply connect the output to a transformer. We have
lit a 60 watt bulb quite successfully. The hand generator, complete with
handle, C4.00.Order Ref 4P5I.

built-in power supply so a
self contained extra drive for you if you use 3" discs, real bargain £35.00.
Order Ref 35P2R.
AMSTRAD 3" FLOPPY DRIVE cased and with

with a normal dc charger,
it must be a periodic current reversal type. We can supply the kit, with
data, £6.50. Order Ref 6P9B.
DRY BATTERIES CAN BE RECHARGED but not

ideal for low volt, high current
£6.00. Two types available, 15000µf

THE COMPUTERI GRADE CAPACITOR

experiments, 75p each
10V or

100000

or 10 for

15V.

HELP YOUR BOYS INTO ELECTRONICS let them learn by experiments with

our simple kits See our latest newsletter which will be sent to you with
any order or ask us for a copy.
V A.T. Send cheque/postal order or ring and quote credit
card number. Add £3 post and packing. Orders over £25 post free, unless
postage quoted separately.

Prices include

M&B ELECTRICAL (WW)

HANG UP PHONE

we have over 6x

Order Ref. ??

with B.T. flat plug ideal to make
extension for phone, Fax. etc. 50p each, £40 per 100. £300 per 1000.

23/4" square, scaled 0-100 but scale
easily removed for re -writing £1 each,

SOLAR MOTORS 11/2-9V precision made to operate from low current off

or 10 pairs for

B.T. TELEPHONE LEAD 3m long and

0-1

MINI MONO AMP on pcb size 4" x 2" with front panel holding volume
control and with spare hole for switch or tone control, output is 4 watt
into 4 ohm speaker using 12V or I watt into 8 ohm using 9V. Brand new
and perfect only CI each or 12 for £10.

thin tags - a must for hook ups - mains
connections etc. Order Ref. 259.
2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can switch mains
up to 5 amps so could be foot switch it fitted into pattress. Order
Ref. 263.
Mini I watt amp for record player attached to unit that will also
1

lightweight with plug £2 each

£18.

with terminals for joining in series for higher volts or parallel
for extra current. IOOmA El, 400mA £2, 700mA £2.75, IA £3.50.
SOLAR CELLS

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting "to earth" shocks.
230V in and 230V out. 150 watt upright mounting £7.50.

50 Leads with push -on

1

hrs., in very

ohm made from Radiomobile so very good

Order Ref. 252.

6

8

noise about as loud as a car horn. All brand

quality. Order Ref. 242.
2 6in x 4in speakers. 16 ohm 5 watts so can be joined in parallel
to make a high wattage column. Order Ref. 243.
I Panostat, controls output of boiling ring from simmer up to boil.

1

nicads and recharges these in

ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER

neat plastic case £6.00.

I

-

emits at least ten times as many ions as does any other kit on offer, nor
do we know of a ready built model that is as good, you don't need a tester
to see if it is working just bring your hand close to it and feel the stream
of neg ions. It's a kit complete with case, nothing else to buy yours for
£14.50.

COLOUR MONITORS 12" high resolution in black metal case with mains
p.s.u. built in, unused, but line rejects so will require servicing, hence
offered at the very low price of £49.00 plus £5 delivery.

which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter
has four ranges. AC/DC volts. 3 ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance
and 5 amp range. These instruments are EX British Telecom, but in very
good condition, tested and gntd. OK, probably cost at least £50 each, yours
for only £7.50 with leads, carrying case £2.00 extra.

2

I5Watt Bohm B" SPEAKER & 3' TWEETER made for a discontinued high
quality music centre, give real hi.fl. and for only £4 pair.
TIMES TEN IORISER using transformers and novel circuitry, our ioniser

MOVEMENT ALARM goes off with slightest touch, ideal to protect car, cycle.
doorway, window, stairway, etc. etc. Complete with piezo shneker ready to
use. Only £2 (PP3 battery not supplied).

IOm Twin screened flex with white pvc cover. Order Ref. 122.

drills for pcb boards etc. Normal cost about 80p each.

EXPERIMENTIJG WITH VALVES don't spend a fortune on a mains
transformer w_ can supply one with standard mains input and secs. of
250.0-250V at 75 mA and 6.3V at 3 A. price £5.

100 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS all normal primaries: 20-0-20 volt 2690
30volt 31/2A. 40volt 269* and 50volt 2A all upright mounting, all £4 each.
good quantities in stock.

Order Ref. 120.
12 Very fine

500V BRIDGE MEGGER developed for G.P.O. technicians the Ohmeter 18B
is the modern equivalent of the bridge meggar. 9V battery operated it
incorporates a 500V generation for insulation testing and a null balance
bridge for very accurate resistance measurement. Ex B.T. in quite good
condition with data & tested. Yours for a fraction of original cost £45+
£5 insured delivery.

with Piet() alarm, built into
preformed case, is triggered by movement disturbing reflected signal,
intended for burglar alarm, car alarm etc. has many extras, time delay.
auto reset, secret off device etc. A £40 instrument yours for £10.

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER internally generates voltages

Order Ref. 128.

budding young electrician. Should be able to assemble but you may have
to help with the soldering of the components on the PCB. Complete kit
£8.95.

12 VOLT 1.9 AMP -HOUR rechargeable battery by lap YUASHA brand new,
charged ready for use £6.50 each. Solar charger to house this and keep
it ready £29.50.

16 CHARACTER 2 LINE DISPLAY screen size 85mm
14

ELECTRONIC BUMP & GO SPACESHIP sound and impact controlled
responds to claps and shouts and reverses or diverts should it hit
anything! Kit with really detailed instructions, will make ideal present for

12

Boundary Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 4EH

Telephone (0273) 430380 Fax (0273) 410142
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Impedance transformation with
standard 5052 coaxial feeder
equipment, transmission lines or feeders usually
have input/output impedances matched to 5052.
Occasionally matching problems arise. Dick Manton
suggests using a quarter -wave transformer and shows
how simple networks of 50Q lines can be used to
perform this task.
RF

By convention, the ratio is always greater
than or equal to I. In Fig. 2 a transmission
line of impedance Zo changes to impedance
Z, which is then terminated by a resistive
load impedance Z,. The resulting VSWR
between the generator and the discontinuity
is Zi/Z0 if Zt>Z0. or Z,/Z, if ZZ>ZI. The relationship between the VSWR and the reflection coefficient P. which is usually
expressed as a percentage, is

(VSWR-1)x1110%

ropagation of waves along a transmission line is very similar to the propagation of water waves in a long, narrow
channel. If the channel is uniformly wide
and deep, and fitted with a perfect wave
absorber at the far end then, assuming there
is no attenuation as the waves proceed, the
wave pattern will consist solely of forward
travelling waves which have a constant
amplitude or wave height along the channel.
If. however, the channel changes width
abruptly at some point. then waves having a
fraction of the amplitude of the forward
waves will he reflected hack from the discontinuity towards the wave generator.

Stationary or standing waves will he produced between the generator and the discon-

tinuity

forward and backward waves
slide in and out of phase. These conditions
are shown in Fig. 1.
With radio frequencies the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line corresponds to the width of the channel and a
matched load or matched antenna corresponds to a perfect wave absorber. A change
in line impedance. or the presence of an
unmatched load impedance. will result in
reflected waves of voltage and hence voltage
standing waves. The voltage standing wave
is quantified by the voltage standing wave
ratio (VSWR). which is the ratio of the maximum amplitude of voltage along the line to
the minimum amplitude of voltage a quarter wavelength away.

Forward wave + Backward wave
-Standing wave

as the

- (1',514R+ I)

or

I+
VSWR =

;

100

Provided that the minimum amplitude of
voltage on the line is greater than zero, one
fraction of the forward power remains,
which will travel on past the discontinuity to
he absorbed by the load. This is more easily
visualised by considering the voltage reflection coefficient Pv. If the forward power is
W, the power reflected hack is equal to
P,,W. The remaining forward power is therefore:

I-

Forward wave

100

I-

Z
'

I00)

JI

Original wove

in

Narrow channel

Wave

absorber

Wider channel

Wavelength
Fig. I. Standing

Wavelength

water waves formed in a channel as

a

result of an abrupt change in channel

width.

Disadvantages of having reflected waves in
a transmission system include loss of available power in the load or antenna. increased
voltages at half -wave intervals along the line
and correspondingly increased currents at
half -wave intervals between them, and distortion in FM. TV and pulse modulated systems if the transmission line is sufficiently
long. typically when it is longer than 50m.
The reflection coefficient of a TV broadcasting antenna has to he kept below 2%

(VSWR<1.04
Forward wave

Backward wave

) to avoid transmitting an
appreciable level of ghost image.

Forward wave

=Standing wove
zo

ill
Fig. 2. Standing

impedance from

820

zt

Load

Zi

Generator

electric waves formed in
Z to 1,.

a

transmission line as a result of an abrupt change of

Quarter -wave transformers
If quarter -wavelength of transmission line of
characteristic impedance Z,=I(Z(JZI) is interposed at the junction of two unequal line
impedances Z, and Zt, then the system will
become matched at the design frequency.
This is because Zo/Z, = Z,/Z, resulting in
equal -amplitude reflections from Junction

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD October 1991
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points A and B (Fig. 3). Because of the time
delay for waves getting from A to B and
hack and the relative phases of the reflected
waves at their points of generation, the
reflected waves will completely cancel at A
and no reflected waves will proceed hack
beyond that point. In Fig. 3 and elsewhere 2.
equals the wavelength in the feeder, is
300v/f metre where r is the velocity factor of
the feeder and is frequency in MHz.

f

Equivalent quarter -wave transformers
In general, the characteristic impedance Z,
will turn out to he a non-standard value. In
strip -lines or microstrip-lines a wide range
of impedance can easily he fabricated hut
non -standard -impedance coaxial lines are
likely to be inconvenient to construct and
are unlikely to he obtainable commercially.
Fortunately, however, "equivalent" quarter wave transformers of any characteristic
impedance Z,, can he formed by three sections of 5052 feeder in the form of a T, with
two equal arms of (length It) for the input
and output line. The third arm of length 12
forms a stub line at the junction of the other
two. If the required equivalent characteristic
impedance Zc is less than 5052, then the stub
has an open -circuited end: if Z,,. is greater
than 50í2. the stub has a short circuited end.
The lengths It and 12, which are indicated
and plotted in Fig. 4, are given by

50

ii =

and

Zo

ti

360

tan
1Z

or

Ill!

=

Z,.

ZF

50

360

if Zf->50

- Z50

50
tan

i2

open -circuited end

E

'

7_

=0.25+

short-circuited
end

360

At frequencies close to the design frequency, the equivalent quarter-wave lines have

Fig. 3 Standing waves eliminated by the use

ofa quarter -wave transformer. Zl ='I(ZZ,)

being used to transform a load impedance to
or from 5012, regardless of phase delay. the
arm of the T that adjoins the 5012 can, of
course, he omitted.
Resulting variations of reflection co-efficients with frequency are shown and compared with reflection coefficients of real
quarter -wave transformers. It is immediately
apparent that the equivalent quarter -wave
line with an impedance lower than 5012 has
two acvantages: its bandwidth is greater and
the number of connections that are required

02

0.20-

já 04 0

is less.

Increased bandwidth transformers
70

40

60

EQUIVALENT IMPEDANCE ZE

Fig. 4 Dimensions

80

Sc

OHMS

of the 'equivalent' quarter-

wave transformer

l

As one might expect. the penalty for using a
substitute product is a decrease in operational bandwidth when compared with a real

quarter-waxe transformer. This is best illustrated by comparing the variation of reflection coefficients with frequency for transformers which are designed to transfer from
2552 to 5012 and to transfer from 10012 to
5012. Either of these transformers can he
used to feed two 5012 loads in parallel. as
illustrated in Figs 5(a) and (b).

If

an

equivalent transformer circuit is

SO

Resulting reflection coefficients ale compared with those of "real
quarter-wave transformers.

Li

SO

Equivalent 35.36/1
quarter wave transformer

(al

The transformers that are illustrated in Fig. 4
and 5 are specifically designed to he
matched at the design frequency. If. however, the transformer arms are slightly modified a matching stub is added, a good compromise in reflection coefficient can he
achieved over a much wider frequency hand.
Figs 6(a) and (b) show 2512 to 5012 transformers and 10012 to 5012 transformers that
have been optimised for frequency hands of
±I0% (Band II 88-108 MHz) and ±20% (B
and V 614-854 MHz).
Some further improvement might have
been possible if multiple stubs had been
used tut this possibility has not been
explored here. If four 50 -ohm loads have to
he fed in parallel from a single generator. an
improved bandwidth can he obtained by first
transforming pairs of 50 -ohm loads in parallel to produce single 50 -ohm impedances
and then transforming these to produce a
final single 50 -ohm input.
Specific length of feeder has to he used
between the two sets of transformers to
ensure that the residual reflection in the first

Fig. 5. Alternative transmission line circuits for feeding two 5052 loads
in parallel using equivalent quarter -wave transformers. Dimensions:
(a)l, = 0.098A., 12= 0.098 oc; (b) 1, = 0.152)., Iz = 0.152A. sc.

Open

L21

Zi
Load Z1

Performance conflicts
50

Forward wave

Generator

if ZE <50
,r

o

Z2

all the attributes of real quarter -wave lines.
That is, they delay phase by 90' and transform impedances in the same way. even to
the extent of transforming open -circuits to
short-circuits and vice versa.

Z.

tan_I

Xti

Forward wave

50

Short
50

Equivalent 707111
quarter wave

transformer

'

Short

(b)
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Fig. 6. Wideband circuits for
transforming (a) from 2552 to
5052

and (b) from

10052

to

50U.

Fig. 7. Wideband circuits for
connecting four 5052 loads in
parallel.

lb)

la)

Optimised for

16

fo s20 %

to t10°/.

fo±10%

fo ± 20%

I,

.IO2A

.117A

Iz

.094Aoc

.079Aoc

13

.297A

.297A

/4

.252Asc

IS

.297A

.

250Asc

.292A
ÓB

11

1.2

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

09

5

r2

1.1

RELATIVE FREQUENCY

f/fo

filo

lb)
2552 -50S2

fo ±10%
I,

.102A

/2

.094Aoc

/3

.297A

/4

.252Asc

fo ± 20%

.117A

.079Aoc
.297A.
.

250Asc

1009-50U
fo±I0% f0±20%
.143A
.159Asc

.212A
.245Asc

pair of transformers arc optimally compensated by the residual reflections in the second transformer. Fig. 7 shows the dimensions and performances of four -okay splitiers
using transformers designed for ±10%r and
±209/ bandwidth.

.127A
.184Asc

.212A
.250A.sc

Small modification can he made to
improve the bandwidth. All reflection coefficients. that are illustrated above. yyere calculated by means of a network analysis
computer program which Y+as y+ritten by the
author.

HALF PRICE MEMORIES ... GUARANTEED
.

Recycled, quality i.c's for next day delivery
WHY PAY MORE?

All DEVICES SUPPLIED ARE

* Ultrasonically cleaned
* erased and tested
* Handled accordance with BS5783
* Packed antistatic tubes or boxes
* Original brands

0

0

l

r99714147

UV

in

Abracadabra

in

OEM

- for an

environmentally friendly service!

EXTENSIVE STOCKS
*DRAMS

1-25 25+ 100+

41256-10

£0.95

0.80

0.70

4164-15

£0.55

0.45

0.35

*SRAMS
62256LP-10

£1.90

1.70

1.50

We are major suppliers to colleges, Universities, R&D Departments and OEMs who

6264LP-15

£0.79

0.69

0.59

recognise our commitment to quality. Export orders welcome.

6116LP-15

£0.55

0.45

0.39

UK Orders please add £2 Carriage and VAT to total.

*EPROMS

270000-15

£3.50

3.10

2.90

27C512-15

£2.20

1.99

1.80

By 'phone 0480 891119

27C256-25

£1.20

1.10

1.00

(8am-7pm Mon -Fri)

27128-25

£1.00

0.90

0.80

2764-25

£0.90

0.80

0.70

2732-25

£0.80

0.70

0.60

2532-5v

£2.50

2.40

2.30

2716-45

£0.80

0.70

0.60

3 WAYS TO ORDER
r

All major Credit Cards accepted
©By Post

- send

cheque or Banker's Draft to:

Abracadabra Electronics Ltd, 25 High Street, Ellington,

ABRACADABRA

ELECTRONICS)

HUNTINGDON, Cambs. PE18 OAB
©By Fax:

.

Official orders to 0480 890980

(24 -Hour Service)

Many other items in stock, for FREE List use reader enquiry service or 'phone now.
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USING SIGNAL ACQUISITION CARDS IN YOUR PC?
THIS CARD WILL SOLVE YOUR ALIASIIIG V
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Differential to single ended mode
Compati3le with all standard A/D cards
Fully software programmable
Very easy to use

- FILTER IT!

PHONE 0692 500777

LAPLACE INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

FAX 0692 406177
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Custom metalwork
and quick!
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FIBRE -OPTICS EDUCATOR
Versatile training
equipment for
education and
industry.
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ÉLLMAX\
ELECTRONICS

I

CIRCLE NO. 129 ON REPLY CARD

ELECT

All use the unique IPK extrusion, giving

strength

and rigidity with no visible fixing screws.
Rack mounting strips, cable trays etc. from stock.

ELLMAX ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Unit 29, Leyton Business Centre,
Etloe Road, Leyton, London, ElO 7BT.
Telephone: (081) 539 0136
Fax: (081) 539 7746

products including:
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Sound models for

MicroCap
Ben Duncan illustrates the modelling of some real
passive components for greater realism in simulation

of audio components.
passive components (resistors. capacitors, inductors and their derivatives)
used in both pen and paper design
and computer simulation, as well as
in circuit schematics. are pure or "primitive"
parts. But the map is not the territory and
nothing quite like them ever pertains in

nature or exists as

manufactured part.

a

Instcacl, real components contain. in addition
to their explicit behaviour as R or L or C.
the other two terms.
For example. all capacitors exhibit inductance and resistance. albeit small in good

specimens. Additional, second order phenomena include dielectric absorption, transmission line effects, mechanical losses, and
non-linearities in magnetic cores where
applicable. Parasitic elements are well heeded by RF designers (they have to be). but are
commonly ignored or only hazily appreciated by practitioners in other areas. In analogue audio and instrumentation, passive
component parasitics become important
when developing and analysing circuits to
high precision (eg to <0.5dB, <10). Even
with purely nominal circuitry. component
imperfections become increasingly signifi-

-

Fig.

1.

Using MC3 as

a

cant when operating above IOOklIz and in

some cases below IOH/, or wherever
extreme part values, power. voltage, current
ratings and network impedances are
involved. Awareness of passive component
parasitics is no less important in digital
design, for the optimising of power supply
decoupling and suppression networks.
References123.4 provide introductory reading on the attributes of real components.
This article introduces some passive component models and describes how they have
been created and evaluated. using Spectrum

Software's N icroCap-Ill premium simulator
software5. Known as IV C3 for short, it's
friendlier and more versatile than most if not
all of the Spice -based programs, hut
nonetheless, it has much in common. and
Spice users will have no difficulty translating the model information into their local
dialect.
Resistors and pots
Real resistors feature a shunt capacitance of
about 0.3pF. for modem. 1/4 watt metal film
types. The value depends on physical size,
hence type and wattage
core geometry

-

-

first order resistor model

4111
RN -3 - C.00« 21.Ju1y.91

First order resistor model
illustrated with a buffered attenuator
driven by a pulse with a luS rise time.
Rsw brings in Cp when stepped to zero.
Source:
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iitors

and is fairly independent

of ohmic value. So
whether operating frequencies and/or network impedances are high enough for it to
matter in particular instances will generally
be intuitively obvious to the designer. If
uncertain, Fig. 1 shows how you can use
MC3 as an A/B demonstrator. The parasitic
capacitors (C) are connected via resistors
(Rs)) which can be used to switch them in
and out by stepping from zero to a very high
resistance. The resulting time domain or
transient graph Fig. 2 shows the ±I V stimulus (input) at the top, and the two output
plots, with and without C Note the peaking
and timing advance when C is included.
Potentiometers are modelled in MC3 by
causing two resistors to step in opposite
directions, maintaining a constant value. The
value of each resistor is equal to the pot's
nominal value. In Fig. 3, which models a log
pot used as an audio volume control, it is
done with the aid of the sub -circuit artifice
at the bottom right. The voltage of battery
called "set" is stepped during analysis, and
drives the adjacent polysource "Logstep".
The polysource acts as the multiplier in the
#DEFINE statements which comprise equations governing upper and lower arm resistances (UAR and LAR). A log term linearises step increments on the dB scale.
The stepping equations includ.k, the parasitic capacitance (Ce) across the element,
which can be quite substantial in some dual
carbon models with close tracking, eg.
ALPS. Their values, in the order of 5pF, are
arrived at by multiplying the pot's value
(104) by a huge 0.005p (5-I5)! Real pots also
have endstop resistance (Re), a wiper resistance (RN,), and capacitance between their
pins (5pF). These values have been written
as #DEFINE statements to keep the page tidy.
Real loads have finite resistances and with
shielded cable, capacitance may be tens or
hundreds of pF too. The load model contains
typical values. The source generator (it's not
visible but appears across the 10" input tie down resistor during an AC run) has the
default RS of I mQ. This is an allowable simplification as the direct source impedance of
any halfway decent driving op -amp will be
within the tolerance of the upper Re.
Figure 4 shows the pot's frequency response versus attenuation setting, demonstrating the way in which the capacitive portion of the divider turns the IIF response
from a roll -off to a roll -up as attenuation
increases, with a nearly flat response occurring at around -20dB. By altering the stepping range, the maximum attenuation will be
found to be around -66áB, and by appending
tolerances to all the resistive values, and performing a worst case Monte -Carlo run, you
can predict the maximum and minimum of
full audio band attenuation in production.
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title, the "equivalent' parts are real, physical
quantities. MC3 readily plots input and output impedance (or conductance if you prefer) in AC analysis mode. A suitably large
series resistance is needed to separate input
I

mS2

AC analysis

source would dominate.
The parasitic values for the 22nF capacitor
in Fig. 5 have been arrived at by inspecting

spot values on the maker's impedance
against frequency graph, then en ering rea-
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portion of divider changes the HF response

from output, else the
Capacitors
The first order model of a real, capacitor
comprises equivalent series resistance
(ESR), equivalent series inductance (ESL)
and leakage resistance (RL). Despite their

1.

Fi.0

as

'

Monte

,

attenuation increases.

sonable initial values. The ESR is the resistance at the impedance minima. ESL will he
in the order of a few nil for most physically
small components. The values can then he
adjusted by stepping them until the capaci-

tor's impedance versus frequency plot (Fig.
6) closely corroborates with the maker's
data. An uncertainty, hence tolerance of
10% has been included in the ESR and ESL

"#define' statements. The leakage term has
been excluded, as with the plastic film
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MODEL IN CONFIDENCE

PFCM-I - C.BDR 20.July.91
Plastic f11n capacitor model
Based on ERO MKT data. Snn Petoh layer tape
Monitor Za at node 21
= input

Analysis with MicroCap-Ill or MC3 for
short involves entering the circuit as a
schematic in a windows type of
environment. Simple circuits are speedily
tested and then developed into bigger ones
by copying blocks and merging. Nodes are
numbered automatically.
In the latest V3.08 used here, numbering
is fairly cumulative so the addition of new
parts rarely alters existing node numbers.
The latest version is also thoroughly
gamekeepered by factual error messages
which leap out to prevent you entering a
hang or making a fool of yourself.
Component values can be stepped and
may he optionally defined by statements
(which may include formulae) on the
screen. Notation is a mixture of
engineering shorthand and floating point
numbers, as convenient. MC3 already
allows you to model two kinds of real world passive component errors neglected
in the main text, namely value tolerances,
and temperature coefficients.
Confidence in the results have been
gained by rigorous comparisons between
simulations and measurements of the
resulting physical circuits using Audio
Precision System One and Techron TDS
"TEF" test sets. In the majority of cases of
disparity, an error in the physical circuit
was revealed - rather than a modelling
oversight. Thus simulation, so easily
casually vilified as "inaccurate", actually
has a role to play in verifying that the
expensive PTH PCB you're about to make
is the circuit you think it is.
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but not an Audio Precision (AP) test -set's
plot of magnitude. Fig. 10. The 1kí2 series
input resistor is the same value as that used
in the physical measurements and the latter
test set's source and load conditions have

been included in the modelling circuit.
Looking at the AP plot, note the change of
slope towards -3dB/octave above 'kHz. This
phenomenon is common in wound capacitors (not just electrolytics) and arises
because of the transmission line quality of
the plates, owing to their sheer length 6.
The second -order circuit in Fig. 11
replaces and upgrades the basic model, and

retains

a

similar total capacitance, but

a line of distributed ESRs
(DESR) having much higher values
(330m12), with the leadouts' resistance
(10m12) and lumped inductance (4.5nH)

spreads it along
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arrived at by
taking "reasonable" initial values then
stepping until the impedance vs frequency
plot, Fig. 6 (middle) matches the maker's
Fig. 5. (top). Parasitic values are

data.
Fig. 7. (above) Model of a modern 100µF
electrolytic and maker's data, Fig. 8 (left).

capacitor modelled here, it is

at least

100M12, só only significant in very high
impedance networks and at VLF.
Figure 7 presents a model for a modern
100µF electrolytic, made by Elna. The

model

closely follows the maker's

impedance data (Fig. 8) as shown in Fig. 9

expressed separately. Leakage resistance
(l0s) with a fair uncertainty (60 means 60%
to 160%) has been included for completeness. The network is then connected across
the existing source and load conditions in
the previous circuit (using the tie marked
ec+), and yields the curve in Fig. 12. The
change of slope above I kHz now closely
follows the AP plot in Fig. 10, although the
different aspect ratios make this hard to see
at first.
In case there are any doubts, Fig. 13
shows 15 worst case Monte Carlo tolerance

100
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runs, homing in on the bottom portion of the
original graph. The variation is the sum of
the two tolerances expressed. ie. DESR
varies ±5% and C varies ±20%r. ESL variation has been expressly excluded by not
appending a tolerance to its value. Note how
the difference is a linear offset below kHz.
with a change of slope at higher frequencies
where the plots cross each other. Thus it
can be seen that any lack of corroboration in
the slope and the corner are within the tolerance hand of the distributed elements alone.
If desired, the model can he refined by further sub -division and dispersion of the R, C
and even L components.
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Dielectric absorption
Dielectric absorption (DA) or soakage is the
ability of high permittivity dielectrics notably electrolytic. medium and hi -k
ceramic, and the polar plastic films - to
release charge more slowly than predicted
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Fig. 9. The model closely follows maker's data

(Fig. 8) but not an Audio Precision test -set
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10.

by first order equations.

The ideal equivalent circuit for DA is a
series of nested RC networks. across the
main capacitance. For a first order approach
to this third order problem. the series can he
simplified to a single, nested RC network. It
may not be good enough to give definite
answers to audio mysteries, but it may come
in handy with problems in sample and hold,
and integrator circuits. The values needed to
replicate DA in a 4.7µF polyester capacitor
were established by building the standard
US Mil Spec DA test -set in MC3.
It comprises an electrometer looking
across the capacitor under test. which is

charged for five minutes, then shorted.
MC3's time switches vastly simplify the
accurate and automatic timing of the
charge/dump/read cycle. A virtual electrometer built in MC3 (or other simulators) has
perfect leakage and noise specifications and,
unlike real instruments, it doesn't need
cleaning and a hake in the oven after a period of disuse!
The DA term values were stepped in transient analysis until the recovery voltage 5s
after discharge followed the results for the
4.7µF MKT capacitor in Jung & Marsh's
classic report7.
Looking at Fig. 14, the op -amp gain stage
has three high pass poles built around it, all
using the 4.7µF polyester capacitor. IO8S2
models leakage resistance, and 0.ISI the
ESR. ESL isn't modelled as we're only
looking at low to sub -audio frequencies. The
DA term is the I58nF, in conjunction with
Rs5, when the latter is I0MS2. When stepped
to a much higher value (I0'li2) DA can he
safely assumed to he out of the picture. The
op-amp is a Jung -Boyle macro of LT1037,
based on recent work by Walt Jung while

working

as

staff scientist

at

\

-?5. PQ

-45.11.1-

of the

Fig. 11. (below) An upgrade

basic-

model with total capacitance retained.

Connecting the network across the existing
source yields Fig. 12 (bottom).
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manufacturers, by avoiding the more esoteric types of sources. A recent issue of
Spectrum Software's MC3 newsletter has
covered the conversion and entry of Spice
macros into MC3.
Some years ago. the correspondence
columns of EW + WW and //i -Fi News
echoed with exchanges about whether or not
capacitor DA (amongst other things) could
give rise to audible differences and/or loss
of sonic quality. The debate locked -up with
both sides disputing the relevance of each
other's evidence and viewpoint but, as it
came to a close, the mathematician Stanley
Lipshitz issued a challenge: If there were
any effects, they should he demonstrable in
the AC domain.
Figure 15 replies by plotting the AC
response of the circuit with and without the
DA term. The plot shows an abrupt change
in group delay and a smaller change in phase
response, albeit at subsonic frequencies.
There must also be some accompanying
change in amplitude response. So yes, DA
has effects in the frequency domain, albeit
very small (<0.1 dB), and in realms where
signal magnitude is extremely small, as well
as occurring over seconds. Still, the way is
now open to model DA with more nested
terms integrated with I lawksford's transmission line model. Across a complete studio
chain, and considering the much higher DA
at large in electrolytic coupling capacitors,
and how broadband amplitude variations of
well below 0.IdB are now rated as psychoacoustically significant to experienced listeners, who knows what may transpire ?

Inductors and transformers
Figure 16 illustrates the first order model
for an inductor. Note that as the resonant
impedance for an inductor is a maximum,
the driving resistance (test fixture) has been
made very high, so it doesn't appreciably
shunt the impedance around resonance. A
value as high as I(0MS2 wouldn't be very
feasible in a physical setup, due to the
effects of parasitic impedances and stray
field pick-up, but simulation just doesn't
have this problem. The inductor's nominal
self -resonant frequency, FRS is 2.8MIIz; the
impedance versus frequency plot in Fig. 17,
C has been stepped (from I pF to 4pF in
IpF steps) to find the value which fits the
spec. MC3's ruler scale has been selected so
the grid lines don't obscure the near vertical
resonant portions.
For problems where a ferrite or iron cored
inductor is operating at very low current lev-
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Fig. 17. Stepping C, to
which fits the spec.
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enabled a leading UK pro -audio manufacturer to evaluate the interactions between different microphones, multicore cables and
buffering techniques without the great cost
and fraught logistics of borrowing, hiring
and physically assembling the £20.000+
worth of equipment in one place for a measurement session.
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Refinements to incorporate this will involve
distributed L -R sections, the invert of the
wound capacitor.
In closing, I'd like to acknowledge Walt
Jung in the USA, for making helpful suggestions about DA modelling, Rita Drew at
Calona for securing elusive Elna data. and
BSS Audio, for their support of the transformer modelling project.

Prentice-Ila11, 1981.
2. G W bummer, Capacitors, Pitman. 1960.
3. Ben Duncan. Kith a strange device - an investigation into capacitor quality, parts 1-7, Ili -Fi
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I. Daniel Metzger, Electronic Components,
instruments & troubleshooting, Chapters 2,3.4,5.
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ments.

The transformer's frequency response is
governed by the winding inductance and
coupling factors. Rws is the secondary DC
resistance, while LLs and Cs are reasonable
values for leadout and lead inductance and
capacitance to the test set used by the maker.
The nominal load's parasitic capacitance is
cited separately.
Finally. an op -amp normalises the amplitude to 0dB at IkHz. for ease of reading.
The second secondary (L%,) is loaded when
Raw is stepped to zero ohms. When this happens. the op -amp's gain is also increased to
place the second plot exactly one division
under the first to make comparison easy.
Figure 19 then shows the frequency and
phase responses under the two load conditions. This closely follows the maker's data

I

I

10K

Fig. 19. Transformer and frequency
responses under load.

els or close to saturation, one can use MC3's
Jiles-Atherton magnetics model to simulate
core saturation and hysteresis. Inductors can
also he given values which are a function of
the current they're passing.
Finally, the circuit in Fig. 18 uses MC3's
mutual inductance capability to model an
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Fig. 18
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Malcolm Ilawksford, The Essex Echo:
Unification. Track four, Hi -Fi News, I'.43, Feb
6.
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under test,

Walt Jung & Richard Marsh. Picking
Capacitors. Audio (USA). Feb and March 1980.
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BROADCAST MONITOR
RECEIVER 2
150kHz-30MHz
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We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG880 communications
receiver and made over 30 modifications to provide a receiver for
rebroadcast purposes or checking transmitter performance as
well as being suited to communications use and news gathering
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For Frequency
Counters
Whatever your need in frequency counters,
Thurlby-Thandar can supply it.
The range includes basic frequency counters,
models with period and totalise functions and dual
channel universal counter -timers with TCXO
options. Prices start from only £89 + VAT.
Bench and portable applications are catered for
with models offering up to 200 hours operation
from batteries. Frequencies from DC up to 1.3GHz
can be measured to high accuracy.
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TF820
This low-cost 1.3GHz frequency meter features
high sensitivity over its full frequency range.
The 8 digit display provides a maximum resolution
of 0.1 Hz. A choice of battery or mains operation is
available. It costs £169 + VAT.
Contact us now for full details of all our counters.

from international short wave stations.
The modifications include four additional circuit boards providing:
*Rechargeable memory and clock back-up 'Balanced Audio line
output 'Reduces AM distortion *Buffered IF output for monitoring
transmitted modulation envelope on an oscilloscope 'Mains safety
improvements.
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mounting form
and all the original microprocessor features are retained. The new
AM system achieves exceptionally low distortion: THD, 200Hz-6kHz
at 90% modulation -44dB, 0.6% (originally -20dB, 10%).
Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz *PPM10 In -vision PPM
and chart recorder *Twin Twin PPM Rack and Box Units
*Stabilisers and Fixed Shift Circuit Boards for howl reduction
*10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier 4 *Stereo Variable Emphasis
Limiter 3 `Stereo Disc Amplifier *Peak Deviation Meter'PPM5
hybrid, PPM9 microprocessor and PPM8 IEC/DIN -50/+6dB
drives and movements *Broadcast Stereo Coders 'Philips
DC777 Short Wave Car Combination: discount £205 + VAT.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG. Tel: 0483 275997. Fax: 276477
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CIRCLE NO. 104 ON REPLY CARD

Not a data logger ...
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but a module to build into
your own products. It enables
you to quickly build tailormade data collection systems
with removable memory
which can be read by a
Personal Computer.
...

/-

As a Data Logger Module you've little to add to its low
current, up to 8Mbytes of non-volatile card memory,
10 -bit 8 -channel A to D and real-time clock. Directly
connect a matrix keypad and graphics or character LCDs.
As a High Performance 16 -bit Control Computer its
on -board Assembler & multitasking Forth high level
language make programming and debugging a pleasure,
yet give the 3 MIPS execution speed you need in a
real-time system.

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
223 Lea Bridge Road, LONDON E10 7NE
Tel 081-539 0285

Fax 081-558 8110

Thurlby-Thandar Ltd.
Glebe Rd., Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DX
Tel: (0480) 412451 Fax: (0480) 450409

CIRCLE NO. 106 ON REPLY CARD
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Easytrax devotes most

of the screen to layout.
WD-11-TE
A{1D
-TE

i
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£95 Easytrax is part of a family of
cad software which includes an elaborate autorouter costing ten times
more. But though it is the baby, it certainly
appears to have gained from heing part of
the family.
In keeping with its low cost approach, the
package will run on quite modest hardware
and a 640K machine with twin floppy drives
will suffice though a hard disk will speed
things up. Even a mouse is not essential (but
money has to be very short to take that

A

( ENGINEERING

t

route). Most current PCB layout packages
require EGA graphics or above so no doubt
some will he pleased to know that it will run
with CGA and Hercules cards, but at the
other end of the scale it supports some 1024
x 768 modes.
Six signal layers can be routed together
with a power and ground plane and a single
silk screen overlay. A further layer is provided for board outline, alignment marks
and text such as drawing numbers. I have
yet to see a printed circuit board 32in
square, but if needed, Easytrax could lay it
out. Calculations are performed to one thou
resolution (0.001 in) so in practice, layout
accuracy will be limited by what happens
after Easytrax, not the programme itself.
No problems are experienced in getting
the package up and running and it soon
becomes enticing to experiment without
reading the manual.
A fully completed layout file is provided
as an example and this together with the
very easy -to -use menus mean that within
minutes you can be drawing and moving
tracks and components.
The manual takes the form of a small
paperback, well produced with plenty of diagrams and handy hints, and the fact that
most important items are covered in a paragraph or two is a tribute to the package's
ease of operation. My only criticism is that it
will not stay open on the desk at the right
page, but some people are never satisfied.
Screen design
Almost all the screen is devoted to the artwork, two lines at the bottom being reserved
for useful things such as XY coordinates, the
current layer, track size and pad type. A single drop down menu with 16 items appears
at the press of a key or mouse button and
selecting one of these items usually leads to
further sub-menus.
Sensible names have been given to menu
items and operation quickly becomes second
nature. As an alternative to mouse control,
pressing the first letter of the menu items
can help navigate with considerable speed
through the command sequences. The
user/machine interface would do credit to
many more expensive packages.
All the usual screen manipulation com-
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Layout PCBs
without ladling

out cash
Should you jump at Easytrax 2's low cost entry to
computer PCB layout? Martin Cummings
looks for the compromises.
minds are here. Panning around the drawing can he automatic or at the press of a button and zooming can he with any of seven
magnification factors or, as is more usual,
by defining a window of interest. Screen
colours for each item can be reconfigured
There are two grids, one visible the other
hidden, and both are fully adjustable in pitch
and if required the cursor will snap onto the
hidden grid. Easytrax performs all its operations in thou, hut it can be set to metric
units, so that everything is converted to millimetres. The calculations to perform the
conversions noticeably slow down screen
refresh so there is a distinct advantage in
staying imperial and for the moment component manufacturers seem to concur.
.

Full library
A full library of pre -defined components is

October 1991 ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

included with the software, containing just
not a great deal hut probaover IIX) items
bly providing 99% of components because it
covers all the common component and IC

-

layout arrangements including pin grid
arrays.
The library does not however include surface mount components and Easytrax does
not support them.
I toyed with the idea of creating some surface mount parts by using short stub tracks
instead of pads for pins and this would probably work with the exception of the solder
resist layer which would cover the pads. So
if you are prepared to live without the solder
resist and have a silk screen on just one side
you can probably deal with surface mount
though this could not he recommended for

professional use.
It is also possible to browse sequentially
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mouse
a convenient way
to explore the library
but
in practice the method is far
to slow for selecting the
components; names are reasonably meaningful and are

-
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much quicker way of

choosing.

blocks and imported into
fresh layouts at some future

In this simple but

C3

rather elegant way fresh
devices can be added Io
libraries.
At the start of a layout,
positioning components follows the usual sequence of
choose, rotate. then place in
position. As each component is placed it can he
automatically numbered in
sequence or the program
can he overwritten with an
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or, by switching this feature
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off. giving free range to
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Bestow Laver

The repeat feature is ideal

created at that spot.

Automation
"Repeat" is particularly useful feature allowing duplication of an operation an infinite
number of times (or 5000 times anyway),
hut each time with a user -defined XY offset.
Hence laying a bus. memory grids. edge
connectors and anything repetitive can he
automated in this curious way.
Easytrax includes a "pad to pad
autoroutes" and once the pads to be linked
have been clicked on this will automatically
place the tracks to make a connection. The
operation is quite interesting to watch as the
programme temporarily draws lines on the
screen as it tries various routes. Its approach
should not he compared with a full
autorouter that creates the board from a
netlist. But it is probably the best that can he
managed in the absence of a netlist file and

of

use

True aficionados of

-

ire---a7:

package and may be
to some users.

-IOC

Placing tracks is just a
matter of deciding position
and dragging the cursor
around. Tracks can be

832

P:RovndaA

Visible and snap grids are fully adjustable.

own identifier. Alongside
the component identity,
another piece of text can he
placed to define, for example, the resistor value.

adopt any angle. Track
widths range in discrete
steps from 10 thou up to
100 thou and spacing is
defined by the grid which
can go down to I thou if
needed. At any time whilst
drawing tracks, a single key
press will change layers and
a via hole is automatically

.

OR

and devices can he saved as

date.

a 4

Z

Rectangular sections of
the layout including tracks

without such a tool.
Once all tracks have
been placed, the electrical
connectivity has been
defined and Easytrax will
generate a netlist tile. It is
unusual to have a netlist
appear this late in the
design sequence; netlists
are generally prepared
prior to laying out and
serve little purpose afterwards. Probably the only
use of such a netlist print
out, as suggested in the
manual, is to check the
layout against the original
circuit. A list of parts used
on the board can also he
generated. Again it is more
common to see this earlier
in the process but both
these features are probably
quite easy to include in the

v
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design automation can further increase the power of
Easytrax by creating their
own macros. As in many
other programmes, these
are merely combinations
of keystrokes that can be
called up together at the
press of a single key. They
can he created by a special
keystroke editor or learnt
in action. Easytrax predefined macros are in most
cases mere duplicates of

single menu selections.

i: 60

6: 25

for memory arrays.

They have been assigned
to function keys to simulate the user interface of
previous Protel products
hence providing compati-

bility.
is quicker than placing the track step by step
using the mouse, particularly on low -density
boards where it could halve or more the
design time compared to a similar package

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
IBM-PC/XT/AT or compatible
640K ram
Dos version 2.0 or later
Two floppy drives or hard disk
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA etc.

SUPPLIER DETAILS
JAV Electronics Limited
Unit 12A Heaton Street

Denton
Manchester
M34 3RG

f95
Tel: 061 320 7210

Easy

options for hard copy

There are several ways of obtaining a hard
copy of artwork. Supplied with Easytrax is
Easyplot, a separate programme allowing
output on dot matrix printers, laser printers,
plotters and photoplotters.
Range of printers and plotters is limited,
but all the old favourites are there such as
Epsons, HP and postscript lasers and Roland

plotters. Being

a

separate programme

Easyplot can he run simultaneously on a different machine or even on another site if
req u i red.

Printing the layout on a dot matrix printer
effective way to get a
check print. It can he scaled up or down if
required and can he completed with filled or
is a cheap, easy and

skeleton tracks.
Skeleton tracks are quicker and wear the
ribbon less, and are quite adequate for
checking.

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD October 1991
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Results on a simple clot matrix printer are
impressive to the point where it is tempting
to use for artwork though in reality definition will not suffice. Any combination of
layers can he combined onto a print and a
mirror image selected for each layer.
The manual devotes considerable space to
advice on using laser printers to generate
artwork an increasingly popular means of
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Impedance sweep

2 DC

Even the most accomplished layout software will require a lot of manual input if not
fed data automatically front a schematic and

SPICEAGE analyses DC voltages

any network and is useful, for example, for
setting transistor bias. Non-linear compo
nents such as transistors and diodes are
catered for. (The disk library of network
models contains many commonly -used
components
see below). This type of
analysis is ideal for confirming bias conditions and establishing clipping margin
prior to performing a transient analysis.
Tabular results are given for each node;
the reference node is user -selectable.
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Transient analysis

The transient response arising from a
wide range of inputs can be examined. 7
types of excitation are offered (Impulse,
sine wave, step, triangle, ramp, square,
and pulse train); the parameters of each
are user-definable. Reactive components may be pre -charged to steadystate condition. Up to 13 voltage generators and current generators may be
connected. Sweep time is adjustable. up
to 4 probe nodes are allowed, and simultaneous plots permit easy comparison of
results.

M
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wave synthesis (transient analy

,
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4 Fourier analyses now with Henning

window option
SPICEAGE performs Fourier

W,.mve...,,,.,.,,.

trams-

forms on transient analysis data. This
allows users to examine transient anaysis waveforms for the most prevalent frequency components (amplitude is plotted against, frequency). Functions as a
simple spectrum analyser for snapshot of
transients. Automatically interpolates
from transient analysis data and hand:es
up to 512 data values. Allows examiner
ton of waveform through different vñndoves. Powerful analytical function is extremely easy to use.

_
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ISpectrum of synthesised square wave
(Fourier analysis)
IIII

your work involves designing, developing or verifying analogue or
digital Circuits, you will wonder how you ever managed without Those
Engineers circuit Simulation Software.
If

-

L if-1

T:
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Easytrax suffers in this respect. But this
must he seen in the context of the price
which puts it into the reach of people who
may be prepared to spend time to achieve a
very high quality computer generated artwork. For these people Easytrax will prove
to he a skilled and dedicated friend with features to satisfy any reasonable requirement
and ar easy to work with personality.

1

it

benefit.
first solves for circuit quiescence and only when the operating point is
established does it release the correct
small -signal results. This essential concept is featured in all Those Engineers'
software. Numerical and graphical (log 8
lin) impedance, gain and phase results
can be generated. A 'probe node' feature
allows the output nodes to be changed.
Output may be either dB or volts: the zero
dB reference can be defined in six different ways.
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NEW VERSION 3.00 JUST RELEASED

.

Frequency response
SPICE.AGE provides a clever hidden

a.

..""

FEATURES: New manual with introductory text on Fourier
analysis, Fourier Zoom window. UPGRADES £65.
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patible schematic capture programme is
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Layer colours are fully configurable.

or £70 per Module
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reputation for supplying the best value -for -money in microcomputer-based circuit simulation software. Just look at what the latest fully -integrated SPICE
Advanced Graphics Environment (AGE) package offers in ease -of-use, performance,
and facilities:
SPICEAGE performs four types of analysis simply. speedily, and accurately.
Module 1 - Frequency response Module 3 -Transient analysis
Module 2-DC quiescent analysis
Module 4- Fourier analysis
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Simulator £245 complete
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Anyone serious about computer aided
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Professional feel
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The look and feel of this package is that of a
well tried and tested professional piece of
software. Used on its own. it cannot he
faulted. Organisations involved with surface
mount components will not choose Easytrax.
But they are likely to have a lot more than
£ 100 to spend and Easytrax is aimed at a
different market.
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producing artwork. The major consideration
is that of dimensional accuracy and Easyplot
provides independent X and Y axis fine tune
scaling factors to compensate for variations
in the laser printer.
A whole chapter in the manual is devoted
to Gerber plots (RS -274) and NC drill files,
explaining not only how to generate them
hut some useful background information. It
covers things like apertures. flash or stroke
exposures and helps match settings to
machines.

Those Engineers have
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properly supported and proven programs is available
and our expert staff are at your service.
A good range of

'

1.

Telephone: Charles Clarke on 071-435 2771
for a demonstration disk.

conditions within amplifier circuit
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LTD

106a Fortune Green Road West Hampstead
London NW6 1DS

Tel: 071-435 2771

CIRCLE NO. 107 ON REPLY CARD

Fax: 071-435 3757

PCB CAD/CAE SOFTWARE FROM

J.A.V. ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Protel Autotrax Basic Ver. 1.61

STARTING AT £75.00#
WITH AUTOROUTING

offers the same excellent
professional quality as Protel
Autotrax Extended but with out

full

autorouting

autoplacement. Includes CNC

Drill, Photoplot and DXF .

export. Pads Import and EDF
netlist support. Upgradeable to
Protel Autotrax Extended.

Protel Autotrax Extended new
Ver. 1.61 is a precision design
tool that improves productivity
for occasional and expert user
alike. With full autorouting and
autoplacement.
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Please contact our Sales Office
for Evauation pack and full
details of latest Versions

For MS/ Dos

& MAC

Protel Traxstar new Ver. 1.38 is
a costed rip -up and re -router
option to Autotrax. Now
includes redesigned rip -up
algorithm, improved smoothing
and new file re -start and file
continue options.

Protel Easytrax 2 at £75.00# is
the low cost entry level package
to the Protel Range.
Upgradeable to Autotrax.
Protel Schematic Ver. 3.30 is a
cost effective, high performance
program for creating Schematic
Diagrams. Netlist Generation.

The Sole UK Distributor for Protel CAD Software. Main Dealers for Roland A3

-

Plotters.

AO

J.A.V. ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Unit 12a Heaton Street, Denton, Manchester, M34 3RG. Tel: 061 320 7210 Fax: 061 335 0119
Price quoted is a cash with order price and excludes delivery and VAT.#Limited Period Only
CIRCLE NO. 108 ON REPLY CARD

A two year guarantee

rain

on all our second-hand
Test and Measurement
equipment!
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you the confidence that you really did
save money by buying second-hand, we are the
only company to offer you the protection of a two
year parts and labour guarantee on all the
Test and Measurement equipment we supply.
To give

,_^'

Dealing in equipment from the leading
manufacturers such as Hewlett Packard,

Tektronix, Marconi, Philips, Gould, etc., we can
offer you the hest in test. Call us now for

more information.

`/

CAPELLA

IEEE488, Digital I/O, Timer
Counters, RS232, RS422,
RS485, D/A, A/D, Acquisition,
Analysis
AND A WHOLE LOT MORE!

TECHNOS

0800 521231

International Callers No. 44 344 869 226

Capella-Technos, Park House, The Pavilions, I)ownmill Road,
Bracknell, Berkshire, RGI2 IQS. Fax 0344 869230
CIRCLE NO. 109 ON REPLY CARD

834
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Brain Boxes, Unit 3G,
Wavertree Technology Park, Liverpool.

Tel: 051-220 7190
& 051-220 2500

CIRCLE NO. 110 ON REPLY CARD
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MATHCAD
ENGINEERING
Mathsoft. the creator of MathCad, has
issued an Electrical Engineering
Application Pack for use with the
package. Not only does it serve as a useful
set of programs in its own right, but it also

provides many welcome tips on applying
MathCad to other problems.
As we have seen in a previous review
(Modelling with MathCad. EW + WW
March. pp. 230-233) MathCad has several
features of interest to the electronics engineer. It is a page oriented -environment
where mathematical expressions can be
entered directly and evaluated, and has a
good facility for graphing results and also
displaying data in tabular form.
Many built-in functions are included such
as ROOT and SOLVE which are quite powerful
tools for solving iterative equations. Data
can be imported from disk tiles and subjected to a range of text processing options.
From an engineering prospective, there are
several interesting features including a fix
on the units which are used during the
course of the calculations.
In the EEA pack some of the programs )
are of limited use hut others are applicable
to every -clay engineering problems. The
pack comes as a booklet with listings of
each program and a generous description of
application. The booklet is also accompanied by a floppy disk with the programs
EEA PACK

which can

he imported
N athCad environment.

Allen Brown finds the
new addition to
MathCad is a valuable
tool for electrical

A typical example from the selection is
the Smith chart. used to map impedance as a
function of reflection coefficient (Fig. 1).
Data for creating the Smith chart is provided
on the disc as a data file. As the changes are
made to the load impedance Z. the contours
change accordingly.

Engineers already using MathCad will
find the EEA-pack helpful as it will most
certainly suggest unrealised techniques
which are available within the MathCad

engineers

environment.

Fig. I. Using the Smith

MathCad
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Field patterns of a uniform linear array;
waveguide, striplines, coaxial lines; twoport parameter conversions; network
analysis using an admittance matrix;
American wire gauge table transmission
line impedance as function of frequency;
Smith chart; transmission line calculations;
FIR filter design by windowing design of a
IIR filter; elliptical IIR filter design;
Chebyshev polynomials; transfer function
calculations; polar plots and Nyquist plots;
Convolution and deconvolution; algebraic
codes; quantising a signal; delta
modulation; Z -transform applications, and
unit definitions.
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Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground and
power planes - 45 degree, arced and any angle
tracks with full net -based Design Rule Checking.
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BoardRouter is a new integrated gridless autoroute module
which overcomes the limitations normally associated with
autorouting. YOU specify the track width, via size and design
rules for individual nets, BoardRouter then routes the board
based on these settings in the same way you would route it
yourself manually.
This
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NEW VERSION

the new version V2.40, full consideration has been given to
allow designers to continue using their existing schematic
capture package as a front end to BoardMaker. Even
powerful facilities such as Top Down Modification,
Component renumber and Back Annotation have been
accomodated to provide overall design integrity between
your schematic package and BoardMaker. Equally, powerful
features are included to ensure that users who do not have
schematic capture software can still take full advantage of
BoardMaker's net capabilities.
BoardMaker V2.40 is a remarkable £295.00 (ex. carriage &
VAT) and includes 3 months FREE software updates and full
telephone technical support.
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BoardMaker is a powerful software tool which provides a
convenient and fast method of designing printed circuit
boards. Engineers worldwide have discovered that it provides
an unparalleled price performance advantage over other
PC -based and dedicated design systems by integrating
sophisticated graphical editors and CAM outputs at an
affordable price.
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Optimized placement by displaying ratsnest per
component. Lines indicate the unrouted nets.

ability allows you to autoroute mixed technology designs

(SMD, analogue, digital, power switching etc)in ONE PASS
while respecting ALL design rules.

GRIDLESSI.ROUTING

HIGHLIGHTS
Net list import from OrCAD, Schema etc.
Graphical and manual netlist entry
Top down modification for ECOs
Forward and back annotation
Component renumber
Effortless manual routing
Fully re-entrant gridless autorÓuting
Simultaneously routes up.to eight layers
Powerful component placement tools
Copper fill
Curved tracks'
Extensive Design Rule Checking
Full complement of CAM outputs
Support and update service
Reports generator
Gerber, PostScript & DXF output
Full SMD suppó t

.x=

No worrying about whether tracks will fit between pins. If the
track widths and clearances allow, BoardRouter will
automatically place 1, 2 or even 3 tracks between pins.

FULLY

RE-BUGMII

You can freely pre -route any tracks manually using
BoardMaker prior to autorouting. Whilst autorouting you can
pan and zoom to inspect the routes placed, interrupt it,
manually modify the layout and resume autorouting.
BoardRouter is priced at £295.00, which includes 3 months
FREE software updates and full telephone technical support.
BoardMaker and BoardRouter can be bought together for

only £495.00. (ex. carriage & VAT)
Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 ODJ UK
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Don't just take our word for it. Call us
today for a FREE Evaluation Pack and
judge for yourself.

Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747
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EDN DESIGN SPOTLIGHT

Circuits, Systems & Standards
First published in the US magazine EDN and edited here by Ian Hickman.
oscillator's phase before multiplying its
frequency by ten. The phase -modulator
section (Fig 1a.) comprises a 10 -MI IL tank.
a varactor diode and a digital noise source
applied to an RC timing circuit.
The noise source used in the I965A
counter is an 8 -pin IC widely used in
electronic organs. The part - National
Semiconductor's Model MM5837 - is a
mos/MSI pseudo -random sequence

Innovative design techniques
yield optimum counter
oscillator
Starting with

a 10 -MHz

oscillator and

a

handful of readily available commercial
ICs. you can use the techniques described in
this article to configure a 100 -MHz counter
oscillator that incorporates the random phase
modulation needed to break coherence in
time -interval -averaging systems

Need a noisy

oscillator?
How to ruin the coherence of a frequency
standard! RF engineers are used to
designing or procuring frequency
standards, for example a 10MHz reference
for a synthesizer, where the requirement is
not only for long-term frequency accuracy
but also short-term stability and low
sideband noise. This article describes an
application where long-term frequency
accuracy is just as important, but shortterm stability is deliberately degraded in
the interests of measurement accuracy. In
addition, it also describes a novel
application of that good old stand-by, the
1496 double balanced modulator. IH

,0 Chit- Ñs:I/nily
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The quest for incoherence
To eliminate any possibility of harmonic
relationships between the oscillator's
frequency and that of the input signal. you
must randomly modulate the 10 -MI It
Fig .1. Using an electronic organ IC, the
circuit in (a) yields random phase modulation
of the 10 -MHz reference -oscillator signal. The

digital white noise from the IC varies D,'s
capacitance to delune the LC tank circuit. a))
shows the phase variation as a function of the
varactor's capacitance.
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Fig. 2. Random ramping of the varactor's
anode voltage is evident in (4's upper trace.
The ramping is caused by the digital noise
seen In the lower trace. (10 shows the anode
voltage with a slower time scale.
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circulation electronics magazines. Now this "best"
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Fig. 3. The hell -shaped Gaussian distribution
of the 10-MHz reference signal's phase Is

tl'

evident In trace C's digitised waveform.
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Modulated and unmodulated 10- and
100MHz signals are seen in (a) and (h),
respectively. The modulation shows up,
naturally, as jitter in the scope traces.
Fig. 4.

generator designed to produce a broadband
white-noise signal for audio applications. A
built-in oscillator provides an output that
switches between ground and the -12V rail.
Lt. C2, C3 and DI constitute a tank circuit

838

tuned close to 10MHz. I)t is an MV836
varactor diode whose capacitance is a
function of the reverse -bias voltage; it varies
from approximately 20 to 30pF. C. and Di
form a series capacitance in parallel with the
Lt/C2 parallel combination. C2's 200pF
value in parallel with the diode's 20 to 3OpF
results in a 220 to 23OpF lank capacitance,
depending on the diode's reverse bias.With
the tank tuned close to 10MHz. any change
in tuning (arising from Di's variations)
results in a phase shift of 0, relative to O,.
The change in phase is a liutction of the
non -ideal properties of the tank's
components and the amplifier circuitry's
input and output impedances. Figure lb
shows the phase shift as a function of Di's

capacitance variations.
R. connected to the digital noise source
output forms an RC time constant with C..
Because the noise source pulse widths are
always less than one time constant. the
potential at Di anode is a virtually random
ramping of the reverse -bias voltage. In Fig.
2a, trace B shows the digital noise applied
to the RC integrator; trace A. the virtually
random ramping of Di anode voltage. Figure
2b shows the same ramping signal on a
different time scale.
The instantaneous voltage has an
approximately Gaussian distribution,
because the voltage applied to Rt is a
broadband white -noise signal that itself has
a Gaussian pulse-width distribution. The
change in Di's capacitance has a nearly oneto-one relationship with the change in its
reverse -bias voltage, resulting in an
approximately Gaussian
phase
distribution. Figure 3 trace A shows the
phase-modulated. 10-MHz reference signal trace 13 waveform is an expansion of a
leading edge; trace C digitised waveform

00

Ian"Hiáman

.,.
j

1f.0

shows the relative phase distribution at the
leading edge's 50% point.
Although the 10 x frequency multiplier
multiplies the relative phase shift. the
absolute time shift remains constant. For
example, if the 04, shift changes randomly
by 10° p -p. the output shifts by 100° p -p
hokever. the IOMIIz. I0° and l0(IMIIz. 1(10°
shifts result in a 2.78ns time shift.
How much total phase modulation is
needed? This is a critical design parameter.
but the answer is not intuitively obvious.
The final 10OMI Iz output needs to have an
even distribution of phase shift relative to
the unmodulated IOMI It (0,) reference.
With an even phase distribution, a rising
edge of the I00MHz clock occurs on the
average only once in every IOns window.
The exact time occurrence of each edge of
the oscillator waveform. however, is totally
random.
This situation apparently creates a
problem. With a Gaussianly modulated
ION I Ir_ reference clock. the 100MHz clock
also exhibits Gaussian phase -shift
distribution rather than the desired even

-

distribution.
If the amount of modulation exceeds one
full period (>1Ons. or >360°), the
distribution is effectively even for any I Ons
window. When the output phase shift
exceeds 360° p -p. (he clock occurrences
overlap into preceding and succeeding
windows. resulting in overlapping
distributions.

Why use Gaussian modulation?
Summing these overlapping distributions
results in an almost even distribution.
Figures 4a and 4h show photos of
unmodulated and Gaussian -modulated 10 and 100MHz signals. But. because this
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This technique is not without problems,

however- you must obtain exactly 36°
phase shift; no more, no less. If you obtain
only 35° p-p shift. for example, the output
will shift by 350° p -p. This scenario
produces "voids" in the IOOM I Iz signal
(Fig. 6a). If, on the other hand. you
ovennodulate by 1°, the output displays
37(1° p -p shift. This situation results in the
shift's overlapping into preceding and
succeeding windows. destroying the
evenness of the distribution (Fig 6b).
Undermodulation and overmodulation
conditions create undesirable bias, which
occurs when clock edges are no longer
totally random; the counter is biased to
trigger in some areas of any IOns window,

R

OTCh 1 O ar TA2412.11w11
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Vertical
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Trace
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C
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triangular waveform applied to the
varactor's anode results in trace C's even
distribution of phase shifts. This method,
however, is difficult to control.
Fig. 5. A
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Fig. 6, Undermodulation and overmodulation

create problems in the even -distribution
method, evident in these photos.
Undermodulation creates voids in the
100MHz signal (a); overmodulation, an
uneven distribution (b).

Multiplier steps up the reference
The frequency multiplier steps up the
reference oscillator's frequencyfrom 10 to
IOOMIIz, resulting in a IOns reference -clock
interval. As Fig. 7a shows, the multiplier
circuit comprises three blocks: a current
impulse generator, a IOOMHz tank and a
comparator amplifier. Figure 7h gives a
detailed schematic of the multiplier chain.
The 20MI Iz current -impulse generator
uses a modulator/demodulator IC to create
current spikes for each transition of the
IOMI I. input signal.
The IC used is the industry -standard 1496,
produced by Motorola, National
Semiconductor. Signetics and Silicon
General. Figure 8a shows the IC's internal
configuration and associated input/output
circuitry.
In this application, the unit is always
Multiplying the I0MHz reference
signal by ten is easy with widely available
modulator/demodulator and comparator ICs.
Current impulses from the first IC cause
100MHz ringing in the tank circuit; the
comparator evens up the waveform.
Flg. T.

1,

Ie)

F3

1

C

The exact amount of peak -to -peak phase
shift depends on component values in the
phase modulator's tank circuit. Because it's
not practical to control tightly the
components' variances, the best technique
for attaining almost -even phase modulation
is to ovenmodulate the IOMI-Iz signal (in
Gaussian fashion) ill the range of 50° to 80°.
This action results in 500° to 800C p -p
modulation of the I00MI Iz output. With this
Gaussian technique, the exact amount of
peak -to -peak modulation is not critical.

r---

r -_-' I

I

4

in prefe ence to other areas in the same

I

;

it

.u:ar_.I

A

window. The result is biased (ie, wrong)
e
answers. For the two described undesirable
conditions, each IOns window has two
distinct levels of even distribution. as shown

technique only allows you to approach an
even distribution, why use Gaussian
modulation at all? It would seem the ideal
solution is to modulate evenly, and you
could do this fairly easily.
First, remove the digital noise source and
Rt from the phase -modulator circuit and
apply a triangular waveform to Dt's anode.
Apply negative offset to the source and tune
the frequency for a non -harmonic of OMI-Iz
in the audio band. Monitor O, relative to rpI
and adjust the triangular waveform peak -to peak amplitude until exactly 36° phase shift
results. With triangular-waveform reverse
bias applied to Dt's anode, the anode's
instantaneous voltage is always evenly

10MHZ

a

in Fig. 5.

A

C

-1112f4

distributed. resulting in a correspondingly
even 0,101 phase -shift distribution. as shown
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modulator/demodulator IC emits
current pulse for each transition of the
10MHz signal's waveform, resulting in a
20Mhz chain of pulses.
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jolt of
current, the tank circuit creates a series of
Fig. 9. Excited once every 5Ons by a

exponentially decaying 100MHz waveforms.
The comparator then does its limiting and
amplifying job to produce a uniform 100MHz
output.

840
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8

02

operated in a saturated node, resulting in
digital current switching.
The 1496 has two differential -input pairs.
The 10M Hz. oscillator connects to the upper
inputs (pins 8 and 10). driving a quad
differential pair (Q1 234). The same signal,
slightly attenuated and shifted toward the
negative, connects to the lower inputs (pins
and 4), driving a differential current switch
(Qsb). In steady state conditions, all current
supplied by the constant current source (2.6mA) is dumped from pin 12 to ground.
When the input at pins 10 and 4 is high
relative to that at pins 8 and I, the current is
channelled through QS and Q2.
When the input's polarity reverses, all
I

current is channelled through Qn and Q4.
The only time the load receives any
excitation is during the input's high -to -low
or low -to -high transition. At one point
during each transition, all transistors are
equally biased in their active range, resulting
in the dumping of approximately half the
current (- I.3n1A) from pin 6 to the load.
Figure 8h shows a functional timing
diagram of the relative transistor base
voltages and output current.
With the output of 20M1Iz current pulses,
it's relatively easy to pick off the fifth
harmonic (100N I1z) with a highly tuned,
high -Q tank circuit. Figure 9 shows the
tank's output an exponentially decaying
sinusoid excited once every 5Ons. Finally,
the AM685 high speed comparator (made by
Advanced Micro Devices) yields the
amplified 1(10 -Ml lc output.

-

,Johnnie Hancock, Hewlett-Packard Corp.
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UPDATE SEPCIAL
Arecord 170 papers from 13 countries
drev, over 400 delegates to Salt Lake
City to hear the latest research results
front the world's major Ho -effects
laboratories and there was plenty to
interest electronics engineers wondering
whether their daily exposure to
electromagnetic fields could be a long -terns
health hazard.
Most of the presented papers concerned

-

ELF effects. but there were also insights into
RF and microwave interaction with human
and animal tissues.
Arguably the highlight of these was a
further sneak preview of a new Electric
Power Research Institute -funded study
measuring EM fields in the homes of 232
leukaemia children in six counties round Los

Angeles.
The EPRI study has already received much
media attention, hut has still not been
accepted for publication. The research leant,
headed by Dr. John Peters of Southern
California University and Joe Bowman had
clearly hit difficulties with their dosintetry.
Bowman admitted that instrument batten
failure and related problems had
necessitated substitution by another make
after the study was underway. So data -sets
were not comparable. and that (perhaps in
consequence) no correlation was likely to be
reported between electric field strength and
leukaemia incidence.
A correlation was found. however. with
external wiring configurations. and with
certain appliance use (cg hair -dryers,
monochrome TVs) seen by cynics as a
move which neatly shifts product
responsibility from EPRI members to
appliance manufacturers.
Further question marks hang over the

-

UK BEHIND THE TIMES?

Shamefully only one (minor) paper
presen ed at BEMS came from the UK,
demonstrating how far behind we are in
this field. It was from the NRPB and looked
at what happens to fetal development of
mice in a 20mT field -a level somewhat
removed from the real world.
The researchers found no adverse effects.
The paucity of UK bio-electromagnetics
research effort contrasted with the
appointment of Brian Maddock from the
UK National Grid to the chair of the
mysterious "Research Coordinators'
Group", which met during the two days
prior to the main meeting behind tightly
closed doors.
Despite all the media publicity voicing
concerns about power -lines, computer
screens, electric blankets and microwave
ovens, the Grid has not researched the
measured effects of power -lines on adult
members of the public (though one
promised study is overdue), and its current
modest £600,000 research programme is
largely confined to peripheral cell studies.

October
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Hazardin a guess
at EMR eects
We are starting to understand cellular mechanisms. So

will we look back on current EM limits with
incredulity? Roger Coghill reports from bio-hazard
conference BEMS 1991.
Peters' protocol. Spot measurements of
ambient EM fields were taken in the middle
of children's bedrooms, rather than at the
bed itself, and thus were well away from
domestic electric circuits. which are usually
routed round the walls. Mid -room fields thus
measured are likely to he minimal: other
research has shown that within one room
alone ambient EM fields can vary up to tenfold.
Another somewhat disappointing paper
came from Bob Mcgaughy of EPA, who last
year caused an international storm by
proposing in his 400-page draft review of
the published research that EM fields
shouldhe viewed as a "probable human
carcinogen". Publication of the final version
of the EPA report has been delayed ever
since, and his BEMS presentation did not
build on last year's conclusions. Some were

WORLD + WIREI

ESS

WORT I)

saying that the final EPA document may
never actually see publication.

New initiatives
Several new initiatives were announced at
the conference; and the lealth Effects
Research Laboratory (previously connected
with auto exhaust emission research)
announced a $2.5 million annual research
effort. The initiative will commence in June
1992 consisting mainly of US research
project applications and 6011z. studies.
In Canada a 6(1(1 case -control study of
childhood cancer was just beginning.
expected to report in four years tinte. while
the National Academy of Sciences and the
FDA are also beginning major projects in a
research field previously dominated by
I

EPI:I funding.
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AOR /WR]
(UK) Ltd

Room 2. Adam Bede High Tech Centre.

Derby Road. Wlrksworth. Derbys. DE4 4136.
Tel: 0629 - 825926
Fax: 0629 - 825927

Complete your
tools with Antex
Soldering Irons
and Stations

r

The AR3000 now extends your listening horizons. Frequency
coverage is from 100KHz to 2036MHz without any gaps in the
range. All mode: USB. ISB, CW. AM, FM (narrow) FM (wide).
400 memory channels are arranged in 4 banks x 100 channels.
15 band pass filters before the GaAsFet RF amplifiers ensure
high sensitivity throughout the entire range with outstanding
dynamic range and freedom from intermodulatlon effects. An
RS232 port is provided to enable remote operation by plugging
directly into most personal computers.
ACEPAC3 is an
exclusively developed multi -function IBM-PC based program to
further Increase the versatility of the AR3000. A sweep facility
provides a spectrum analysis graph. The very latest version
displays frequencies in X axis and squelch opening percentage
on each frequency in the programmed frequency search range.
This indicates 'how active' the frequencies are in the
programmed search range. In addition to the graphic display.
ACEPAC3 can produce a detailed numerical list from the graphic
information. One memory file has 400 channels divided Into 4
banks of 100 channels. More than one memory file can be
created to increase the memory storage capability. If you make
just one extra memory file you can store 800 memory channels!
R.R.P. inc VAT
AR3000 £765
ACEPAC-3 £ 19
1

KESTREL
ELECTRONIC

The art of accurate soldering

is to maintain the bit temperature at
the optimum level.

Antex fixed setting, thermally balanced, high efficiency irons
maintain constant tip temperature and offer a wide range of
soldering bits to suit your particular application.

COMPONENTS LTD
* All items guaranteed to manufacturers' spec.

* Many other items available.

'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'
Z8530 (4 MEG)
Z80A CPU
Z80A CTC
Z80A PIO
Z80A DMA
Z80A DART
Z80A (CMOS) CPU
Z8OB (CMOS) CTC
1488
1489

LM324
ILO -74

ULN2803A
6502P
6522P
65CO2P2
65C21P2

74HCT02
74HCTO4
74HCT125
74HCT373
74HCT541

1+ 100+
0.60 0.30
0.80 0.65
0.50 0.30
0.60 0.40
0.95 0.65
1.20 0.90
1.20 0.90
0.70 0.45
0.16 0.12
0.16 0.12
0.25 0.14
1.20 0.85
0.50 0.35
2.20 1.56
2.20 1.56
3.40

3.00

3.00
0.10
0.10
0.26
0.22
0.34

2.60
0.07
0.07
0.23
0.20
0.27

62256LP-100
6264LP-10
6116LP-10
2764A-25
27C64-25
27C128-25
27128A-25
27256-25
27C256-25
27C512-20
74LS75
74LS83
74LS93
74LS109
74LS125
74LS138
74LS148
741S221
74LS273
74LS368
74LS374
8255-5

1+ 100+
3.60 2.45
1.40 1.10
1.40
1.60
1.65
1.60
1.60
1.80
1.80

0.70
1.30
1.35
1.20
1.38
1.40
1.55
2.04
0.12
0.08

2.40
0.16
0.11

0.14
0.16
0.12
0.16
0.20
0.24
0.21

0.14
0.19
1.20

0.10
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.16
0.18
0.16
0.10
0.14
0.90

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to
confirm prices

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 081-668 7522. Fax: 081-668 4190.
CIRCLE NO. 113 ON REPL 1 CARD
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For the more sophisticated applications, control at lower
temperatures is essential. In these cases an adjustable temperature
soldering iron is required. Also available are soldering stations
with the option of digital temperature read out.

Antex products are designed for precision soldering to
meet the demands of precision electronics.

,

Ask for Antex by name at leading
Electronics distributors or
ptS
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UPDATE SPECIAL

Enertech Consultants and The National
Cancer Institute are also investigating
childhood lymphocytic leukaemia and low
frequency EM fields, a happy combination
of public and private enterprise. They
reported in a pilot study that geometric mean
magnetic field exposure in 29 test cases
(between four months and 8 years) ranged
between 0.8-I.4mG with a standard
deviation of 2.4. This suggests maxima in
excess of 3.36 mG, which is above the
"carcinogen threshold" found by Savitz and
others. Final results from these studies will
not report for some years.

Limits announced on VDU exposure
I ligh on the list at Salt Lake were VDU bioeffects papers. The Swedish Government
agency Swedac has announced permitted
exposure guidelines for ELF fields emitted
from computer screens (effective from
January 1991) at only 25V/1n electric and
2.5 mG magnetic. and the US is likely to
follow soon with similar if slightly higher Efield guidelines, possibly 50V/m.
The problem - ultimately likely to cause an
even bigger stir than the EPA report- is that
several of the BEMS papers were reporting
consistently that such levels are by no means
uncommon in the bedrooms of sleeping
adults or children. The Peters -Bowman
report for example found outlier fields
averaging 27mG, with a maximum of
67mG.
I louses under power -lines and utility- or
related occupations could exhibit even
higher levels.
Clearly it is illogical that NRPB guidelines
should permit chronic exposure to field
levels in the home. or factory. which are
likely to he banned for computer screen
operators. By January 1993 the European
Commission will have to set its own
standards. probably following the Swedish
model. LCD or gas plasma screens (which
emit little if any EM radiation) are not likely

to become common -place before the mid
1990s, there are some 8 million aging VDUs
being used right now in the UK alone, many
of which are probably illegal by the new
Swedish standard. These can he tested by
cheap Gauss and E -field meters now
becoming available at under £50 both here
and in the US.

Against this controversial background all
eyes were on the latest VDU research

findings. N onica Sandstrom from Sweden's
National Institute of Occupational Health at
Umea reported a 3.0 odds ratio of likely skin
symptoms from VDU use, and another
Swedish paper (l-lanmerius and Galt from
Gotehurg) revealed a means of reducing
magnetic VDU fields by superimposing
equal and opposite fields round the
deflection coils. (Incidentally toward
Basses from the FDA's Center for Devices
and Radiological I lealth coyly announced a
similar reduction technique for electric
blankets, which the FDA has patented.
But if the FDA is already recognising EM
hio-hazards it must he asked why the
epidemiology results are so controversial?
Could it he because of a delicate dance of
avoidance by vested interests, resulting in
contrived or dubiously Clawed studies like
that of Peters- and indeed Fulton before
him?).
Other studies on eggs and rats fuelled the
VDU controversy. and from Serduk and
Polka in the USSR one significant, hut
overlooked paper. reponed the hio-effects
on 1386 children living in 13 cities near
I

radar sites.
The children showed psychoneurological
impairment 2-3 times more often than that
of controls. including delay in puberty by up
to one year, and also haemodynamic lability,
increasing in proportion to exposure. These
effects were confirmed by clinical

examination of their CNS physiology.
Exposure levels were stated as being in the
order of 50ít W/cm2. which is of course
wildly below current Western exposure
limits.

PIONEER WORK

Dramatic confrontation
This year's D'arsonval Award went to Andy
Bassett for his pioneer work in non-union
fracture repair using specially structured
EM waveforms applied to the locus of the
fracture.
Thousands of people would have now
been amputees if it had not been for his
techniques.
But Bassett's influence stretches far
beyond that. Reba Goodman went first to
him before commencing her decades -long
programme of investigation into EM induced RNA transcription, which has
gained us so much knowledge about how
weak EM fields cause important
geneticchanges. The emergence of
electromagnetic medicine of this sort
preludes a new paradigm in therapeutic
practice, and once more there were a
scattering of papers this year on such
research.

The most dramatic moments in the meeting
happened during a set -piece confrontation
between Professor Robert Park of the

American Physical Society and former
Nobel laureate Eberhardt Neumann. They
debated the existence of any hio-effects
from non -ionising EM fields.
Park's brave opening argument was that
thermal noise is some 2000 times the levels
supposed to cause bio-effects. and that
experimental "evidence" is far from robust.
He cited the difficulties confronting
exponents of the ion cyclotron resonance
hypothesis of EM -cell interaction (eg the
resonating radius of the ion's path is over a
metre across, during which orbit it will
inevitably collide with other particles). He
also recalled the fatuous calcium efflux
experiments of Ross Adey and Carl
Blackman, where quite differing results

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

HOME EXPERIMENTS
is emerging on why some homes
have high fields and others do not.
Creation and elimination of unbalanced
ground return or "vagabonding" currents
was the subject of at least three papers,
mainly from Europe. These imbalances
occur when the current from a transformer
returns not via the neutral cable offered for
the purpose, but directly through the
ground, usually because this is a quicker
route. Such unbalanced currents can cause
magnetic fields as high as 12mG in some
homes, and since mere distance from a
sub -station is not crucial to the field
strength (as we have shown), they may
provide a clue to childhood leukaemias
and to certain kinds of adult ill health.

New light

(both inhibition and enhancement) were
found in very similar protocols, and
suggested it all simply boiled down to
ternixrature differences. Ile even cited the
new I°eters study as being atypically
equivocal and confusing result.
In fact Park's information on ion cyclotron
Lednev's
resonance is out of date
precession hypothesis has probably now
superseded it and one paper by Boh
Fitzsimmons from Loma Linda reported
good experimental confirmation of his
notion. (though another from Gotehurg
using patch clamped techniques found no
effect).
Neumann replied that organic cells were
clearly capable of selective signal
recognition and amplification. Ile cited the
acetylcholine receptor as an example of
information storage, and alluded to the late
Profe.;sor Frohlich's examples of retinal
signal amplifying systems. Because of
electrochemistry there is always an E -field
effect in biological systems, he concluded,
just as there is always kt thermal noise.
But just as radio technology allows us to
select radio signals and amplify them
coherently. cells can also distinguish signals
against a high noise background. Moreover
they are capable of co-operative action, and
this alone can he viewed as an amplification
system.
Ross Adey had his own view on the
exchanges and accused professor Parks of
"an appalling ignorance of the way biology
works" and questioned whether he should
have been allowed to address the meeting at
all.
Bur controversy apart, BEMS this year
gave the distinct impression that real
progress has been made in understanding
cellular processes and mechanisms. and that
epidemiology is not far behind. Within a few
years the current NRPB guidelines will
surely he looked hack on with almost
incredulity, just as we look hack today with
horror at the early days of X-radiation limits.

-
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UNIDEN SATELLITE RECEIVER Brand new units (model
8008) £60.00 ref 60P4R also some 7007s also £60.00 ref
60P5R
SPECTRUM +2 COMPUTER Built in data recorder, 128K, psu
and manuals £59.00 ref 59P4R
SPECTRUM +3 COMPUTER Built in disc drive, 128K. psu and
manuals £79.00 ref 79P4R
AMSTRAD CPC464 COMPUTER No manuals but only
£79.00 ref 79P5R
AMSTRAD CPC6128 COMPUTER Again no manuals but only
£149.00 ref 149P4R
AMSTRAD GT65 Green screen monitor £49.00 ref 49P4R
AMSTRAD PORTABLE PC'S FROM £149 (PPC1512SD).

FM BUG Built and tested superior 9v operation

£1400 ref 14P3R
COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS.These convert composite video into

LCD DISPLAY, 41 r2 digits suppiad with connection data £3.00 ref

separate H sync. V sync and video 12v DC £8.00 ref 8P39R.
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 3300 rpm 6"x4" 1/4"
0/P shah. New £20 00 ref 20P22R.
As above but with felted 4 to 1 inine reduction boa (800rpm) and
toothed nylon belt drive cog £40.00 ref 40P8R.
SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS13" or 16" da including treaded tyre and
inner tube. Wheels are black, spoked one piece poly carbonate. 13"
wheel £6 00 ref 6P20R, 16' wheel £6.00 ref 6P21 R
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KITfor cS motor. PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0-95% of speed). Uses
pulse width modulation £1700 ref 17P3R.

ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data avaliable but nicely

SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4

£179 (PPC1512DD).
£179 (PPC1640SD).
£209
(PPC1640D0). MODEMS £30 EXTRA.NO MANUALS OR

AA nicads in 8 hours Brand new and cased £6.00 ref
6P3R.

PSU.

AMSTRAD PC BARGAIN!!!!?!
PC 1512DD COMPLETE WITH CGA COLOUR MONITOR, 2
DISC DRIVES, MANUALS ETC ONLY £249.00 REF 249P4R

AT 286 MOTHERBOARD

HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100w each.
4ohm impedance and consisting of 6 12" woofer 2" mid range and

640K RAM

1" tweeter. Ideal to work with the amplifier described above. Price per
pair £30.00 Order ref 30P7R
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitable for high voltage
experiments or as a spare for a microwave oven etc. 250v AC input.
£1000 ref 10P93R
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated. with touch
switches Complete with 4 digit display, digital clock, and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precision timer apphcations etc. £6.00 ref 6P 18R
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. Stranded optical fibres
sheathed in black PVC. Five metre length £7.00 ref
7P29R
12V SOLAR CELL. 200mA output ideal for
trickle charging etc 300 mm square. Our pnce

UPGRADABLE TO 4 M
AT CASE
AT POWER SUPPLY
AT KEYBOARD

MANUAL
NO I/O CARDS

.+

OO

k
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walkie talkies with a range of up to 2 kilometres Units I1
measure 22x52x155mm Complete with cases. £30 00 ref 30P12R
FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE mall hand held unit with a 500'
range' 2 transmit power levels rags PP3 battery. Tuneable to any FM
receiver. Our price £15 ref 15P42AR

a

ANSWER MACHINES BTapproved remote message playback,
intergral push button phone, power supply and tape. Exceptional
value at £45.00 ref 45P2R
CAR IONIZER KIT Improve the air in your car! clears smoke and
helps to reduce fatigue Case required. £12.00 ref 12P8R
6V 10AH LEAD ACIDsea led battery by yuasha ex equipment but
in excellent condition now only 2 for £1000 ref 10P95R.
12 TO 220V INVERTER KITAs supplied it will handle up to about
15w at 220v but with a larger transformer it wilt handle 80 warts Basic
kit £1200 ref 12P17R. Larger transformer £12.00 ref 12P41R
VERO EAST WIRE PROTOTYPING SVSTEMIdeal for designing projects on etc Complete with toots, wire and reusable board
Our price £6.00 ref 6P33R
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. Ideal for window displays etc £5 00 ref SP165R
STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY220v or 110v nput
giving 5v at 2A, .24v at 0.25A, .12v at 0.15A and .90v at 0.4A £6 00
ref 6P59R
HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITOR' 2v 1.5A Hercules compatible (TTL input) new and cased £22.00 ref 22P2R

10 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.? short £1i
bands, FM, AM and LW DXllocal switch, tuning 'eye' mains

.,:.:)

NOW ONLY £19.00!1 REF 19P14R.

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING 6tn.Enables you to hear sounds
that would otherwise be inauri
^.onplete with headphones.
Cased £5 00 ref 5P179R.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOLow cost stereo system giving
5 watts per channel. Signal to noise ratio better than 45db, wow and
flutter less than 35% Neg earth £25 CO ref 25P21 R
LOW COST WAUKIE TALKIESPair of banery operated units with a range of about 150' Our once £8 00 a
pair ref 8P50R
7

CHANNEL GRAPHIC EQUALIZEFiblus

a

60 watt

-

power amps 20.21KHZ 4.8R 12.14v DC negative earth
Cased £25 ref 25P14R
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand new top quality. 4 x AA's £4.00 ref
4P44R 2 x C's £4 00 ref 4P7311, 4 x D's £9.00 ref 9P12R. 1 x PP3

VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and cased 240v
AC. £59.00 ref 59P4R
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STK043. With the addition of
handful of components you can build a 25 watt amplifier £4.00 ref
4P69R (Circuit dia included).
LINEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v input +5 at 3A, .12
at 1A, 12 at 1A. Short circuit protected. £ 12.00 ref 12P21 R.
MAINS FANS Snail type construction Approx 4"x5' mounted on a
metal plate for easy fixing New £5.00 5P166R
POWERFUL IONIZER KIT.Generates 10 times more ions than
commercial units' Complete kit including case £18 00 ref 18P2R.
MINI RADIO MODULE Only 2" square with fernte aerial and tuner
Superhet Req's PP3 battery £1 00 ref BD716R.
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR.9" black and white Philips tube
in chassis made for OPD computer but may be suitable for others.
£20.00 rel 20P26R.
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
£4,00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 £30.00 REF 30P16R
CB CONVERTORS.Converts a car radio into an AM CB receiver.
Cased w'th orcuit diagram. £4 00 ref 4P48R.
FLOPPY DI SCS. Pack of 1S 312" DSDD £10.00 ref 10P88R. Pack
of 10 51/4' DSDD £5.00 ref 5P168R.
ONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR One dick to start, two click to
reverse direction, 3 click to stops £3.00 each ref 3P137R.
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm £1 00 ref 8D827R.
a

£6 00 ref 6P35R

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultimate equivalents book. Latest edition £20.00 ref
20P32R.

CABLE TIES. 142mm

a 3.2mm white nylon pack of 100 £3.00 ref
3P104R. Bumper pack of 1,000 ties £14.00 ref 14P691

f'

VIDEO AND AUDIO MONITORING
SYSTEM

r-_=-

5P192R (other sizes avafable in catalogue)
SOLAR PROJECT KI T.Consists of a solar cell, special DC motor,
plastic fan and turntables etc plus a 20 page book on solar energy
Price is £8 00 ref 8P5111
RESISTOR PACK.tO x50 values (500 resistors) all t/4 watt 2%
metal film £5.00 ref SP170R.
CAPACITOR PACK 1.100 assorted non electrolytic capacitors
£2 00 ref 2P286R
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolytic capacitors £2 00
ref 2P287R
QUICK CUPPA7 12vimmersion heater with lead and cigar lighter
plug £3 00 ref 3P92R.
LED PACK .50 red lads, 50 green leds and 50 yellow lads all 5mm
£8 00 ref 8P52R
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car
with forward, reverse, 2 gears plus turbo Working headlights
£22.00 ref 22P6R.
ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM7wo units, one
a sensor which plugs into a 13A socket in the area you wish to
protect. The other, a central alarm unit plugs into any other socket
elsewere in the building When the sensor is triggered (by body
movement etc) the alarm sounds. Adjustable sensitivity Price per
pair £20 00 ref 20P34R. Additional sensors (max 5 per alarm unit)
£11 00 ref 11 P6R
WASHING MACHINE PUMP.Mains operated new pump Not self
priming £5 00 ref 5P18R
IBM PRINTER LEAD.(D25 to Centronics plug) 2 metre parallel.
£5 00 ref SP186R.
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOAR D17" x 4" of 1" pitch "vero" board
£4 00 a sheet ref 4P62R or 2 sheets for £7.00 ref 7P22R
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL.12200 ref 2P352R
3 1/2' disc drive. 720K capacity made by NEC £60 00 ref 60P2R
TV LOUDSPEAKERS.5 watt magnetically screened 4 ohm 55 x
125mm. £3 00 a parr ref 3P1o9R.
SPEAKER GRILLS set of 3 matching grills of different diameters
2 packs for £2 00 (6 grills) ref 2P 364R
SO METRES OF MAINS CABLE £3.00 2 core black precut in
convenient 2 m lengths. Ideal for repairs and projects re! 3P91R
4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METRES £2.00
Precut into convenient 2 m lengths Ref 2P365R
TWEETERS 21 /4" DIA 8 ohm mounted on a smart metal plate for
easy firing £2 00 ref 2P366R
COMPUTER MICE Originally made for Future PC's but can be
adapted for other machines. Swiss made £8 00 ref 8P57R Atari ST
conversion kit £2 00 ref 2P362R.
6 1'2" 20 WATT SPEAKER Built in tweeter 4 ohm £500 ref
5P205R
5" X 3" 16 OHM SPEAKER 3 for £1.00!1 ref CD2t3R
ADJUSTABLE SPEAKER BRACKETS Ideal for mounting
speakers on internal or external corners. uneven surfaces etc. 2 for
£500 ref 5P207R
PIR UGHT SWITCH Replaces a standard light switch in seconds
fight operates when anybody comes within detection range (4m) and
stays on for an adjustable time (IS secs to 15 miss). Complete with
daylight sensor Unit also functions as a dimmer switch' 200 watt
max Not suitable for flourescents. £14.00 ref 14PIOR
CUSTOMER RETURNED 2 channel full function radio controlled
cars only £8.00 ref 8P200R
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FM AM radio takes re.
chargeable batteries complete with hand charger and solar panel
14P200R
240 WATT RMS AMP KIT Stereo 30-0-30 psu required £40.00 ref
40P200R
300 WATT RMS MONO AMP KIT £55.00 Psu required ref 55P200
ALARM PIR SENSORS Standard 12v alarm type sensor will inter.
face to most alarm panels £16 00 ref 16P200
ALARM PANELS 2 zone cased keypad entry, entry exit time delay
I

lights

or battery Complete with shoulder strap and mains lead

DRILL OPERATED PUMP.Fits any drill and is sell priming. £300

POWERFUL SOLAR CELL !AMP .45 VOLTbnly £500 ref

Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable
on timer (8 secs -15 runs). 50' range with a 90
deg coverage. Manual ovende facility. Corn.
plate with wall brackets, bulb holders etc Brand new and guaanteed £25 00 ref 25P24R
Pack of two PAR38 bulbs for above unit £12.00 ref 12P43R
VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a video camera. video recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a 100' range! (tune TV to a spare channel).
12v DC op. £15.00 ref 1 SP39R Suitable mains adaptor

ref5P191R
FM TRANSMITTERhoused m a standard working 13A
adaper (bug is mains driven) £26.00 ref 26P2R
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A par of

made

complex transmitters 9v operation £4 00 each ref 4P81 R
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER SYSTEMoriginally made for nurse
call systems they consist of a pendant style transmitter and a
receiver with telescopic aerial 12v 80 different channels £12 00 ref
12P26R
CLAP UGHT. This device turns on a lamp at a finger 'snap' etc.
nicely cased with built in battery operated light. Ideal bedside light etc
£4 00 each ref 4P82R
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KIT.Contains all you need to build an
electronic device to give a 10 level liquid inditatlr. £5.00 (ex case)
ref 5P194R.
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA's, C's, D's and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batteries at once. New and cased. mans
operated £6 00 ref 6P36R
ONE THOUSAND CABLE TIES175mm x 2.4mm white nylon
cable ties only L5 00 ref 51'181R,
PC MODEMS1200i75 baud moderns designed to plug into a
PC complete with manual but no software £ 18.00 ref 18P 12R
ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY8omm x 165mm
(PCB size) gives +5 at 3 75A, .12 at t SA, -12 at 0 4A Brand new
£12.00 ref 12P39R.
VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE PSUrrith IEC filtered socket
and power switch £5 00 ref 5P190R.
IN CAR POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into cigar socket and gives
3.4,5 6 7 5,9, and 12v outputs at 800mA Complete with universal
seder plug £5 00 ref 5P167R
CUSTOMER RETURNEDswitched mode power supplies Mixed
type, good for spares or repair £2 00 each ref 2P292R
ref 3P140R.

£1500 ref 15P42R
.R.Yd,!PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR...,

£S

3P77R or 5 for £10.00 ref 10P78R.

--\

£99.00
Brand new units consistng of a camera, 14cm monitor, 70 metres of
cable, AC adapter, mounting bracket and owners manual. 240v AC
or 12v DC operation complete with built in 2 way intercom. £99.00 ref
99P2R.

BULL
ELECTRICAL
PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX
250

1991 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REQUEST ONE WHEN ORDERING
OR SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.

GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube, PCB and all compo
nents to build a banery operated geiger counter £39 00 ref 39P1R
FM BUG KIT.New design with PCB embedded coil Transmits to
any FM radio 9v battery raga £5 00 ref 5P15891

8N3 501 TELEPHONE 0273 203600
MAIL ORDER 'TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £2.50 POST PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 10.14, DAYS FOR DELIVERY

1

etc.

£1800 ref 184.200

35MM CAMERAS Customer returned units with built in flash and
28mm lens 2 for £8.00 ref 8P200
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
1
erefngineLK coG0mplete with boiler piston etc £30

TALKING CLOCK
What more can we say'?
£t4.00 ref 14P200R
z

FAX 0273 23077:
SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK
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Design brief: voltage references
Ian Hickman looks at voltage reference circuit designs.
oltage references have made great
strides in the last quarter of a century.
since solid state types replaced gas
tubes. First on the scene was the zener
diode, used with a simple series current -limiting resistor. Fig. la. Popular ranges were
the BZY88- series (Mullard/Philips) and the
American I N82 I - 827 series.
Slope (incremental) resistance and the
temperature coefficient of a zener diode
each affect both the stabilisation (change of
output voltage with change of supply voltage) and the regulation (change of output

voltage with output current drawn) of the
circuit.
Operating mechanism is true zener breakdown for low voltage diodes and avalanche
breakdown for higher voltage types. The
former has a negative "tempco" and the latter a positive. accordingly at the changeover
point - somewhere between 4.7 and 5.6V
where both mechanisms occur - the tempco
is near zero, varying with the device process
used and also with operating current.
Thus it was tempting to use a nominal
5.1V diode where high stability was
required. but unfortunately the lowest slope
resistance is found in diodes of about 7.5V
nominal: these were therefore often preferred where good regulation and particularly stabilisation were important. But, the
quoted slope resistance of a zener is always
measured adiabatically. by superimposing a
small AC ripple component on the DC current and observing the ripple voltage.
The temperature of the diode does not
vary in sympathy with the instantaneous current as the frequency of the AC is too high.
so the tempco does not influence the result.
Many an unwary circuit designer has chosen
a zener with the lowest slope resistance only
1. Voltage references built around the
zener diode (From Analog Electronics, Ian
Hickman, 1990. By permission of Heinemann

Fig.

Newnes).
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to find the apparent stabilisation of a circuit
much worse than expected: when the supply
voltage is suddenly increased, the increased
dissipation in the diode raises its temperature and the positive tempco then contributes
a rise in output voltage above and beyond
that due to the extra current flowing through
the slope resistance.
In Fig. 1b and lc the high slope resistance
of a depletion mode let greatly reduces any
current variations through the diode due to
change of supply voltage. But a fet is comparatively expensive. and anyway has an
embarrassingly high variation, up to 5:1. in
drain saturation current Id. controlled to
some extent by the self-bias resistor in Fig.

Ic.
The circuit of Fig. 1 d seems to be comparatively little known but is very economical:
any increase in current through the zener
diode due to increased supply voltage would
tend to increase the base emitter voltage
across R2, shunting most of any increase in
current through R1 to ground via the collector circuit.
Straightforward zeners had a long run for
their money. with many ingenious circuit
variations to improve regulation and stabilisation.
One I developed many years ago. published in Wireless World under the title
"Two for the Price of One", provided two
stabilised supply rails using a single zener
diode. However my favourite augmented
zener circuit is shown in Fig. 2a. Here, the
zener is incorporated in a bridge circuit
which is driven by an op -amp whose input
signal is the bridge output. The circuit is
thus a little incestuous and usually needs a
resistor (shown dotted) to ensure reliable
start-up.
However its value can he as high a I0MS2.
so that although it feeds some current into
the zener from the unregulated input voltage. its effect on stabilisation is negligible.
The op -amp buffers the load current, result-

+ WIRELESS
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ing in excellent regulation. whilst the bridge
is fed from a constant voltage, resulting in
constant current through the zener and hence

excellent stabilisation.

This circuit is available in IC form, for
example the Burr -Brown REFIO, which is
shown in Fig. 2b and provides I ppm/°C
max tempco. I Oppm/I000h stability. 6µV
p/p noise, 0.001%/V stabilisation and
0.001%/mA regulation.
These are two -terminal devices, needing
an external current limiting resistor just like
a zener diode. However the "knee current",
that is. the current at which the slope resistance has fallen to a low value, is very low
for these devices- less than I(l)µA. making
them ideal for battery -powered applications.
They are also available in trimmable three terminal styles and in SMD - surface mount

- packages.

Variations and applications
Voltage references are available in a wide
range of output voltages such as 2.5V. 5.0V
and 10.0V while others cater for binary -oriented instrumentation, with 2.56V. 10.24V
outputs etc. Two -terminal types arc subject
to a selection tolerance hut many three or
more terminal devices offer the facility to
adjust the output voltage exactly to the nominal. Where an output voltage is required
which is not available as standard. the circuit
of Fig. 2a is ideal: by choosingappropriate
values for the bridge resistors, any desired
output voltage can he obtained. Where several different voltages are required simultaneously, the highest can he produced with a
Fig. 2a type circuit and the others obtained
from it with a potential divider string of precision (or adjustable) resistors, the tappings
being buffered with non -inverting op amps.
Very often however, only one voltage is
required at a time, but it must he adjustable

of the many augmented zener
circuits developed.
Fig. 2. Two
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number of possibilities. A
typical application might he in ATE. In this
case. the above schemes are less attractive
and another arrangement must he sought.
a

Programmable sources
A simple solution, particularly attractive in
ATE where a microcontroller is incorporated to organise the operation of the system. is
to use a voltage reference and a multiplying

D -to -A converter, as indica ed in Fig. 3a.
The D -to -A chosen will determine the resolution to which the voltage can he set. For
instance. with an 8 -bit 1) -to -A and a I0.24V
reference such as National Semiconductor's
LI1007 1-01 1, the resolution will he 4OmV
ie. 0.39% of full scale, which in many cases
would be inadequate.

Using a 10 -hit unit, such as Philips'
MC3410F, would improve the resolution to
10n7V or better than 0.1% FS. while a 12. 14
or 16-hit multiplying D -to -A
would clearly provide much
greater resolution. The accuracy of the output would also
improve generally in line
with the resolution, but the
designer must decide just
what is needed and can he
._
afforded: many D -to -As arc
available in various selection
grades offering an accuracy
Ref
which may he as high as 1/4
of an LSI3 (least significant
hit) inhetter devices, to as
poor as one and a half LSI3s
in more economical sorts.
Instead of using a reference
source and a separate D -lo -A
as in Fig. 3a, an attractive
option is to use a multiplying
D -to -A with a built-in reference. The Analog Devices
IIDS-1250 Fig. 3b is a high-

performance example. being
a 12 -hit device with the very
fast settling time of 35ns. II
can he used in either current -
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23 -15V
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Flg. 3. A voltage reference
and D -to -A converter can

-

Track

give a simple solution.

or voltage -output mode. in the former providing a full scale output of 1024mA or
more strictly speaking 10.2375mA with an
all -ones input code. (I0.24nmA would correspond to an all naughts input code plus a one
in the non-existent thirteenth hit).
Glitches commonly occur when the output
of a D -to -A changes. and these can he pronounced if there is any skew between the
various hits of the control word. In some circuit applications, this can he most embarrassing. One way to reduce these is to
include input buffer registers in the D -to-A.
as in the AD7224 catos monolithic 8 -hit
double buffered voltage output unit from
Maxim. In addition to de -skewing the input
data word, double buffering permits simultaneous updating in systems where several D -

-

-

ÉN

f2

18

1

6

WR

16

17

A

Channel select/

output

Idl

to -A channels are successively written to by
a single controller. Figure 3c shows alternatively how a T/II (track -and -hold circuit)
can he used in conjunction with an
unbuffered device such as the HDS-1250

mentioned earlier. The minor residual
switching transients introduced by the action
of the T/1-1 are very fast and contain little
energy. Fig. 3d: they are easily eliminated
by a little light lowpass filtering.
In electronics there are usually many ways
of achieving the desired result: and that is
true here, especially where only a few output

National Semiconductors
LM604, with four input

output control
126V

Deglitched

levels are required.
In this case an economical solution is to
use a voltage reference plus a ntux-amp. The
latter is an op -amp with two
or more input stages. only
one of which is activated al a
time. The gain is thus determined by the feedback components associated with the
selected stage.
A good example is the

Circuit providing one of four different
outputs of 1.26V or more.
Fig. 4.

Output select

/

stages, and a typical applica-

7

tion is shokk n in Fig. 4. where

two data hits determine.
under control of the cull,
SELECT BAR and WRITE BAR
pins, which of the tour output
o

Output

14

5

75
L M

Supply

604

3

13

41

Digital ground

NC

levels is selected. This versatile chip also includes a facility to disable the output. so
that the outputs of two such
chips may he paralleled. Titus
it is possible to extend the
scheme to eight output levels
by using a third hit and its
logic inverse to select one or
other LN604 via the EN ABLE
BAR inputs.
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The CP1128 is qualified by all major device manufacturers - like AMD, Lattice, Samsung and TI.
This means that you can feel secure°that you'll be programmir-g exactly as the manufacturer specifies and you
won't get field failures from poorly programmed devices.
It programs over 2000 ditTerent devices - GALs, PALs, EPROMs, ERASICs, EPLDs
Nothing's worse than finding that your shiny new programmer won't work with the device you need. We've added
more than 600 devices during the last 4 months and we're wo_ cing hard to keep up with the manufacturers.
We offer an absolutely free, lifetime, software update service.
When you use a BP programmer you get on demand support for new devices as we produce the software. The
new software costs you nothing and we'll continue to support .you as long as you own the programmer.
Last, but not least, the CP1128 costs less than £1000.
Like we've always said - power, reliability and value for money.
It costs £985 and has a years guarantee.
MUTEK (MSS) Ltd. Promo Road, Bradford on Avon, Wilt. BA15 1LE 02216 6501/6502 or fax -5083
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programming language, then
you will recognise its value
to the practising engineer.
But, rather than turning up
old issues of the journal to
check your design for a
digital filter, why not have all
the articles collected
together in one book,
Interfacing with C?
The book is a storehouse of
information that will be of
lasting value to anyone
involved in the design of
filters, A -to -D conversion,
convolution, Fourier and
many other applications,
with not a soldering iron in

~4:

INTERFACING
WITH C
by

HOWARD HUTCHINGS
Interfacing with C can be obtained from Lindsey Gardner, Room
L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM5 2AS.
Please make cheques for £14.95 (which includes postage and
packing) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group.
Alternatively, you can telephone your order, quoting a credit
card number. Telephone 081-661 3614 (mornings only, please).
A disk containing all the example listings used in the book is
available at £25.50 + VAT. Please specify size required.

To complement the
published series, Howard
Hutchings has written
additional chapters on D -to A and A -to-D conversion,
waveform synthesis and
audio special effects,
including echo and
reverberation. An appendix
provides a "getting started"
introduction to the running
of the many programs
scattered throughout the
book.
This is a practical guide to
real-time programming, the
programs provided having
been tested and proved. It is
a distillation of the teaching
of computer -assisted
engineering at Humberside
Polytechnic, at which Dr
Hutchings is a senior

(lecturer.
Source code listings for the
programs described in the
book are available on disk.

Many Radio Amateurs and SWLS are puzzled.
Just what are all those strange signals you can
hear but not identify on the I.f.and h.f.
frequencies? A few of them, such ás c.w.,
RTTY, and Packet you'll know - but what
about the many other signals?
Hoka Electronics have the answer! There are some well known
CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices,
complete with expensive PROMS for upgrading, etc., but then
there is Code 3 from Hoka Electronic!
It's up to you to make your choice - but it will be easy once you
know more about Code 3.
Code 3 works on any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS
having at least 640kB of RAM.

1991-1992

HENRY'S
ALL NEW

COLOUR
CATALOGUE
PLUS Test

Irstrurnents,......

Security, and Component
Supplement

Code 3 hardware includes a complete digital FSK Converter with
built-in 230V ac power supply and RS232 cable, ready to use.
You'!l also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of
data transmissions. Code 3 is the most sophisticated decoder
available, and the best news of all is that it STILL only costs £249

O-BOO

plus VAT!
The following modes are included in the basic -program (with the
exact protocols).
Packet Radio

25, Any speed up to 480 baud

Automatic Mode

Hell. Synchronous/asynchronous, all speeds
Fax: Weather charts, photographs with 16 grey
scales at 60, 90. 120, 180, 240 rpm
Morse. Automatic and Manual speed with wpm

and B (ARO and FEC)
ARO: CCIR 476, CCIR 625 mode A
ARO -6: -90/98 spec. ARO variant
ARO -S ARO 1000S
ARO-Swe: CCIR 518 variant

indication

ARO -E: ARO 1000, ITA

Press OPA. Fib spec., 300 Bd ASCII

ARO -N: ITA 2 Duplex

Wirtschaftdienst: F7b spec., 300 Bd ASCII
Sport Information: F7b spec., 300 Rd ASCII

ARO -E3: CCIR 519 ITA 3

AX

SITOR

A

2-p Duplex

TWINPIEX F7bl ... F7b6 Simplex ARO
ASCII ITA 5 all speeds, parity

POI -ARO spec. ARO -variant
TOM 242: CCIR 242 1/2/4 channels
TOM 342: CCIR 342 1/2/4 channels
FEC-A FEC I00(A)ITA2-P FEC Broadcast
FEC CCIR 625 476-4 mode B Sitor bo:h
collective and selective FEC.

Baudot: ITA 2 plus all types of Bit inversion. at

FEC-S FEC 1000S ITA 3

Autospec MK's
interleaves
.

I

and

II

with all known

DUP ARO: Artac ITA2

any speed

All modes in preset and variable user -defined baud rates and
shifts.
Six options are available to use with the Code 3 and consist of:
1: OSCILLOSCOPE, this facility displays the measured frequency
versus time, including split-screen, storage and non -storage
modes at f25.
2: PICCOLO MK VI (Everybody wants this facility, but it's only on
offer from Hoka), the well-known multitone-mode at £60.
3: ASCII 'SAVE TO DISC' Store all decoded text to Disc as ASCII.

:1-11::
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E2,00
FREE and

To obtain
Henry's new catalogue
send envelope, minimum size C4 (123/4" x 9"),
self addressed with £2.65 stamps affixed OR
send £4 ch/po with request for catalogue,
(Export £6) to the address below.
Also available for callers.

Trade/Industry/EducationAttach notepaper request f pr FREE
catalcgue with trade price fists.

Components
Fans
Relays
Public address

Security
CCTV
Test instruments
Speakers Disco
a Power supplies
In car
Cables
Inter comms
Tools etc.
CB
Accessories
for TV -Video

I

Telephones,
Computer, Audio etc.

HEnRYs
EDGWAF.E ROAD, LONDON,
OPEN 6 DAYS
A WEEK

404
W2 1ED
Sales: 071-2581831 Fax: 071-724 0322

Audio and Electronics. Specialists
CIRCLE NO. 117 ON REPLY CARD

ALL

,-

-

-

AND

£25.
4: COQUELET (Another multi/tone system. Only on offer from
HOKA!). £60.
5: SPECIAL ARQ/FEC. Various other new ARQ/FEC systems. £80.

wasting time on uncrack-able
systems! Let option 6 classify the system for you. Average
answer in 10 seconds! £35.
Plus many other special codes. Send for details, price on
application.
Along with the many facilities listed above, the analysis section
of the Code 3 offers you a wide choice of unique facilities such as:
a built-in AF frequency spectrum -analyser for shift measurement
and tuning, plus precision speed measurement up to 0.0001 Baud
resolution. Other analysis facilities include Speed Bit analysis,
Speed Measurement, Character Analysis, Auto -correlation of
MOD and RAW signal, Bit Analysis. All these state-of-the-art
features are included in Code 3 to assist the experienced user.
All options are available from the main menu, saving or loading
to or from hard or floppy disk in RAW Bit form (no loss of
unknown signals), hard copy with printer, on -screen tuning
indicator and very easy to use online Help -files.
6: AUTO -CLASSIFICATION Stop

To ordér,-phone us for more details or send cheque,
payable to:

HOKA-Electronics
Feiko Clockstr. 31
NL-9665 BB Oude Pekela
The Netherlands
Tel: 010-31-5978-12327
Fax: 010-31-5978-12645

HOKA Electronics (UK)
84 Church Street

Langford, Biggleswade,
SG18-9QA, Beds
Tel: 0462-700644
Fax: 0462 700893

Please specify disk size 31/2 or 51/" when ordering!
All prices ex. VAT and Shipping; price includes a free 6 -month
software update and life -time tech. support.
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TRANSISTORS
We are one cf the largest stockists
of valves etc in the U.K.

CALL

PHONE

OR
for a most courteous quotation.

081 743 0899

COLOMOR
ELECTRONICS LTD
170, Goldhawk Road, London, W12 8HJ

FAX 087-749 3934
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Does the classic IF routine
unnecessarily complicate

'I

n

and
program
encourage bugs? Yes, but
there is a solution, writes
Frank Pettit.
That every non -trivial programme contains at least one bug is an accepted
part of computing. But from my own

a-

experience as programming skills improve,
the count of uFs per programme decreases
while program success increases.
The result of this observation has been
analysis of domain partitioning (see box), a
phenomenon that takes place whenever an IF
is encountered in a programme, resulting in
partitioning of a data domain and its corresponding function.
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High-level programming languages were
derived from formal logic, which includes
the propositions p and y: "if p then y", closely associated with the implication: p implies
y, and also with the Boolean: p Or Not q.
But why was the fuzzy IF... form ever introduced into programming?
tFs can result in non -analytic programs
which cannot he "proved" and are fairly certain to contain complex domain partitioning
conditions possibly leading to those unwant-

behaviourial characteristics known as
bugs.
In the programming world an inordinate
amount of time is wasted on debugging programmes even high flying professionals
cannot escape from the problem. In addition, valuable time has to be devoted to
teaching principles of debugging. In any
software production kit, whether assembler,
C, or dos, a major component of the kit is
ed

-

the debug software.

Having traced a bug we normally cheer,
denote the conditions which exist "when the
bug appears" and set about constructing a

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD October 1991
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trap. by slipping in either an

IF with a clutch
few trs id] some tilts and
Nuts. Unfortunately we often fail to consider
how the II -s will affect domain partitioning.
An important question is when does an
cease? At the end of a repeat? At the end of
a block or procedure or function - do IFS
affect behaviour throughout programme execution? The stain consideration is. at a given
point in programme execution time, Ito \\
many IFS actually remain effective (Fig. 4.)?.
In my view, the ans\\er governs the true
complexity of the programme and hence its
reliability. I believe determining dynamic
data complexity is more appropriate than the
popular view that complexity is determined
by number ot-variables in a program.

of \\Ds. or

a

I

Making mailers worse
As a result of slipping

in the standard
cure'' for a bug, further domain -partitioning
complexity is introduced into the program.

possibly creating even more bugs. In other
words, we can introduce non -analytic tentporal IF -persistence and extreme partitioning
complexity. This IF -cure normally introduces a kind of superhug which is usually
untraceable and very often catastrophic.
Vet since founding of the Computer
Teaching Centre at Oxford. debugging has
never been taught and system programmers
are not allowed near the system. Debug kits
can only slow the tracing of "obvious'' faults
and fail when tracing "difficult" faults.
Key to successful programs is good design
not skilful application of complex debugging kits. The best way is to avoid the awful
traps into which IF...ENDIF, IF...00TO. and IF THEN -EIS'. pi og rantm ing and there are many
ways which this can be done.

Transformalions of IFs
AND: OR VW IF: AND trunstO'niaficn
The famous De\lorgan theorems of Not

(a

or b)= Not

And Not h. and Not (a and b) =
h allow us to transform)
between And and Or operators. transforming
between conjunctive and disconjunctive
forms.
But beware the story of a research -student
whose program contained almost a page of
IFs to obtain a value front a multi -condition
field.
The program was successful hut slow.
After being treated to a personal seminar on
better problem analysis and programming
techniques and a rethink. the student
returned with a revised offering and a triumphant claim of "its much better now only one IF'.
Bur that IF took the form: IF...AND... AND...
AND... AND - almost a page of continued
ANDS. Oh the sadness Nhen the realisation
dawned that the problem had not been transIorntcYl, simply the many IFs had been transformed into ANDS.

Not

a

a

Or Not

Data and control domains partitioned by IF
Consider a simple domain with a few ordered
items: u, p, y, S. e.
Given a data item ';t' which has a proper
place in this domain, we can determine such
conditions as:
if x precedes 8.
The result of this test or query is that the
original domain is partitioned into two sub domains, one contains the precedents of 'S',
the other contains 'S' and its successors. The
variable 'x' belongs in one of the two sub -

domains.

Domain of integers
This domain is two-dimensional, by name
and value. thus we could query:
"Which is the first named item to have less
than a given value?" In conventional
programming languages we would be
tempted to use IF again as in:
for

n :=

1

to k do

if

I[n] < j

then....

Partition
IF A(n)=B

traversed by the partition, giving a third Sub domain. The situation is non -simple but long
ago we learned how to choose "<" or "<=" or

">" or ">=" or "=" or "<>" when
interrogating a data domain of integers. We
also learned that the contrary of "<" is ">="
and that Not ">" is "<=".
When a computer program contains a
number of IFs acting on the same data
domain, the pattern of sub -domains becomes
more complicated. For example three IFs,
operating on an integer domain can produce
a triangular sub -domain where the three
partitions intersect (Fig. 2) and six
surrounding sub -domains. There are also the
three on -partition sub -domains and three
compound sub -domains at the intersections
of the three partitions. A total of up to
thirteen sub -domains is possible from only
three IFs.
So we are considering the effect of the
program reacting with the data, not just
whether we have chosen the correct
relational operators and array elements.

Domain of sets, records or strings
From this point of view, sets, records and
strings behave in a similar way to valid
integers, giving the possibility of multiple
sub -domains and greater complexity with
each extra

Names
Subdomain

An)>B
Values
Fig. I. An it can

partition an integer

domain.
which results in a line which traverses the
finite domain and again, partitions it (Fig 1).
This time, our partition can actually pass
through some of the cells of our domain.
Thus the partition has some cells either side,
giving two sub -domains, while other cells are

October 199)
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IF

IF

1

IF 3
IF 2

Fig. 2. The subdomains due to three
intersecting us.

However, we are aware that the "proper"
way to do computer arithmetic is to use
mathematical libraries produced by
specia'ists in numerical analysis. The Nag
library is a fine example.
Even so, we must give valid data to the
library routines and make provision for the
error conditions which are bound to occur in
practise and which are directly indicated by
the library routines. We usually cater for this
by slipping in a few more IFS, just to make
sure.

-query.

Domain of reals
Real numbers provide additional difficulties
(Fig. 3) as the partitions resulting from IFS are
of finite width. Further, the cells have
indeterminate values giving uncertainty of
cell area. Now that our partitions and cell
boundaries have uncertain but finite
dimensions, counts of sub -domains can also
he uncertain.
We have learned to limit the range of
relational operators by not using "=" and
"<>" tests. Some of the higher level
languages have limited provision for
comparison or relational operators. Algo1-68
has no means of comparison for equality or
inequality between reals.

ECTRONICS WORI D + WIRELESS WORLD

IFs produce real domain
partitioning.

Fig. 3.
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We could set this directly into almost any
programming language. and be fairly confident that such errors as do occur will probably he non -serious. Rut we could encounter
oddities such as two differing conditions
being satisfied simultaneously when using
those wretched real numbers.
But normal arithmetic can he cajoled into
producing unique results:

Time from program start-up
1.0
2.0
3.0

4.0
5.0

required test lower < x < higher
k := sign((lower - x)*(x - higher))
indicator

etc
At a point in time

Fig. 4. Temporal persistance

t

how many IFs are active

of program IFS.

The program remained successful hut
slow. A further briefing, a data -control
transform plus a case -structured selector was
and
substituted program successful, fast

-

no

-

IFS.

In a recent instance. a program suffering
multiple failure modes was dissected, to iso-

late almost all IFs. The data structures and
each of the algorithms were removed and
stored in disc -files. They were then re -loaded into a standard program framework and
all failure modes had vanished. No debugging. no re -programming!
IF ;/IMCtion trunsf0rmation
Take the simple problem of "Into C place
the higher of the values from A and B".
An old-style Fortran -IV solution would

he:

C=A
IF(B .GT. A) C = B

A modern alternative is:
IF A>B THEN C := A ELSE C := B

of peak and trough positions in integer

Reliability and

arrays.
But there must he further tests to handle a
sequence of repeated data values, disturbed
by "noise". This normal signal condition
can result in a galaxy of erroneous peaks and
troughs. To correct for these circumstances.
we would scatter IFS allover the place and
produce a slow, delicate and un-dehuggable

The case for avoiding IF is further strengthened by hardware considerations. With
many pipelined computers, to encounter an
IF means unloading the pipeline and reloading it with the new work before processing
can recommence. This can consume enough
time to destroy the advantages of pipelining.
Some array processors need to have
programs with no array bounds checks and
certainly no iFs checking the array boundaries in the parallel maths unit. A few super compute s rely for their speed on Fortran derived code with no IFs and some signal
processor computers have no provision for IF
in their instruction codes.

algorithm.
Detection of a peak is when (not if but
when!) data values stop rising and commence to fall.
A trough is indicated when values stop
falling and commence to rise. These are
two -state conditions which can he set as
Boolean expressions.
To cater for noise, we use a smoothed sersion of the data and instead of comparing
adjacent items, we compare items two or
three positions apart. This removes most of
the IFS. Then we set Boolean variables in
place of the IFs and have an algorithm which
will operate reliably under highly variable
data streams:

can he expunged by the use of a
function. A function solution in Fortran (and
others) is:
hut the

IF

rising := this > previous;
falling := this < previous:
peak := rising AND next < this:
trough := falling AND next > this;

C = Max(A,B).

In this revised approach to programming.
many IF -structures can. with considerable
advantage, he replaced by functions. The
efficacy of the IF... is in the domain of programmer - the function is a trusted routine
with efficacy hounded only by the published
data domain of the Function.
tF:hoolean transformation
As a more interesting example. let us search
for a peak and a trough in a varying data
stream. The program segment

he taken further to include automatic detection and replacement of outliers
(rogue values) in data sets of widely differing characteristics.
These ideas were first introduced for analysis of on-line lunar radar data during the
Apollo moonflights in the late 1960s. The
same logical algorithm has been applied
with confidence to many bio-medical and
engineering problems.

This can

arithmetic transformation
A common problem is to partition a range of
values to provide upper and lower acceptance limits as in:
IF

FOR
IF

n = 2

(a[n]

>

TO k-1

a[n-1]) AND (a[n+1]

<

a[nI])

THEN peak = n
IF (a[n] < a[n-I]) AND (a[n+l] > a[nI]) THEN
trough = n
NEXT n

might. with any luck. provide the positions
of a peak and a trough. Thesimple algorithm can he modified to collect a sequence

852

This indicator will take the value of -I when
out -of -range: 0 when limit -of-range, and +1
when in -range giving a fast unique selection
with not an IF in sight.

:

IF x < lower THEN out -of -range
IF x > higher THEN out -of -range
IF (x > lower) AND (x < higher THEN in -

range
IF (x = lower) OR (x = higher) THEN limit of

range

IF

Are there any jobs left for tF?
What uses are left for IFs? Maybe to escape
front a loop? But this too can he a source of
mystical failure. Many loops are compiled
into machine -code subroutines, making use
of stacks.
To exit a subroutine under strange conditions can store up stack problems which
only strike after multiple re -use causes failure of run-time stack management.
Safe loop exit depends on the language,
software and conditions of use. (To avoid
loss of much software -theorists hair. keep
this hint secret...escape from a BASIC FOR loop by setting the control variable to its
final value, an n = k. rather than by an IF...
GOTO...). Using WHILE has its own horror stories.
By deduction front the preceding facts and
ideas. I believe we can propose that only
programs without IFS can he hug -free.
Computer programs are presented in the
imperative style - so why were sloppy

implicative/hypothetical forms ever introduced into programming languages?
The temporal connotation of ACTIONS by a
program suggests use of the decision "wrtEN
condition...." which would have retained the
imperative style and avoided the hypothetical form.
This would have given program designers
a different attitude of mind. The concept of:
"I wonder what would happen if...."? and
"let's see if this will fix it...!", would no
longer encourage today's shoddy work.
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

SURPLUS ;WO.NDERLAND!....;

L

BBC Model B APM Board
£100 CASH FOR THE
MOST NOVEL
DEMONSTRATABLE
APPLICATION!

IBM KEYBOARD DEALS

Superb Quality 6 foot 40u

A replacement or backup keyboard, switchable for IBM PC,

19" Rack Cabinets

PC -XT or PC-AT. LED's for Caps,Scroll & Num locks. Standard
84 keyboard layout. Made by NCR for the English & US markets.
Absolutely standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and key
CpsHtemplate for user slogans on the function keys. Attractive
.
beige,grey and cream finish, with the usual retractable legs
BBC Model B type computer on a board. A major purchase underneath. A generous length of curly cord, terminating In the
allows us to offer you the PROFESSIONAL version of the BBC standard 5 pin DIN plug. A beautiful clean piece of manufac239 (B) 5/£175 (D)
computer at a parts only price. Used as a front end graphics turers surplus. What a deal
system on large networked systems the architecture of the BBC Brand new and boxed 84 key PC/XT type keyboards In standard
board has so many similarities to the regular BBC model B that IBM grey with very attractive mottled finish and "dicky- solid feel
we are sure that with a bit of experimentation and Ingenuity many keys. 10 function keys on side. English layout and £ sign. Green
useful applications will be found for this boardll It Is supplied LEDs for Caps, Scroll & Num locks.
£29.95 (B) 5/£135 (D)
complete with a connector panel which brings all the VO to 'D'
CALL FOR DISCOUNTS ON HIGHER QUANTITIES!
and BNC type connectors - all you have to do Is provide +5 and
1 12 v DC. The APM consists of a single PCB with most major
Ic's socketed. The Ic's are too numerous to list but include a
6502, RAM and an SAA5050 teletext chip. Three 27128
!
,
EPROMS contain the custom operating system on which we
NEW 51/4 Inch from £29.951
have no data, On application of DC power the system boots and Massive purchases of standard 5V4' drives enables us to
provides diagnostic Information on the video output. On board present prime product at Industry beating low prices, All units
DIP switches and jumpers select the ECONET address and (unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
enable the four extra EPROM sockets for user software. Appx. and are fully tested,allgned and shipped to you with a 90 day
dims: main board 13' x 10". VO board 14- a 3'. Supplied tested guarantee and operate from +5 & +12vdc, are of standard size
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
with circuit diagram, data and competition entry form.
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible DS
í39.95(C
CANON,TEC etc.DS half helght.State 40 or 80T
£79.00(C)
(B)
TEAC FD -55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW £79.00(C

-

WIN Et00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE

Only

£29.95 or 2 for £53
MONITORS

Sfreeeg

MONOCHROME MONITORS
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!

em

l

TEAC FD-55 hat height series In your choice of 40 track
double sided 360k or 80 track double sided 720k. Ex-equlpThere has never been a deal like this one,
ment fully tested In excellent condition with 90 day warranty.
Brand spanking new & boxed monitors \QrderTE-36 for 360k £29.95(C) or TE-72 for 720k £39.95(C
from NEC, normally selling at about £1401
CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCH!
These are over -engineered for ultra
reliability. 9" green screen composite input Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested
£225,00(
Shugart
851
double
sided refurbished & tested
,,,,,,...=+«+ with etched non -glare screen plus switch Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided switchable
able high/low Impedance Input and output
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
£250.00(E)
for daisy -chaining. 3 front controls and 6 at rear. Standard BNC
SPECIAL OFFERS!!
sockets. Beautiful high contrast screen and attractive case with
Duel
8"
drives
with 2 megabyte capadty housed In a smart case
carrying ledge. Perfect as a main or backup monitor and for with built In power
supply'
Only £499.00 (F)
quantity users' £39.95 each (0) or
Idea as exterior drives'
5 (or £185(G)
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
CALL FOR DISCOUNT ON HIGHER OUAN7771L$I
megabyte of hard disk storage) Full CPU control and Industry
COLOUR MONITORS
Decce 16" 80 budget range colour monitor. Features a PIL tube, standard SMD Interface. Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
beautiful teak style case and guaranteed 80 column resolution, leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
£399(E)
features usually seen only on colour monitors costing 3 times and comes complete with manual. Only
our pricel Ready to connect to most computers or video outputs.
10
Mb
WINCHESTERS
7511 composite Input with integral audio amp & speaker. Fully
tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day A fantastic deal - 10mb (formatted) Winchester for £39.951
lull RTB guarantee. Ideal for use with video recorder or our Tendon TM502 full height ST506 Interface. Use It as a second
Telebox ST, and other audio visual uses.
£99(E) 3/£275(G) hard drive on your present driver card or as a starter Into
Winchester land - see the driver card listed below. In excellent
20", 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour used condition, guaranteed for 90 days
£39.95(C)
monitors, complete with composite video & sound Inputs. Attrac- Hard disk driver card, complete with cables ready to plug Into
tive teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Dlsco, Clubs.
Your PC or compatible. Sut eons two Wi nchesters
f29.95(A`
In EXCELLENT little used condition with lull 90 day guarantee.
,

AFFORDABLE

20"....£135 22''....£155 26"....£185

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

Massive Reductions
Virtually New, Ultra Smart!
Less Than Half Price!
Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK
by Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front
door, full height lockable half louvered back
door and removable side panels. Fully adjustable Internal fixing struts, ready
punchedfor any configuration of equipment mounting plus ready
mountedlmegral 12 way 13 amp socket switched mans distribution strip make these racks some of the most versatile we have
ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels or stand singly. Overall dimensions
are 77-1/2"H x 32-1/2"D x 22'W. Order as:
Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels
£275.00 (G)
Rack2 Less side panels
í145.001G)

POWER SUPPLIES

-

Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250

peak).Semi open

Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v
(2A). 5v @ 20A. 1 12v @ 1.5A. Switch mode. New.
£59.95(B)
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @
2a. -12v @ 0.1a. 6-1/4' x 4' x 1-3/4".New
£19.95(B)
Greertdale 19AB0E 60 watts switch mode.+5v @ 6a,112v @
1a,+15v@ la. RFE and fully tested.11 x20 x5.5cms. £24.95(C)
Conver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
@ 15a, -5v @ 1a,112v @ 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cros.New.
£49.951C)

Boshert 13090.Switch mode.ldeal fordrives & system.+5v@ 6a.
+12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a.
£29.95(B)
Farrell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00(C)

COOLING FANS
Please specify 110 or 240 volts for AC fens.
3 inch
AC. 1W thick
£ 8.50(8
312 Inch AC ETRI slimline.Only 1- thick.
£ 9.95(Bí
31/2 inch AC 230 v 8 watts. Only 3/4" thick
£12.95(A)
4 Inch
AC 110/240v 112' thick.
£10.95(B)
AC round. 312 thick. Rotron 110v
10 Inch
£10.95(B)
10 Inch
As above but 230 volts
£24.95(B)
60 mm
DC 1" thick.No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v.
£15.95(A)
80 mm
DC 5 v. Papst 8105G 4w. 38mm. RFE. £19.95(A
92 mm
DC 12v. 18 mm thick.
£14.95(A)
4lnch
DC 12v. 12w 112' thick
£12.50 B)
4 Inch
DC 24v 8w. 1" thick.
£14.50(B)

THE AMAZINGTELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into

a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
TV SOUND
& VIDEO

No Break Unlnterruptable PSU's

(F)

w

frame giving +5v 35a, -5v 1.5a, +12v 4a (8a peak), -12v 1.5a,
+24v 4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage
protection on the +5v output. AC Input selectable for 110/240
vac. Dirrs13' x 5' x 2.5-. Fully guaranteed RFE.
£85.00 (B)

Brand new and boxed 230 volts uninterruptable power supplies
from Dense,. Model MUK 0565-AUAF Is 0.5 kva and MUD
TUNER!
HI -DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS
1085-AHBH is 1 kva. Both have sealed lead ac -d batteries. MUK
are Internal, MUD has them In a matching case. Times from Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7 channel UHF PAL TV tune
Brand new 12- mutillnput high definition
Interrupt are 5 and 15 minutes respectively. Complete with full system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour
colour monitors by Microvitek. Nice tight
oration manuals
MUK_....£249
0.31' dot pitch for superb clarity and
MUD.. _5525 /G1 video monitor turning same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
if your monitor does'nt have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
,
modem metal black box styling. Operates
BATTERIES
Integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
for Headphones or HI Fl system etc. Many other features: LED
LEAD ACID
source, with either individual H & V syncs
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered. Built to
Maintenance free sealed long life. Type A300.
such as CGA IBM PC's or RGB analog
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
12 volts
12 volts 3 amp/hours
with composite sync such as Atari, CornSupplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee.
6 volts3 amp/hours
£ 9.95(A Telebox ST for composite video Input monitors
modore Amiga, Acorn Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 14' x 6 volts
£3295(B)
Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours. RFE.
£ 5.95(A Telebox STL as ST but with Integral speaker
12" square. Free data sheet Including connection Information. 12 volts
£36.50(B)
volts
12
hours.7-l/2"L
12
volts 38 amp
x6-S.RFE £35.00(B Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors
Will also function as quality TV with our RGB Telebox.
£68,95(B)

CALL FOR PRICING ON NTSC VERSIONS!

j

RECHARGEABLE

'

EXTRA HI -CAPACITY NICKEL CADMIUM

£145

Only
(E)
Brand new Centronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever price) Completely CGA equivalent. Hi -res
Mitsubushl 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style
ty moulded case.Full
90 day guarantee.
(E )
IBM-PC
NEC CGA
compatible. High quality ex -equipment fully
tested with a 90 day guarantee. In an attractive two tone ribbed
grey plastic case measuring 15-1. x 13"W x 1211. A terrific
purchase enables us to pass these on at only....
(E)

Only£129

£79

V22 1200 BAUD MODEMS
Master Systems 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem. Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data Comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect time by a staggering 75%I Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status Indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to 8T. Unfits
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch, with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for and at this pncell
ONLY £69 (D)

..«

i ,.

RGB Telebox also suitable for IBM multisylnc monitors with RGB

Super high capacity Chloride Akad 12 analog and composite sync. Overseas versions VHF & UHF call.
SECAM / NTSC not avaiable.
volts refillable type XL1.5. Electrolyte is
.
readily
5bie Potassium Hydroxide.11n
BRAND
NEW PRINTERS
banks of 10 cells per 8-H x 24-L x
wooden case. Each cell
measures 8-H x 1.75T a CD. Can be easily separated. Idea TEC Starwriter Model FP1500-25 daisywheel printer renowned
for al standby power applications Ex MoD like new £49 95 (E for Its reliability. Diablo type print mechanism gives superb
registration and quality. On board microprocessor gives full
SPECIAL INTEREST
Diablo/qume command capability. Serial RS -232C with full
handshake. Bidirectional 25 cps, switchable 10 or 12 pitch, 136
Newton Derby frequency changer 3 phase 50hz to
3 phase 400hz. 15 kva output. As new.
£2900 era In Pica, 163 In Elite. Friction or tractor feed. Full ASCII
£199(E)
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
£ 470 Includirg £ sign. Font and ribbon Diablo compatible
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band printer
£2950 DED 13~1 miniature ball point pen printer plotter mechanism
DEC LS/02 CPU board
£ 150 with full 40 characters per line. Complete with data sheet which
Includes dreuit diagrams for simple driver electronics
£49(B)
Rhode & Schwarz SBUF TV test transmitter
25-1000mhz. Complete with SBTF2 Modulator
£6500 Centronics 150 series. Always known for their rellabilty in
workhorses
in any environment. Fast 150
Cakomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter
£ 65C continuous use - real
Thuriby LA 1606 logic analyser
£ 375 cps with 4 fonts and choice of Interfaces at a fantastic price'
£ 99.00(E)
£ 950 159-4 Serial up to 9.5- paper, fan told tractor
1.skw 115v 60hz power source
£129.00(E)
£ 875 150-4 Serial up to 9.5" paper, tractor, roll or s/sheet
Tektronix R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
£ 650 152-2 parallel up to 14.5 paper, tractor or s/sheeL__£149.00(E
Sony KTX 1000 Videotex system - brand new
£225
ADDS 2020 VDU terminals - brand new
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK.
£200C
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel Hybrid recorder
£ 525
Trend 1-9-1 Data transmission test set
VISIT OUR SHOP FOR
£ 350
Kellwood DA -3501 CD tester, laser pickup simulator
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BARGAINS
LARGE QUANTITIES OF OSCILLOSCOPES AND TEST GEAR ALWAYS AVAILABLE - CALL NOW!
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MAIL ORDER & OFFICES
Open
9.00-5.30
0 -Way,
Dept Mo 32
1

Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

-

LONDON SHOP
of bargains!
100'sMon -Sat 9-5.30
Open
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,

London,SE25

.

DISTEL C The Original
Free oofdial-up der
se!n

eO

.

ALL ENQUIRIES

081-679-4414

V21, V22 8 V22 bis

Fax 081-679-1927

081-679-1888

Telex- 894502

prices for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TÓTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. POorders from Govenment,Universit,es,Schods & Local Aothorx,es
welcome -minimum account cinder f25. Carriage charges (A)d2.00. (B)-45 50. (C).419.50. (0)-01.50. (E)-(14.00 (F)dt8.00 (G) -Call Ni goods supplied subject to our
standard Conditions of Sale and uses s otherwise staled guaranteed for 90 days. All gunrartees on a return bi base basis We reserve the right to change prices 8 spec iterations
wMoux prior notice. Orders accepted subject to stock Quotations willingly giren for higher quvtttles than those stated. Bulk surplus always required for cash.
AO
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CIRCLE NO. 119 ON REPLY CARD

REGULARS
LETTERS

Second wave
The approach to unravelling
Maxwell's waves adopted by Marti
Nissinen (EW + WW August 1991)
can he further extended by using the
principle of projective geometry.
This is to say that all the essential
features of a "pure" sinusoidal EM
wave in three dimensions (ie
wavelength, amplitude and phase)
will remain dimensionally unaltered
by orthogonal projection into the
Euclidean plane under such a
condition. For example. the
amplitude of a pure sinusoidal EM
wave of constant frequency may be
regarded geometrically to he a spiral
on the external surface of a cylinder
of fixed radius: its projection into
the plane is a straight line enclosed
in a rectangle. The exchange of
energy quanta between EM waves of
differing amplitude. wavelength and
frequency can then he massively
simplified using the modulo four
geometry of orthogonal knots.
The conclusion to be drawn from
this approach is that the definition of
electromagnetic phenomena in tenns
of the mathematics of continuous
functions is a tautology in that the
ability of human beings to carry out
any kind of mathematical
manipulation has its origin in the
quantized electrochemistry of the
brain. The tautology can he

eliminated simply by re -defining
mathematics in terms of
electromagnetism. as outlined
above.

Clement
Crickhowell
B E P

Powys

CD -I vs CDTV
was disappointed by the article on
CD-I ("Vision of the future". EW +
WW August pp. 636-640).
Just when the author was about to
I

a proper technical comparison
between CD -I and CDTV (which I
would really like to read). he
dissolved into vague generalities.
"Because it is based on older
technology, CDTV is inherently
more limited..."
Both machines are based around
68(XX) chips running compact multitasking operating systems. OS -9 is

make

854

some years older than the Amiga
Exec. but both have good

reputations and are well
documented. In both machines. the
main processors are supported by
graphics and audio chips.
The CD -I is planned to have 24 -hit
colour at launch time: the CDTV has
12 -hit colour. but a simple plug-in
up -grade to 24 -hit colour has been
demonstrated by Commodore. Both
will show Kodak Photo -CDs.
The CDTV will accept a keyboard,
mouse, joystick and disk drive and
Hill then run general cornputer
software - games. paint programs.
etc. so the user is not limited to the
rather expensive CI) disks. So far as
I know, the CD -I cannot he accessed
as a general-purpose computer.
There must he some other
differences which justify the remark
about "old technology".
More facts. please!
Don Cox

Middlesborough

Satellite in

a

spin

It is with reluctance that I have to
write such a critical letter with
reference to the Hypothesis feature
"Satellites Ride the Solar Wind"
(E%% + WW June 1991). Quite apart
from his audacious claim to
inventing the "Sailsat" the concept is

devoid of analytical merit.
There is no tray for a comsat or
any other satellite to maintain a
stationary position above any
latitude -longitude point on the
earth's surface if the orbital plane
does not contain the equatorial
plane.
The gravity force referred to is
always radial and does not have a
component to pull it hack to the
equatorial plane the diurnal eiict of
the sun and the moon have a much
more pronounced effect on the
inclination vector than any gravity

anomalies (though important for
geosynchronous orbits).
Other errors abound, hut even in
geostationary. or any. orbit there are
periods of eclipse (by the earth.
moon system) for considerable
periods especially around the
equinoxes.
The small inclination he ultimately
"settles" for. 2.5°. is quite laughable
considering that a number of

Back to the future
Hugh Pincherie (Letters, EW +
WW August 1991) suggests that a
superconducting Faraday cage
might be used as the basis for a
"stasis device", ie a stationary
volume of space wherein time is
slowed or stopped relative to time
'in the space surrounding it.
Such a device may quite simply

be demonstrated to be

incompatible with the laws of
conservation of energy and of
momentum, and therefore
impossible in the Universe as we
presently understand it.
James M Bryant

Newbury
Berkshire

Back to the future II
High Pincherie's letter (EW + WW
August 1991) regarding the
possibility of time -travel. or at
least the production of time
dilation effects by the use of
gyroscopic motion, may seem offbeat. But there are several
anomalies connected with
gyroscopes that still remain
unexplained. This'is evidenced by
such machines as those of
Strachan and Kidd -that appear to
lose weight when measured
against a counterbalance.
It is doubtful whether the
slowing of time would be
achievable by gyroscopic spin, as
the material is unlikely to hold
together at relativistic speeds.
The most interesting aspect
raised by Mr Pincherie is the
question of variation of relativistic
effects with direction, contrary to
Einstein's General Theory.
However, a recent experiment to

duplicate Michelson-Morley has
shown a different value for the
velocity of light dependent on
direction. Maybe the ether needs
to be revived for a complete
understanding of physical science,
as instanced by Dr Aspden's book
"Physics Unified".
The Hayaska-Takeuchi

experiment is further evidence of a
speed dependent weight reduction
that cannot be accounted for by
the Theory of Relativity. but is
adequately explained in Dr
Aspden's paper "The Theory of

Antigravity".
Einstein struggled for many
years to unify field theory by
relating electromagnetic and
gravitational interactions, but died
before accomplishing the task.
Even today there is a weak link
between quantum physics and
relativity. Many questions still
remain unanswered and modem
physicists may not be as close to
the Grand Unified Theory (GUT)
as they think.
Levitating gyroscopes are a
phenomenon in which there has
been government, academic and
commercial interest, but sadly the
scientific community is slow to
follow. This is indicative of an
authority that will not concede to
accept the antigravity
phenomenon. but is more willing
to accept the abstract philosophies
of time -travel.

George Overton
The Anti -Gravity Society
Tad ley

Hampshire

scientific satellites in
geosynchronous orbit are allowed to
drift up to 3° without sailsats of any
kind. However the sub -satellite track
then describes an elongated figure of

orbital nodes is one which by
international agreement has to he
closely. controlled.
Perhaps Paul Birch could do no
better than he referred to the

eight
Numerous complexities are
omitted: an associated drift in the

Journal of the British Interplanetary

numerous published papers in the

Society where the analysis is correct,
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M & B RADIO (LEEDS)

RADIO REMOTE
CONTR L ..

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST/EQUIPMENT DEALER
Oscilloscopes
Tektronix 2455 750MHz 4 trace
Tektronix 2445A 150MHz 4 trace
Tektronix 2275 50MHz dual trace delayed T/B
Tektronix 5223 digitizing oscilloscope
Tektronix 4754 250MHz dual trace
Tektronix 468 digital storage
Tektronix 5403 5A48 5418 5842
Tektronix 7603 7A18 7A18 7853
HP 1703 storage oscilloscope
HP 1715 200MHz with DVM opt
HP 1712A 200MHz dual trace
Kikusui COS6100 100MHz 4 trace
Matsu SS571 100MHz 4 trace
Iwatsu SS5707 70MHz dual trace
Telequiprnent D67A 35MHz dual trace delayed T/B
Teleguipment 083 50MHz dual trace
Tektronix 6474 100MHz dual trace
Gould 05300 20MHz dual trace oscilloscope
Parnell DTS12 digital storage oscilloscope
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace D/L timebase
HP 17076 dual trace 35MHz D/L timebase portable
inr.ban.

£1600
£1500

(550
C1250

[500
C1200
C450

[500
£195
£550
C400

£495

550
£195
C145
C250

£100

(200
£395
£350
C300

BRAND NEW AND BOXED
Gould 05300 20MHz oscilloscopes with probes and
manual
£250

Signal Generators
Marconi TF2008 10kHzto 520MHz AM/FM complete with
RF kit box and manual
0350
Marconi TF2115/2171 synchronizer 10 to 520MHz AM/
FM

£400

Marconi TF2016/2173 synchronizer 10kHz to 12MHz AM/
FM

0375

Marconi TF2016A 10kHz to 120MHz AM/FM las
newt
£200
Marconi TF2361969496951GHz sweep generator £450
HP 8620C 86720A 1.36Hz sweep generator
£700
Wavetek 1080 1GHz sweep gen with 1905 X -Y
display
£1500
Racal 9081 synthesized signal generator
£750
Farnell SSG 520 synthesized 520MHz generator
£650
Farnell TTS 520 transmitter test set
0700
Marconi 7950 mobile RT test set
C450
Philips PM5234 100kHz to 110MHz signal generator £700
Philips PM6456 stereo generator
C185
Wavetek 20MHz function generator
£250
Farnell F01 function generator
£125
Tektronix 141A PAL colour test generator
£750
Philips 5508 colour bar generator
0225
Philips 5506 colour bar generators
£185
Marconi TF2000 osUan
1175
HP 3336A synthesizerllevel generator
£750

General T/M
Tektronix 521A PAL vemorscope
Tektronix 14816 waveform monitor
Tektronix 1485C waveform monitor
Iwatsu SC7104 1GHz freq counter
Marconi 7F24374 free coumer
Racal 9839 8 -digit 560MHz counter
Racal Dana 9916 560MHz free counter
HP 5381 7 -digit 80MHz counter
HP 5345A timer counter
HP 53404 10Hz to 18GHz frog counter
Sayrose 252 automatic mod meter 12GHz)
Parnell AMM automatic mod meter
Racal 9009 mod meter
Marconi TF7300 mod meter
Rank Kalee 1742 wow and flutter meter
Farnell TM4 millivoltmeter
Marconi TF2604 RF millivoltmeters 1.5GHz
Bruel & Klaer elec voltmeter
HP 5306 GPIB multimeter/counter
HP 34654 digital multimeter
HP 34784 digital LCD multimeter
HP 34554 hi stability voltmeter HPIB
Tektronix DM501 TM501 digital voltmeter
HP 3400A true RMS vohmeter
Racal Dana 9100 1MHz to 16Hz wattmeter
Bird 8201 Termaline 500 -wan
Bird 8080 Termaline 25 mans 3.5GHz
RFL 5950A crystal impedance meter
Genrad 16068 RF bridge
Genrad 1422D precision capacitor
Genrad 1617A capacitance bridge
Farnell 630120 0 to 30 volts 20 -amp PSU
HP 62944 0 to 60 volts -amp PSU
Racal RA 17L communications receivers
Racal 9908 16Hz counter

C1500
C600
C500
£400
£295
£95

(235
690
C400

'0.4

"i

,ar

£1000

'
l

.

C225
£250
£325
C150

.

I

lY

C55

[350
C235
C125
C500

£1500
£195
C145

095
C150
C45

41,

1

.I tR4 ` -'
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=,..

£150
£250
C150
C200
C100

Texscan 41.514 4 to 100MHz portable analyser
HP 3581C selective voltmeter
Tektronix 576 curve tracer 172 programmer
Tektronix 7L5 20Hz to 5MHz plug-in
SPECIAL OFFERS
Cossor CDU150 35MHz dual trace scopes

BOOK

OTHER

r

.
'1

fittings
19-inch racks 411. 511. 6h, 6.611. less

than

1

£95

£75

p50

year old.

from
pin modulator 1 8 to 4.5GHz
87348 pm modulator 7 to 12.4GHz
Tektronix 134 6019 current probes
Genrad 16028 UHF admittance meter with
adaptors
HP 87328
HP

E75

£150
£250
£105

(150

A low-cost emulator for the industry standard
This product is also available in kit form.
The official Philips 800552 evaluation hoard
for this highly integrated 8051 variant. Optional debug monitor and 87C552 programming adapter are available.
A PC -based cross -compiler that enables code
written for the 8052AH-BASIC processor to
he compiled for the standard 8051 or 8052.
Interpreted Basic is also available on the
ICE51.
8051 Architecture, Programming and ApplicaLions. A recommended hook for readers who
require a text on the 8051 and interfacing
techniques. This hook is supplied with a
PC-based cross -assembler and simulator for
personal or educational use only.
Contact us for information on these and many
other related products such as `C' compilers.
IZC tools and drivers.

SI

r

l

... wherever and whenever
it's needed
Radio linking is the 1990's answer to the question of data
transference and remote control ... cutting out the need for
fixed cables and direct connections. At Wood & Douglas
we've developed this technology to a fine art with a range of
compact, radio link modules capable of simple, highly efficient
application across a wide spectrum of commercial and
industrial uses. Where standard modules are not applicable
we custom -build to precise requirements.

Over the past ten years we've successfully applied radio
linking over such diverse areas as water leak detection,
remote control of cranes and other industrial equipment,
medical and veterinary monitoring, data logging, fuel and

power control, automated warehousing ...
the list is endless.
short, give us the problem ... and we'll give
you wireless control, wherever and whenever
it's needed.

WOOD & DOUGLAS

Micro AMPS Ltd

VHF UHF CCMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

Surrey, GU6 8JJ
Tel: +44(0)483-268999 Fax: +44(0)483-268397
CIRCLE NO. 121 ON REPLY CARD
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ICE5I is a trademark of Intel.
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Teleguipment D614 15MHz dual trace scopes
Scopes 4010 10MHz dual trace
Western Towers 7511 masts and tilt -over

8(151.

8051

i

L2300
£750
0850
£1500
C1350

An emulator/programmer for the Philips 24 pin skinny DIP 8051: the 87C751. The ICE751
provides the cheapest way to emulate and
program these devices.

BASIC
COMPILER

'

['

(350

HP 85588 180TR 1500MHz analyser

Micro AMPS

PE13552

I

Spectrum Analysers

CIRCLE NO. 120 ON REPLY CARD

ICES I
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£100
£195

1

86 Bishopsgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB
Tel: 0532 435649 Fax: (0532) 426881

751

--

,1

1JV
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ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

ICE
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£250
£95
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Lattice House, Baughurst, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG26 5LL England
Telephone: 0734 811444. Fax: 0734 811567

CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY CARD
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LETTERS

and to a publication of the European
Space Agency ESA SP -1053". An
Introduction to Geostationary
Orbits", November 1983.

an area

A Pathan
School of Engineering
Sheffield City Polytechnic

efficiency. Simple theory shows that
this level of field at this distance can

CFA questions...
The correspondence on the crossed field antenna has rumbled on for
long enough. I told Mr Hately, its
inventor in 1987. that it would not
he credible until proper
measurements had been made to
establish what its typical radiating
efficiency was. These measurements
were needed because current physics
shows that the radiation efficiency is
probably small. That is to say that
any given effect claimed for the
CFA could probably he produced
using a much less powerful
transmitter and an efficient antenna.
In the intervening years a lot of
hype has appeared in this magazine
in praise of the CFA. and a few
letters urging caution. Not once have
you printed the essential quantity
required to judge the antenna, which
is the field-strength produced at a
known distance when a known RF
power is input to the antenna.
At this year's International
Conference on Antennas and
Propagation (leap), a paper was
presented on the CFA. giving the
field strength as 2V/m at a distance
of 500nr from the CI:A. measured in

Jiggers
Your article "End of the
beginning" (Pictures from the
Past, EW + WW July 1991) refers
to the name "jiggers" given to
aerial coupling transformers in
earlier times, and suggests that the
reason for this name has been
forgotten. My investigations find
that the terms "jig" and "jiggers"
may have been introduced by
James Erskine -Murray. I quote
from his Handbook of Wireless
Telegraphy, 1907:
"I... propose to adopt a good old

English word which signifies a
periodic motion of high frequency,
to stand for 'a damped train of
electrical oscillations of a
frequency of the same order as is
employed in wireless telegraphy:'
or the corresponding `oscillatory

856

of good ground conductivity

in the Nile delta region of Egypt. At
last a figure had been published that
would give an idea of the CFA's

produced by transmitting from a
quarter -wave monopole antenna
radiating 10.1 kW.
In the trade it is known that a
quarter -wave monopole for medium
wave broadcasting can usually
achieve 90% efficiency. and we
therefore arrive at the result that
I2kW transmitter with a quarter
wave monopole will easily produce
in practice the field claimed for the
CFA in the leap paper. The paper
does not give the input power to the
CFA. but the nominal transmitter
power was wait for it 60kW!
On the assumption that 60kW was
delivered to the CFA. its radiation
efficiency was in the region of 20%.
This in itself is higher than I suspect
is being achieved. and considerable
allowance must he made for
tolerances in the measurement
technique (which is not described)
and radiation from the feeder (which
is probably significant).
Plenty of radio amateurs (myself
included) would be able to produce
better efficiency at HF with the
traditional piece of wire bought for
L5 from Woolworth's than these
results quoted for the CFA.
In medium -wave broadcasting, for
any given application one has to
decide on the required transmitter
power and antenna efficiency by
be

-

-

currents, voltages, or magnetic
fields of high frequency,'
associated with them in the
sending or receiving circuits of a
wireless installation. The word
chosen is brief and descriptive,
viz, jig. It may be qualified where
necessary to prevent confusion
thus an electric jig. a magnetic jig,
an Irish jig all implying periodic
motions of very high frequency. A
transformer of the high frequency
currents used in wireless
telegraphy has been called a

-

jigger, hence it also seems natural
to call these currents 'jigs'..."
Indeed we might have ended up
with the "kilo -jig" and the "mega jig", but things worked out

differently.
Peter E Musk
Rickmansworth
Herts

trading-off the antenna efficiency
against the cost of a high -power
transmitter. A cheap inefficient
antenna will require a powerful and
expensive transmitter. The optimum
usually occurs with antenna
efficiencies of 60-90%. The
economics therefore make the CFA
an unlikely candidate for any
application below 30MHz.
I strongly advise anybody
contemplating the purchase of a
CFA to make sure before ordering
that the product carries proper
certification by a competent agency
(such as the BSI or the NPL), that its
radiation efficiency has been
measured. and that the result of the
test is stated. An additional test.
essential for personal safety. is
determination of the exact intensity
of the fields in the region near the
antenna. You would require
adequate testing for a microwave
oven or a vacuum cleaner, and it is
perfectly possible to he equally
scientific about antenna
measurements.
On the theoretical side of the
argument about the CFA. it should
he said that the physical
interpretation of Poynting's theorem
of 1884 has always been
problematical and liable to error.
Poynting's theorem makes no
statement about the direction in
which energy flows. because the
three major terms in his equation are
all scalars. The theoretical basis for
the CFA (Poynting vector synthesis)
is therefore nonexistent. It is also
ridiculous to claim, as the CFA's
inventors have done, that rewriting
Maxwell's equations the other way
round will allow important new
ideas to he deduced. The equations

of applied mathematics don't work
like that. They simply state that the
quantity on the left equals the
quantity on the right, without
implying anything about cause and
effect.
It is also in my view wrong to
claim that the II -field plates in the
CFA produce significant 11 -fields
close to the antenna. What is true is
that both pairs of plates will produce
E -fields and H -fields. When the
field equations are solved for the
region near the CFA. it is most
likely that the H -fields near the
antenna will turn out to he
insignificant. The experiment
described in your March 1989 issue
by Kabbary. Hately and Stewart to
investigate this effect is entirely
spurious, because the rf driving

voltage is wrongly applied. Figure 3
in that article shows the rf voltage
applied between the inner and outer
regions of a conducting sheet, the
regions being separated by a circular
gap. To represent the CFA plates the
rf obviously should have been
applied between the sheet and the
ground plane.
To sum up. I would say that the
CFA is a typical inefficient small
antenna. Nothing magic is
happening, and when the hype is
stripped away we are left with very
little. Is it unreasonable to request
that no more articles appear on this
device until the radiation efficiency
can he reliably measured? Without
this. anything else is a waste of your
readers' time.
I notice with pleasure that your
August edition contains a letter on
rime machines. This holds the
promise of plenty ofinaterial in
months to come that is cranky.
entertaining and undoubtedly more
academically respectable than the
crossed field antenna!

Alan Boswell
Chelmsford
Essex

...and reflections
always thought that brief letters
stood a greater chance of being
printed without cuts. but you made
a critical cut in my two paragraph
letter (EW + WW August 1991).
The point about CFAs is that it is
claimed that they produce waves
with a tightly curved wa vefront and
that they can therefore he reflected
by a much smaller reflector than
I

would otherwise he the case. Simply
claiming that the waves "are
smaller" is a very vague way of
putting it. and not what I intended to
say.

David Gibson
Leeds

Diary Note?
WH Powell of Warwickshire (EW +
WW August 1991) can relax. To the
rescue is one of a series of regular
events updates to he sold on modest
subscription. If W H Powell, or any
other reader, would like a free copy
write to the address below, marking
your envelope EW.
G Beaumont
Events Publications
PO Box 2500

London N4 4QE
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THE BeTA MICROCONTROLLER TRAINER
The BeTA Microcontroller Traner provides an in depth course in the programming and use of
microcontrollers through hands on experience using ready built applications circuits.
Based on the Phillips range of 8051 microcontrollers the course uses the CAMEO board which in addition
to providing the interface to a VDU is suitable for incorporation in small batch production projects.
PLUS:Mains Power Supply
Interconnect Unit
Applications Board
Multiway Computer Cable
Student and User Manuals

The BeTA Microcontroller Course Provides:CAMEO Board incorporating:Powerful 800552 Microcontroller
Eight A to D Inputs
Four Capture and Three Compare Timer Inputs
RS232 Serial Interface

2

Price £450.00

o

BeTA Marketing

''1y

Frog Mill, Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter, Devon EX6 6ES.
Telephone (0647) 24239 Fax (0647) 24059_
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Transformers
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As manufacturers we are able to offer a range
of quality toroidal and laminated transformers
at highly competitive prices.

j

..

*

.

COMMERCIAL QUALITY
VHF/UHF RECEIVER
ri

--fj

Toroidal Price List
15
30

50
60
80

100
120
150
160
225
300
400
500
625
750
1000
1200
1500
2000
2500

&

2+

104

25,

10+

12.16

8.51

9.36
10.40
10.51
10.50
12.29
12.57
15.16
13.90
17.56
20.02
26.94
29.45
34.47
38.86
45.97
48.10
61.36
80.11
95.11

5.17
5.68
6.32
6.38
6.38
7.48
7.63
9.20
8.44
10.66
12.16
16.36
17.88
20.93
22.38
27.91
29.20
37.22
48.64
57.71

5.02

13.37
14.86
15.02
14.98
17.58
17.95
21.65
19.86

6.89
7.35
8.17
6.26
8.25
9.88
9.87

Mail Order

2509
28.60
38.49
42.07
44.24
48.66
65.67
68.71
87.58
114.45
135.87

11.81

10.92
13.80
15.73
21.17
23.14
27.08
28.98
36.12
37.78
48.17
62.95
74.73

Carriage

5.51

6.13
6.20
6.19
7.24

100+

6.01

8.93
8.19
10.35
11.80
15.88
17.35

6.00
7.02
7.18
8.66
7.94
10.04
11.44
15.40
16.83

19.31

18.7C

21.72
28.34
36.13

21.06
26.27
27.48
35.03

47.21

45.78

58.04

54.35

7.41

27.09

These prices are for single primary with two equal secondaries with 8" colour coded fly leads.
Each transformer is supplied with a mounting kit, consisting of one steel washer, two neoprene
pads, and a nut and bolt.

Please do not hesitate to telephone or write with your particular requirements.

Available in the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-0-9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15, 18-0-18, 22-0-22,
25-0-25, 30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110, 220, 240, Primary 240 volt.
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The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continuous coverage communications receiver

has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,
Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by tuning
the main tuning knob FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies in use whilst it is in the
scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout is
clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
RC -12 infra -red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP -2 heodphones.

o

r

ICOM

Post to:

corn (UK) Ltd.

Dept WW

Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD
Tel:0227 741741 (24hr). Fax: 0227 360155
9

Name/address/postcode

Air Link Transformers
Unit 6, The Mailings, Station Road, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.
Tel: 0279 600139 Fax: 0279 726379
CIRCLE NO. 134 ON REPLY CARD

October 1991
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REGULARS
CIRCUIT IDEAS

Bi-directional i/o for microcontrollers
/O

pillsmicrocontrollers
on microconollers which

'configurable

as

Bi-directional buffer allows configurable i/o
pins on microcontrollers to be software
controlled without any need for hard wiring.

are

either input or output are

not usually capable of driving much of a
load ín one role or providing any schmitt
action to shape inputs in the other. For
useful interfacing. one must therefore

provide drivers or schmitt outputs with,
possibly. fillers which effectively ruin any
chance of soft are pin assignment.
This circuit does. however. allow more
flexibility. The darlington output driver and
the schmitt input gate go to the saute pin.
contentions being handled by software.
Values cannot he shots n, since they have to
he determined by drive capability of the
controller concerned and loading on the pin.
Input. Set the port pin to "output" and
program it low sit itching Tr, off to prevent
it affecting the interface node. Data on the
node is inverted by Gt and it may he found
.

Dial

harmonic

momentarily configured as an input. Any
tendency for Tr, and GI to latch disappears
when it becomes an output again. If r
conducts briefly, use C1. Do not make R1

David Gibson

i

Leeds

West Yorkshire

mpul

Dial up your harmonic with
this circuit. For low noise,
use precision resistors in
critical positions.

switch allows the selection of a
harmonic of 2nf of an input, for use with
modulator.
At the input, the signal meets a low -signal
Setting

a

a

that there is now contention with the port. so
R is inserted. To ran, the port is

a

amplifier and is then squared

ín 4011

comparator, which provides a stabler input
and does hot need a multi -turn control. The
signal from the amplifier also goes to the
modulator.
Squared signals are the reference in a
phase -locked loop, the n -divider to produce
a 2nf frequency consisting of the 4017, a
4001 and half a 4013, which divides the
2nf to give in -phase and antiphase
harmonics (nf and -nf). Capacitor Cx
determines the range over which the circuit
operates and the led indicates lock.
The second TL07I takes the sum and
difference frequencies of the two inputs. If
the difference is zero, the output is DC,
indicating the value of the harmonic n.
You should balance the 1496 modulator
by the potentiometer, using an oscilloscope
on the TL071 output, with no input (pin 4
shorted).
E Rangel Marins
Instituto Nacional de Tecnologia
Rio
Brazil

858

too high. or the port pin voltage might not
reach I because of loading by Trt.
Output. When the port is high, the output
of Tr, goes loft, so that the output of Gt is
high and is out of contention with the port.
When low, it works against G, output for a
short time until Trt goes off and Gt is low:
this sets the lower limit of R1. When the poll
goes high, it again storks against Gt for a
short time: some n-mos controllers have
weak pull-ups and the diode assists the
action.

-12
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CIRCUITS IDEAS

Programmable waveform generator
This provides

three -function waveform
generation from 0.0111z to IN. I Iz under
the control of a microprocessor, which also
indicates frequency digitally.
Control voltage for the 8038 function
generator comes from the micro via an
0832 8 -hit D -to -A converter, a buffer, a
voltage amplifier with a gain of ten and a
voltage follower. Sine (top switch
position), square and triangular (bottom)
waves are taken out through a further
voltage follower and variable -gain
amplifier. the micro indicating frequency
via the 8255 programmable peripheral
interface and led display. It is assumed that
a linear relationship exists between control
voltage and frequency.
Sensitivity to frequency control is adjusted
by the values of C. R8 and R,1 and R6,7.10
adjust waveform shape. Output voltage is
about 20V.
M T Songping Liu

latch control 2
LED
AD

R

dhsplay

unit

micro-

latch
control

11

30

10

7

2

(8255)

9

10

PC
PA

key

boated

PO

803t
system

16

WR

8

'I
1

R
9

10k

0832

DI

WR2

R,

2

WR 3

1k

WR1
,

eprom

yy`-_

IC.

IC

F007

F107

171

selctt

selcl2
E

47L.
741

8

C

15V

,T,2

o\

8038

o

47p 50V

---L-3vRz

741

3

IC
4

5

2.29
R

2 2k
1k

R.

2 2K

í00k

R.

1k

tOck

5k

c
c,

out

15V

k

China

(!l Mr Liu would like
address. I

Waveform generator controlled by microprocessor, which also gives
frequency.

to let me have his

will send his cheque.-Ed)

a

direct indication of

Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 081-953 6009.

3 Shenley Road, Borehamwood,
Herts. WD6 1AA. Fax: 081-207 6375, 0836 640328

SPECIAL OFFERS
Philips HCS115 Viewdata terminals. Fulse/tone selectable; memory; full size k/
board; modem; autodial; colour VDU; etc. £95+VAT c/p £15.50.
HT12 fully 286 compatible; half size mother board; Intel 286 CPU; running at 12/16/
20MHz; zero wait state; 1Mb RAM supplied; up to 4Mb. AMI BIOS; set-up disk. New
& boxed. £115+VAT c/p £6.00.
386sx half size mother board same as above but expandable to 8Mb. New & boxed.
New XT computers In stock from £265 Inc VAT supplied with mono monitor running
at 8MHz. Small footprint case.
Sola mini UPS. 500watt + line conditioner & inverter. £95 Inc VAT c/p please ring.

HAVING INTERFACING
PROBLEMS?
At last the best solution you are ever
likely to find!
A COMPLETE MULTI BOARD

COMPUTER
£199+VAT for the standard unit
(The screen and keyboard alone are worth more than that)

Chloride Powersafe batteries. 12V DC 24Ah sealed lead acid. £19.95 c/p £9.00.
New, marked cases.
3.5" floppy disk drive Chinon BBC compatible, new £35 c/p £4.00.
3.5" floppy disk drive NEC IBM compatible. Full height unit. £39.95 new & boxed,
1.6Mb, c/p £3.00.
Various high -capacity hard disk drives in stock- please ring.
Switch mode power supplies 240V AC input 5V DC 40amp £29; 12V DC 10amp £46;
5V DC 40amp -12V DC 4amp +15V DC 11 amp £48.
NEC 9' mono monitor composite video input, switchable high -low impedance input &
output for daisy -chaining. BNC sockets. Built-in carry handle. £29.95 c/p £7.50.
5 mono monitor, composite video input, 12V DC 1.2amp chassis £25.95 c/p £5.00.

EGA 8 -bit display cards £17 c/p £2.00.
H.P. 4328A millohmmeter £430 c/p £11.00.
H.P. 3400A RMS voltmeter £225 c/p £11.00.
H.P. 33308 auto synthesizer £550 c/p please ring.

Tektronix 191 constant amplitude sig.gen. £175 c/p £12.00.

Z80 CPU
Complete with BASIC ROM
Keyboard, 80 -character, 8 -line display
Battery backed (All functions)
Two RS232 ports
Two ND ports

Programming advice for first 3 months
Full technical manuals provided
Software included to connect to other
computers
30 -day money back guarantee
Add-on boards and other interfacing
boards available

Tektronix 178 linear IC test fixture £POA.
Tektronix 067-502 standard amplitude calibrator £120 c/p £12.00.
HML Model 411 cap. tester 20kV new £POA.
Leader LBO -5810A dual trace programmable 25MHz

Order direct or contact us for more details
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£200 c/p £18.00.

opportunity to tender for surplus equipment
Official orders credit card telephone orders accepted with
Access, Amex, Diners, Visa cards. Overseas enquiries
welcome cdp rates U.K. mainland only.
Please ring for c/p rates not shown.
All prices Inc. V.A.T. unless stated. Stock list available.

We would like the

COVEND ELECTRONICS
32 Poplar Grove, London W6 7RE
Tel: (071) 371 6497 Fax: (081) 741 1135

ó scope
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

UHF VCO
OV-50V and supply requirement of ±12V.
Figure 1 shows a design using inexpensive
components. Parasitic inductance is a major
problem at these frequencies. since it is
comparable with designed inductance in the
resonator circuit and makes decoupling
difficult. In this design, some of the
problems are avoided by connecting load to
the collector and the resonator components
to base and emitter.
Construction is much more important in
this type of equipment than that for log+er
frequencies, so a description is needed;
Fig.2 shows a successful layout. A I.5mm
double -sided glass -fibre hoard. measuring
35 by 30mm is used. Ground pads under
C73.5 are connected the back plane by
plated -through holes. Leads on R14 an C6_7
must be short. It would have been possible
to use only one Varicap. but the transistor
base would have been taken directly to
ground and matching would have been
diilieult.Capacitors C1-4 are disc ceramic:
L21 are 2 or 3 turns of 0.4mm wire on a

Asimple UI IF voltage -controlled
oscillator for satellite receivers. offering
a frequency range of 1200-21001/ Ili, output
power of +7(113m into 5052. Varicap range

Fig.1. UHF voltage-controlled oscillator for

satellite broadcast working.

Fig.2. Suggested layout of UHF VCO reduces
problems set by stray inductance assuming
same proportions as intended variety

diameter of 3nun; Lt is 2.5 by 7mm copper
foil. 3mm of it being soldered to ground: the
transistor is BFQ69. BFR93. BFR34A or an
equivalent. mounted directly onto inductors

l.t3.
Raimundas Markevicius

Vilnius
Lithuania

Class -A push-pull amplifier
is needed to allow overall feedback to he in
the correct phase. We have no further
information on the circuit.

Richards provides a circuit for an
amplifier in which the output bipolar
transistors are permanently forward biased.
Input signal divides into two halves by
means of the diode -feedback "perfect'.
di xles 1C3.4. while IC2, a simple inverter,
Mr

Amplifier has permanently conducting
output transistors. Phase splitting is by unity gain diode -feedback stages and 1C2 arranges
the various inversions to present overall NEB
to IC,.

W O Richards
Battersea
London SW

1
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Microprocessor Development 'cools
EMULATORS - SIMULATORS - COMPILERS

ASSEMBLERS

-

-

PROGRAMMERS

77C82 8085 Z8 68000 8051 32010 68HC11 6301 6502 87C751 6805 Z83 6809 8096 740 Series 7720 MIPS R2000 etc

IVERSAL ASS

SMAC

RO

Fast Assembly

./

Full screen editor

I

Emulates all 24, 28, 32 & 40 pin devices

Caters for ALL Microprocessors and Controllers

with bus widths from

J

I

1

to 255 bits wide

Instruction sets for many microprocessors included
-

OR

Covers ROM sizes from 16 kbit to 8 Mbit

Relocatable

I

Fast download - loads

1

Meg in under 5 seconds

Split and shuffle capability

from Z80 to RISC 2000

Instruction set compiler AND VERIFIER included
- add your own micro!
Iteritive macros
Intelligent jump facilities
Linker and MAKE facility

OGRAM

I

1-12@

PB-10
Low cost E(E)PROM programmer to 4Mbit includes
16 bit wide microcontrollers and gang options
SA-10
Stand alone E(E)PROM programmer
SA-20
8 gang version of SA -10
TUP-300
Universal device programmer

.

Debug microprocessor and controller
software on your pc
Break points and trace
Free run or single step

r MAKI'

?- Field End, Ackley, Barnet, Herts, EN5 3EZ Telephone : 081-441 3890

COMMUNICATIONS

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON REPLY CARD

EPROM PROGRAMMER OR UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM FOR YOUR PC?
From Low Cost EPROM PROGRAMMER
The Model 160 programs virtually every EPROM and costs £195 + VAT

To UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
The Model 200AP programs EPROMs, serial and parallel EEPROMs, Flash
memories, Micro -processors and controllers, PALs, GALs and Bipolar
PROMs and costs £345 + VAT (adapters where required from £75).
This includes all the 8751
and 8748 families, the PIC
micro -controllers, Z8s

-New devices are
constantly being added
- ask if you want any

and EPROM Emulators.
Nearly 900 devices in all.

a

MOP ELECTRONICS LTD., PARK ROAD CENTRE,
MALMESBURY, WILTSHIRE, SN160BX UK
Scandinavian

Digitron A/S.

distributor:

Alesund, Norway

DIRECTIONAL
DETECTORS COUPLERS. NOISE SOURCE SIGNAL

GRAVOGRAPH 1M3 PANTO ENGRAVING MC
CLARK & SMITH BCAST RCVRS L M FM
PHILIP HARRIS BEAM ANALYTICAL BALANCES

f79

WAYNE KERR CT492 UNIV LCR BRIDGES

£65

SWEEP OSCILLATORS. LP FILTERS

PIN MODULATORS CARRIAGES, TERM.NATIONS.

MOVING

&

ADJUSTABLE SHORTS. ETC

German distributor:

Synatron GmbH,

POA

f495
C39

SYSTRON DONNER 3522 IEEE/88 BUSSER 2
MON D DRIVES

f39
f95
f29
f275

f139 SANYO MBC555 COMPUTER

CITOH 8510 DOT MATRIX PRINTERS RS232
APPLE 2E-. 1284. TWIN DISK DRIVES ETC
STORNOMATIC 900 MOBILE Rl, COMPLETE

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS From
MARCONI TF12451244 0 METER

f49
f49
f35
f95

CAMBRIDGE PORTABLE POTENTIOMETERS
TINSLEY 4281A LAB STD VrRATIO BOX
FERROGRAPH 4A TAPE RECORDER

£95

SULUVAN GRIFFITHS TAPPED INDUCTANCES
WESTON STANDARD TWIN CELL TINSLEY

f49

REDPOINT 6E-1, HSINKS

1

C39

f39
f75
POA

5 C W QTY

£275 STAG PP41 EPROM PROGRAMMER
MARCONI LODESTAR 2464A AUTO DF RECEIVER C39 MARCONI TF2330 WAVE ANALYSER
TEKTRONIX 7403N, DFI 7D01 LOGIC ANAL
POA COHU 301 0-500V DC VOLTAGE STD INT REF
NELSON ROSS SPECTRUM ANALYSER 0-20KHZ f295 MICROWA ANALYTICAL BALANCE
RACAL DANA 9331 DIGITAL LCR BRIDGE
f295 SULLIVAN 8 G STD DEC AIR CAP 0-1100PF

f495
f150
f125

AVO CZ 4575 COMPONENT COMPARATOR

£245

MARCONI TF2300 FM AM MODULATION METER
TEKTRONIX 535o 545B. 585 SCOPES FROM
WANDEL & GOLTERMAN TFPMa3 & TFPS-42 EA

£75 LYONS WG716 16MHZ WORD GENERATOR
f195 PRESTEL ALCATEL TERMS KB RS232 ETC
E49

BAT LAB OVENS

12'13 r

14 INTERNAL 210 C

C49 PASCALL BALL MILL. VARIABLE SPEED
f89 TEKTRONIX 4662 PLOTTERS, GPIB & RS232

E49
E495

f45
f195
f95
f179

SOURCE SHUTTER OP TIMER 2COW 240V
NEOTRONICS 070X91 OXYGEN ANAL PRTABLE £295 HP COMPUTER 9825B. 15263A 98032A OPT 066
£95
LEAKSEEKER 46 PORTABLE GAS DETECTOR
f95 TECMAR 01C -60H TAPE STREAMER
f95
TEKTRONIX 834 PROG DATACOMMS TESTER
£395 LEADER LCG 396 NTSC PATT GENERATOR
£395
AVO 8S Mk2. 5 6 6 From
C55 CONRAC 7211 HIRES RGB MONITOR
f395
VARIABLE OUTPUT PSUs From
£35 OSCILLOSCOPES DUAL TRACE S STATE From
f99
U V

TEKTRONIX 520 PAL OR NTSC VECTORSCOPES
METROHM V8 500V ELECTRONIC MEGGERS
OTHER MEGGERS MEGGER BRIDGES From

17 GREEN SCREEN MONITORS From
LEADER LB0-9C ALIGNMENT SCOPE
f10 SIGNAL GENERATORS AF TO 21GHz From

£475

C39

C29

f249
C15

Phone 071.45 890
Fax 071.45 453

LIST AVAILABLE. BUT 1000 SOF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS
QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BOUGHT ALL PRICE EXC. OF P&P AND VAT

Phone 089/4602071

B.

Fax 089/4605661
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MICROWAVE 1-20GHz ATTENUATORS
GENERATORS

GEN RADIO 1531A XENON STROBOTAC
FARNELL E350 PSU s 0.350V 6.3Vs

Write or phone today for Free Information Pack:
Fax: (0666) 825141
Phone: (0666) 825146

October

Visit our bargain corner in shop.
Many valuable items at knock -down prices.

added to our list.

We also sell Gang Programmers, EPROM Emulators and Erasers and
universal cross -assembler for IBM PCs and compatibles.

Grasbrunn

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear,
printers, power supplies, communications, disk drives,
multimeters, oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, component bridges, frequency counters, signal
generators, computers.

BBC -B COMPUTERS

Programming times are faster than most of our competitors, e.g. using the
parallel port of your PC they program 2764s in 4 seconds and take less than
one minute to blank check, program and verify 1 Megabit Flash Memories
(and this time includes download time).

VISA

HALCYON
ELECTRONICS

programmable device

All our programmers are designed, manufactured and supported by us in
the UK.

m quJ

.

El-ECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORI D

423, KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON CHASE, I:ONDON SW20 8JR
SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6383.
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ACTIVE
Asic
Gate array library. The VGT353 is a
three -layer metal 11.1 gate array library
that increases the number of usable
gates on the array by 80% and
performance by 20% compared with
the corresponding two -layer process.
Up to 130,000 usable gates are
available on a single array. VLSI
Technology, 0908 667595.
For more information on asics, see
the literature section of this review.

A -to -D & D-to -A

converters

18bit adc. The PCM1750 dual 18bi1
cmos a -to -d converter has serial data
outputs and is for digital audio
applications. It includes separate
sample and hold circuitry for each
channel so that the inputs are
sampled in phase. Switched capacitor
techniques are used in the conversion
stage and the entire conversion
process takes 4.5µs. Input level is
5.5V peak to peak with full power
input bandwidth of 500kHz. Burr Brown International, 0923 33837.

Video dac. A triple 8bit 30MHz video
converter is for use in high resolution TV, satellite TV encoder

d -to -a

Seeing is believing: the 11L7851G is a
visible light laser diode for optical disc
systems.

and decoder systems, image
processing, and computer colour
graphics. The MV95338 is a variant
on GPS' VP101 video dac but at a
lower cost. It is a drop -in replacement
for the Brooktree BT101 and works
with GPS' D2MACchip set. It uses
video control inputs to provide the
video pedestal levels needed to
generate RS343A compatible video
signals into a doubly terminated 7512
load or RS170 signals across a singly
terminated 75i2 load. GEC Plessey
Semiconductors, 0793 518000.

12bit adcs. The Max183 a -to -d
converter has a 3ps conversion time.

-

Also available are its two sisters the
5µs Max184 and the 101.1s Max185.
Power consumption for all three is
typically 90mW. They have +5, +10
and -5V input ranges and a reference
input that is internally buffered. Data
access time is 100ns and there are
three -state data outputs and standard
control inputs for connection to most
microprocessors. Maxim Integrated
Products, 0734 845255.

Discrete active devices
Transistor array.

A transistor array
for use as an output device in fast
video amplifier circuits consists of a
complimentary pair of silicon bipolar
transistors connected as emitter
followers. Collector -base breakdown
voltage is 120V for the npn transistor
and -80V for the pnp. Cut-off
frequency for each chip is 1GHz. The
CR820 is expected to be used in
black and white video monitors and
other applications where discrete
steps of brightness are required.
Motorola, 0908 614614.

Barrier diode. The

-

GWJ49 is a 1A
schottky barrier diode with a reverse
recovery time of 35ns. Repetitive
peak reverse voltage ratings of 30
and 40V are available and maximum
forward voltage is 0.55V. It comes in
a SOT -89 housing but is also
available in axial leaded packages or
a miniature -flat package for surface
mounting. Toshiba Electronics, 0276
694600.
U1

arithmetic operation takes a single
4Ons machine cycle on the fastest 100 grade. The 1024 -point complex
FFT executes on 0.77ms. Analog
Devices, 0932 232222.
MPU training system. A range of
C3M digital signal processors is
based on the Tí3020 processor and
offers users a way to use and learn
digital signal processing. Among the
range's capabilities are real-time
signal processing, digital and adaptive

filtering, acoustic measurements,
speech recognition, and digital radio.
All models have a fast no -wait state
memory. The range comes with
software consisting of a cross
assembler, monitor/debugger, and
simulator. The units are linked to host
computers via a parallel port. Flight
Electronics, 0703 227721.

Linear integrated

circuits

DSP chip. A DSP IC has an
architecture optimised for signal
processing algorithms and executing
code written in high level languages
including ANSI C and ANSI numerical
C. The ADSP21020 has independent
parallel computational units with 32
and 40bit IEEE floating point precision
and 32bit fixed point. Executing an

862

Linear amplifier. The Elantec
EL2071 is a wide bandwidth fast

settling monolithic amplifier which
uses current mode feedback and is
for closed loop gains of ±7 to 50. It
has a 150MHz -3dB bandwidth at a
gain of 20 and a 2.5ns rise and fall
time for a 2V step. It consumes 15mA
of supply current which reduces to
1.5mA with the disable feature on.
Microelectronics Technology, 0844
278781.

'

Voltage monitor ICs. The MC34161

Low -power op amp. The Max406 op
amp has a pA quiescent current that
is relatively constant over the entire
1

supply range in unity gain stable and
high-speed operating modes. The
output can source 2mA when
powered by a 9V battery and smaller
loads with a supply down to 2.5V,
Common -mode input voltage range
extends from the negative rail to
within 1.1V of the positive supply. The
output stage swings from rail to rail.
Input offset voltage is specified at
0.5mV maximum and input bias
current is less than 0.1pA. 2001
Electronic Components, 0483
742001.

Clock generator. A dual video and
memory clock generator, the
ICS2494, has provision for external
frequency input; the internal clock
stays locked when the external
frequency input is selected. It has a
buffered Xtal out and integral loop
filter components. It works up to
135MHz and comes in a 20 -pin DIP.
Amega Electronics, 0256 843166.

I

Digital signal processor

amp is of linear mosfet design and
can work from ±175V rails, drawing a
quiescent current of 2mA. But it can
drive 60mA continuously with no
secondary breakdown problems. Slew
rate is 40V/µs and lull power
bandwidth is 26kHz. It maintains unity
gain operation even when driving
capacitive loads up to 10nF.
Microelectronics Technology,
0844278781.

Op amp. The AD745 monolithic FETinput op amp has a current noise of
6.9fA/JHz at 1k1-z and voltage noise
with 10kHz inputs of 2.9nV/JHz
(4nV/JHz guaranteed and tested
maximum). Its 0.0002% total
harmonic distortion at 1 kHz makes it
suitable as a preamp or current -to voltage converter in systems with high
source impedance. Bandwidth is
20MHz and slew rate 12.5V/ps.
Analog Devices, 0932 232222.
350V op amp. The Apex PA41 op

and 33161 are universal voltage
monitor ICs for implementing over,
under and window detection of
positive and negative voltages. The
circuit consists of two comparator
channels each with hysteresis,
pinned -out 2.54V reference, two open
collector outputs that sink more than
10mA, and a mode select input for
programming the functions of the two
channels. They are fully functional
from 2 to 40V for positive voltage
sensing and from 4 to 40V for
negative sensing. Motorola, 0908
614614.

Memory chips
36bit fifo.The LH5420 36bit fifo has
two fifo buffers which operate in
parallel but opposite directions for
bidirectional data buffering. There is a
word width select option for 9, 18 or
36 bits on one port to allow word
width matching between two data
buses with no extra logic needed.
This means two of the units can be
used as a bidirectional interface
between a 64/72bit databus and a
73/64,36/32, 18/16 or 8/9bit databus.
The unit is organised as 256 word
x36bit x 2 with either 15/25, 20/30 or
25/35 access/cycle times. Sharp
Electronics, +40 23775-0.

256K eprom. A 16bit 256K eprom is
available with 45, 55, 70 and 9Ons
speeds and a 4Ons version is due out
soon. The Microchip 27HC1616 was
developed for 16 and 32bit
applications. There is no need for
cache ram as the microprocessor can
address the eprom directly. Package
options include 40 -lead plastic dip,
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The negative temperature coefficient
of mosfet drain current provides
protection against thermal runaway. A
drain -source withstand voltage of
more than 180V can be achieved,
allowing circuit designs to be based
on a supply of 80 to 90V. Typical
drain efficiency is 55%. Hitachi
Europe, 0628 585000.

44 -lead PLCC,40-lead cerdip, and 44 lead LCC. Thame Components, 0844

261188.

Microprocessors and controllers
486 microprocessor. The 486DX
microprocessor runs at 50MHz letting
it perform 50% faster than the current
33MHz version. It is compatible with
MS -Dos, OS/2, Windows 3, and Unix
software bases. The chip has 1.2
million transistors and has line widths
of 0.8pm. Intel, 0793 696000.

Optical devices
Laser diode. The HL7851 G is

transistors. A range of 50
surface mounted bipolar transistors
and darlingtons dissipates up to 3W.
The npn andpnp power devices in the
BDS family come in SOT223
packages and work as switches and
analogue drivers. Maximum collector emitter voltages range from 32 to
120V and average collector currents
are 3A (6 and 7A maximum).
Maximum junction temperature is
150°C and, for ambient temperatures
of 25°C, they dissipate up to 8W with
an infinite heatsink. Philips
Components, 071-580 6633.
SM

a

785nm laser diode for use in optical
disc memory systems. It has a
multiple quantum well structure and
an output power of 50mW. Because it
uses shorter wavelength visible rather
than infra -red beams, smaller pits can
be used in the disc increasing the
recording density. Typical threshold
current is 60mA and typical operating
current 160mA. Hitachi Europe, 0628
585000.

f

PASSIVE

Oscillators
Clock oscillator. The CS6691 is

f

a

Passive components

32.768kHz clock oscillator with a
typical current consumption of 30µ8A.
It uses discrete components to
minimise power consumption and
ihcludes an H-cmos buffered output.
Accuracy is ±10oppm over the range 10 to +60°C at a supply voltage of 5V
DC. Rise and fall time is tOns
maximum. Total Frequency Control,
0903 740000.

tolerances down to ±1%. The CRA3A
has three resistors in an 1206 case
and the CRA2A has two resistors in
an 0805 case. The resistance values
can be a mix from kit to 2.2Mí2 in
the E12 and E24 series. Noise is from
32 to 0.32pVN. AVX, 0252 336868.
1

Power semiconductors

Thin-film resistors. The TO220

Power mosfet. A 200W 200MHz
power mosfet, the 2SK1575, uses a
lateral construction to give better high

lib

f

series of 20W thin-film power
resistors is suitable for surface mount
or through hole applications and
comes in either T0220 plastic or
TO257 hermetic metal packages.
Resistance range is from 1S2 to 50kí2,
resistance tolerances are 0.1 to 0.5%

frequency performance. Because the
substrate forms the source electrode,
ground inductance is smaller than
with bipolar transistors where the
substrate is the collector electrode.

UK
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Low noise designs available
for the most demanding audio
applications.
Triple insulation to IEC 742
on all standard transformers
and where specified on
custom designs.

All types of toroid power
transformers supplied
-low profile, potted centres,
cased, auto transformers,
control gear, lighting and
others.

Suck it and tire: the VPP1103A vacuum pick up and place tool for small parts.

..

In-house core manufacture
allows fast and competitive
custom design service for
non-standard requirements

-up to 3kVA.

Chip resistors. CR10, CR21 and
CR32 thick -film chip fixed resistors for
surface mount assembly are available
in bulk or tape packing with

Comprehensive standard
range of high quality toroidal
transformers. Competitive
price and ex-stock delivery.

a.d overseas distributorships
are available
Telephone or fax for details

ZP®

ELECTRONICS LTO.
COTTON ROAD WINCHEAP
CANTERBURY KENT CTI 3RB
Telephone: [0227) 454778
Facsimile: [0227) 450507
CIRCLE NO. 139 ON REPLY CARD
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more than 20 years at 40°C. There
are more than 100 units in the range
with values between 0.22 and
15,000pF. Rated voltage is from 6.3
to 100V. Philips Components, 071
580 6633.

Wirewound resistors. The K2 series
of miniature wirewound resistors

comprises 2.5W units with a 3.8mm
diameter and 8.9mm length. Values
are from 50m08 to 1k12 and standard
5% tolerance with options down to 2
or 1%. Construction is entirely welded
while the coating is flame -proof and
can withstand most cleaning solvents.
They are available taped or in bulk.
Meggitt Electronic, 0793 611666.

Displays
5mm leds. A range of 5mm diameter
leds are fitted with an internal resistor
which eliminates the need to wire a
current limiting or direct drive resistor
to a PCB. At an ambient temperature
of 25°C and operating at 5V, the red
leds have a typical luminous intensity
of 4.5mcd at 10mA forward current.
They are also available In green and
yellow.Camden Electronics, 0727
864437.

Connectors and cabling
Fibre optic connector. A fibre optic
cable connector which can be
assembled in five minutes obviates

Ceramic capacitors. A series of
radial leaded ceramic capacitors
covers the range to 47,000pF in a
uniform 3.5mm diameter format. The
DD003 units have a maximum
inserted height of 6mm and maximum
thickness of 2.5mm. They come with
a choice of dielectrics including
temperature compensating Class
types and high -K Class 2types. Most
are rated at 50V DC but the high -K
units also come in 12, 16 and 25V DC
versions. Lead types can be straight,
low profile or crimp. Murata
Electronics, 0252 811666.
1

1

Electrolytic capacitors. MJ ultra miniature electrolytic capacitors are
5.2mm high and work from -40 to
+85°C. Capacitances are from 0.1 to
220µF ±20% tolerance and working
voltages are from 4 to 50V DC. The
radial lead units have a leakage
current of 3µA and an allowable ripple
at 85°C of 96mA maximum. Nichicon
(Europe), 0276 685393.

Electrolytic capacitors. The
AML138 range of axial miniature long
life electrolytic capacitors has

pieces are pre -insulated but instead
of using pieces with moulded or
extruded insulations, these terminals
have insulators made of nylon dual
wall shrink tubing. Time 24, 0403
864947.

specifications similar to DIN41257 but
in cases 60% of the volume. This
means that CV products up to 2200pF
16V are available on tape for
automatic insertion. Mounting height
is between 6.3 and 21 mm and life is

absolute, ratio tolerances are from
0.01 to 0.1% and low TCR to
±1 Oppm/°C absolute and 1 ppm/°C
ratio. Stability is 250ppm after 1000h
at 70°C. Electro -Films (Europe), 0784
246273.

-

the need for the contact face to be
polished. It consists of a stainless
steel ferrule containing a glass
capillary within which a short length of
fibre is secured by epoxy resin and
precisely centred using trimming
techniques. Because the contact face
of the ferrule and fibre is already
polished, it is only necessary to splice
the fibre mechanically in the ferrule
with the cable to be terminated.
Hakuto International, 0992 769090.

filter has a maximum installation
temperature of 400'C and comes in
an hermetic package with glass -to metal seals at both ends. Operating
temperature range is -55 to +200°C.
The high installation temperature is
designed to get round problems
caused when there is, say, an array of
40 to 50 filters in a bulkhead. With
lower temperature ratings not all the
filters will solder perfectly and the
whole assembly usually has to be
ref lowed twice causing unreliable
solder joints. AVX, 0252 336868.

SIMM connector. The Amp Micro Edge SIMM connector for leadless
single in -line memory modules has a
low -profile high-pressure tin-plated
contact which accepts standard
module board thicknesses between
1.19 and 1.37mm. The connector
wipes the board pad during card
installation and provides a minimum
normal contact force of 200g. Jermyn
Distribution, 0732 740100.

Tracking filter IC. The IMP42C55530 is a 30MHz programmable tracking

filter with asymmetrical pulse
slimming and phase equalisation.
Applications include disc drives, video
processing, networking and data
acquisition. In disc drives using zoned
density recording, the chip's
automatic zone tracking feature lets
zones be switched or unlimited zones
added without exterral components
or reprogramming. It also allows
programming corner frequencies
between 3 and 30MHz unboosted. It
comes in 16 -pin SOIC and DIL
packages. Dialog Semiconductor,
0793 875327.

All-weather terminals. Terminal
assemblies that are impervious to
corrosion at the crimp have been
designed by combining shrinkable
tubing and Molex Perma-seal crimp
technologies. The terminals and

SM filter. The NFM52R surface
mounting filter is available in four
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Digital multimeter. The 019001 10A
digital multimeter has a 0.7% basic
accuracy. Measurement ranges are:
200µA to 2A (plus 10A on a separate
terminal) over six ranges; 200mV to
kV DC over five ranges; 200 to 750V
AC over two ranges; and 20052 to
2Mí2 over five ranges. The display is
a 3.5 digit LCD. Resolution is 0.1 mV
to 1V DC, 0.1µA to 10mA, 100mV to
1V AC, and 100MS2 to kS2. It has a
2.8V/mA diode check and it measures
75 x 130 x 25mm. Electronic &
Computer Workshop, 0376 517413.
1

1

Filters Solder -in filter. A solder -in

Lo's profile: AMP SIMM connectors protect your modules while you're changing.

,.

has an alphanumeric display that can
be hexadecimal or binary and LEDs
to indicate the state of each
handshake and control line. An SRO
button simulates a service request.
Amplicon Liveline, 0273 608331.

versions with cut-off frequencies of
10, 20, 50 or 100MHz. Maximum
attenuation is 60dB and all types are
rated at 50V and 200mA. They are
housed in ceramic packages
measuring 5 x 2:5 x 3mm and are
suitable for flow and reflow soldering.
They can be supplied in bulk or taped
and reeled for automatic placement.
Murata Electronics, 0252 811666.

:

Instrumentation
Bus monitor/tester. Designed for
fault finding on the IEEE 488bus and
as a programming aid for GPIB
devices, the Mini 488 bus monitor and
tester has four modes of operation tristate, slow, fast, and single stop.
Each mode provides a different level
of access to data on the GPIB bus. It

LCR meters. Two LCR meters can
measure R+Q, L+O, C+R and C+D at
frequencies from 100Hz to 100kHz.
The SR715 has four and the SR720
five selectable measurement
frequencies. Drive voltages are
adjustable from 0.1 to 1V.
Measurement rates of 2, 10 and 20
per second are available and up to
ten measurements can be averaged
to produce a single result. Fieldtech
Heathrow, 081-8976446.

Multimeter. The Escort EDM82
multimeter is a DC and AC voltmeter,
20A ammeter, ohmmeter, diode and
transistor tester, capacitance tester,
frequency counter, logic probe, and
continuity tester in one instrument. It
has a high voltage warning detector,
auto ranging and peak hold functions.
Its fire retardant case measures 90 x
37 x 193mm and the unit weighs
420g. HT Electrical, 0384 288504.

Fault finder. The Huntron Switcher
640 is an automatic scanning and
comparison unit for use with the
Tracker 2000 analogue signature
analyser. The Tracker isolates faulty
and failing components and the
Switcher automates the process by
comparing the analogue signatures of
a suspect component with a known
good component and reporting the
differences. L& M Test Services,
0280813707.

Function generator. Pure sine
waves and built-in modulation are two
attributes of the DS345 30MHz
synthesised function generator. It can
produce frequency, amplitude, phase,
and burst modulations as well as
linear and logarithmic sweeps. Users
can pick sine, square, ramp, triangle
or arbitrary wave shapes. Modulation
trigger rate can be set from 0.001 Hz
to 20kHz with two digits of resolution.
LambdaPhotometrics, 0582 764334.
OTDR. The Siemens K2300 optical
time domain reflectometer (OTDR)
comprises a mainframe and various
plug-in modules including dual 850
and 1300nm multimode. The optional
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built-in printer prints the trace and all
related information in less than 30s.
The standard disc drive allows trace
storage. The companion Batch
software package can print an entire
disc of traces, including length and
loss measurements. Laser Lines,
0295 267755.

Signal generator. The SMGL

is a

multipurpose signal generator
covering 9kHz to 1000MHz in 1Hz
steps. It delivers a power output of
2W (+33dBm) which can be
attenuated in 0.1 dB steps down to 118dBm. Non -harmonic spurious
signals are less than -70dBc, residual
FM is less than 4Hz and SSB phase
noise is 144dBc at an RF of 100MHz.
It has RF sweep facilities, 40
nonvolatile memory stores, and an
IEEE 488.2 control interface. Rohde &
Schwarz, 0252 811377.
100 MHz oscilloscope. The Kikusui
Cor5501 U digital storage and real
time oscilloscope has 100MHz real
time bandwidth, two channels, CRT
readout, cursor measurement,
comment, and ALT/MAG timebase
functions, as well as a 20M sample/s
rate simultaneously on both channels,
acquisition and save memories of 4K
word/channel, pre and post trigger,
and up to x1000 horizontal
magnification. A GPIB interface is
optional. Telonic Instruments, 0734
786911.

Literature
Product catalogue. Amplicon's
product catalogue has 288 pages and
more than 40 new product families.
The firm's Live Lines newsletter is
included to provide a quick visual
reference to some of the products in
the catalogue as well as giving indepth technical features and
applications stories. Products listed
include a data acquisition board, fibre
optic or coaxial GPIB bus extender,
GPIB interface for Mac II computers,
and an input scanner and keyboard.
Amplicon Liveline, 0273 608331.

1.2µm drawn) and 0.8pm effective
(1µm drawn). All are based on double
layer metal n -well cmos technology.
The firm can also offer MIL883
compliant asics. ES2, 0344 525252.

Asic shortform. A 93 page shortform
catalogue gives details of VLSI
Technology's full asic capability
including gate array, cell based
functional system blocks, and
microprocessor cores. The range
includes a 32bit rise processor.
Details of asic design tools sold by
subsidiary Compass are also
included. VLSI Technology, 0908
667595.

Vacuum pick-up tool. The VPP803A
is for picking up and placing small
parts such as chips and miniature
components especially in surface

Power supplies

DC/DC converters. The FCI range of
1.8, 2.25 and 3W DC/DC converters
is available in 16 or 24 -pin packages
for auto -insertion or surface mount
designs. The range provides 5, 12, 24
and 48V input and single and dual
outputs of 5, 9, 12 and 15V with input
voltage variation of 5 or 10%. They
have a fully isolated design rated at
500V and 1000Mí1. Microelectronics
Technology, 0844 278781.

Fully encapsulated audio

amplifier modules with
integral heatsinks.
Output powers from
15 to 180 watts.
Cost effective for
professional and

hobby/enthusiast
applications.

DC/DC converters. Two families of
DC/DC converters for circuit board
mounting have been introduced. The
Modupower MP7000 series is
available with 3.3, 5, 12 and 15V
outputs and MP9000 series units are
rated at 2, 6 and 20W. Both mount
onto the board with a DIP socket.
Ambar Components, 0844 261144.

1r
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New, latest designs
available incorporating
BIPOLAR, MOSFET and
CLASS A technology.

New range of

pre-amplifiers now
available.

Eurocard supplies.

A range of
Power Technics Eurocard power
supplies are 100W units that meet
UL, CSA and VDE standards and
take up a cassette space of 3HE/5TE.
There are single, dual and triple
output versions with adjustment
available on each output. A power
failure signal is generated for external
use as well as an input inhibit facility.
Efficiency is 75%. Pascall Electronics,
081 9790123.

Asic range. An asic product

Switched mode units.

catalogue details the full range of
ES2's services. It is divided into
sections on asic design, prototypes,
production parts, processes,
qualification, packaging, testing, and
special silicon products. Current
processes are 1.71.im effective (2µm
drawn), 1.1µm effective (1.5 and

f
f

mount applications. The vacuum can
be adjusted to up to 16in of mercury.
The kit comprises the vacuum pencil,
three sizes of tip, five sizes of pad,
and a 6ft input air hose. The control
box measures 9.5 x 19 x 6.7cm. I&J
Fisnar, 0101 201 796 1477.

A 28 -page
selection guide for analogue
components includes charts for each
product area such as op amps,
isolation amplifiers, d -to -a converters
and 12bit multichannel data
acquisition systems. A summary of
video and audio products is also
provided. Some products have block
diagrams to explain their operation.
Burr -Brown International, 0923
33837.

Analogue components.

Q1

Production equipment

A family of
configurable switched mode power
supply units have outputs from 150 to
650W. Each of the 41 models in the
Ferrus range can be specified to
accept AC or DC inputs with various
outputs to suit customer
requirements. Auxiliaries providing up
to six further outputs can be specified
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as either mag amp, switching
regulator, linear or semi -regulated
topologies. Input scan be either
110/240V AC or 24/48V DC. Thame

output option is available for the
1000mm version giving a 0.1V output
corresponding to the target distance.
Also available is a 45 x 70 x 49mm
unit with a range of 2000mm.
Centiflex Systems, 0799 27602.

Power, 0844261682.
1.5W converters. The TPD-Hi Traco
DC -DC converters are rated at 1.5W
and cover three input ranges from
4.75 to 5.5V, 10.8 to 13.2V and 21.6
to 26.4V. Providing six single and six
dual voltage rails, the devices are
packaged in plastic cases measuring
32.8 x 20x 10.5mm and are
configured for PCB mounting. I/O
isolation is 4kVAC RMS. Verospeed,
0703 641111.

Pressure transducer.

Radio communications

products

Yagi antenna software. The Yagi
Optimizer software for antenna design
has been upgraded with frequency swept performance graphs, allowance
for conductor losses and other
features. Up to 50 element scan be
optimised to meet user -defined
criteria of gain, side -lobe suppression,
VSWR and broadband performance.
IFW Technical Services, 0235
535981.

Mobile antennas. A range of VHF
and UHF mobile antennas has Dura Flex elastomer shock springs and
comes with a bright finish or a black
chrome. Mounts include 0.375in
snap -in, 0.75in hole, magnetic, and
Quick -Grip. The Antenna Specialists,
0101 216 349 8400.

A pressure
transducer has been introduced that
is compatible with hydraulic fluid and
can measure up to 38MPa sealed
gauge. Over pressure rating of the
PDCR360 is 57MPa. The monitored
pressure is denoted by the pulse
repetition frequency of 0 to 10V
(nominal) square -wave output at
between 1.7 and 9.3kHz (0 to
38MPa). The total error band from -31
to +96°C is ±2 to ±2.75%
corresponding to frequency errors of
±152 and ±209Hz, respectively.
Druck, 0533 314314.

Computer-aided design
Engineering workstation. The
MS6000 is a microform digitiser and
workstation that accepts all common
microfilm formats including 35mm. It
can be used as a reader and printer
for viewing and laser printing
engineering drawipgs, editing and
enhancing stored film images and
producing copies up to A3. Images
can be converted from film for storing
on digital media or transferred to a
computer assisted drawing system.
Bell & Howell, 0784 251234.

e

COMPUTER

Transducers and
sensors

Computer board level
products

Ultrasonic sensors. Selectron Lyss
has introduced a range of ultrasonic
sensors in M18 format which will
detect targets within 600 or 1000mm
depending on type. An analogue

RS422/485 ports. The PC48AT has
two independent serial interfaces via
nine -way male D connectors. Each
port is jumper selected to be RS485
full duplex, half duplex, multi -drop
operation, or RS422 full duplex with
RTS-CTS control lines. The PC49AT
also has two independent serial
interfaces, one RS232 via a 25 -way D
connector and one RS422/485via a
nine -way D connector. Amplicon
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Heuristic: BoardRouter emulates human characteristics to improve layout
quality.

866

Boldly going: Pert7ech's VME940 can
send data at 50M byte/5 between
systems.
Take a peak: MicroEye image capture
system escaping from the

undergrowth.

Converter card. The API36005
synchro/resolver to digital converter
card plugs directly into the PC bus
structure. Data can be passed to and
from the instrument at Pates more
than an order of magnitude faster
than conventional IEEE bus test
systems. The card contains a
broadband instrumentation -grade
angle position indicator which accepts
synchro/resolver signals of 11.8, 26 or
90V line -to -line and converts them to
16 or 20bit binary information. Data
Device, 0635 40158.

VMEbus interface.

e

o

"

Liveline, 0273 608331.

Port boards. Two PC/XT/AT (ISA)
compatible board level products
provide dual independent RS232 and

~owl m+_.>rr_
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PerfTech
VMEbus chassis -to -chassis interface
can transfer data at up to 50Mbyte/s.
The PTVME940 integrates up to 16
VMEbus systems in a parallel
network. The boards uses the VME64
operating mode and high speed fifos
under the control of a 68020
processor to supervise the data
transfer operations and execute the
resident network firmware. Dean
Microsystems, 0734 845155.
A

Image capture card. The MicroEye
RT real time image capture card for
PC based applications feeds images
into a 32K buffer at frame rate and
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with a resolution of 512 x 512 pixels.
A second 32K butter on the card
provides a graphic overlay plane. A
copy plane facility lets images be
transferred out of the image buffer
into the graphics plane for
comparison purposes. A library of C
language routines is supplied.
Digithurst, 0763 242955

Data communications
Modems. Two modems use the
Toshiba T -slot. The MicroQuln
provide asynchronous, synchronous
and fax dial up speeds up to
V32(9600biVs). And the MicroQuad
provides all the above except V32 but
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has a software upgrade facility to
V32. Other standards covered include
V27ler, V26bis, V22bis, V22, V23,
V21, and MNP 4 and 5.They have AT
autodialing and answering and a builtin SDLC synchronous adapter.
Kerridge Network Systems, 0635
524155.

Development and
evaluation
Development system. The MPE
PLD development system for GALs
and PLDs integrates the logic design
software and the device programmer.
It also has Jedec file support and
documentation tools.The hardware
consists of a PC plug-in card
connected by ribbon cable to an
external pod housing the zif
programming socket. Three pods are
available. Devices can be
programmed from logic equations or
from standard Jedec files.
MicroProcessor Engineering, 0703
631441.

68040 system. A development
system for the 68040 processor
consists of C compiler, C source level
simulator and debugger, and
assembler. They are available for
PCs and compatibles, Sun 3 and 4
workstations, Apollo, HP9000, DEC
station and Vax VMS computers.
Code produced by the compiler and
assembler can be executed and
debugged by the X-ray 68K
debugger, making it possible to carry
out software and hardware
development in parallel. Microtec
Research, 0256 57551.

Computer peripherals Keyboards.
NMB mechanical and membrane
keyboards are available in two
versions - the RT101 using the
industry standard keyswitch layout,
and the RT101+ with a large AT -style
enter key. They are compatible with
IBM PC, XT, AT and PS/2 systems
and have a slide switch for changing
between the systems. Numeric pad
and cursor keys may be used
simultaneously without toggling Num
Lock keys. A 2m cable is provided as
standard. Jermyn Distribution, 0732
740100.

Dot matrix printers. The IBM
Personal Printer Series II is a range of
dot matrix printers with flexible paper
handling. It comprises the 238X and
239X printers in nine -wire narrow and
24 -wire carriage formats. The control
panel lets the user check the status of
a print job at a glance. The standard
parallel interface operates with all IBM
compatible PCs and there is an
optional serial interlace for connection
to workstations running AIX and other
systems. Lexmark Internationa1,0705
321212

Computer security
Computer locks.

A range of

computer locks made to BS5750
includes units which can electronically
immobilise the screen or keyboard or
mechanically prevent tampering to the
computer case. There are also
models for security covers, storage
cupboards, desk drawers and floppy
disc boxes. The locks are made to
individual requirements. Lowe &
Fletcher, 0952 680381.

Safe software. The S versions of the
V series processors have a security
feature based around a customer specific conversion table stored in the
internal rom. Real-time conversion of
every machine -code instruction on the
V25S and V35S chips uses the
conversion table to give protection
against software piracy. The contents
of the table are known only to the
customer and cannot be accessed by
any program, in -circuit emulator or
other hardware device. NEC
Electronics, 0908 691133.

f
f

Software
Management system. The Atoms
automated test operations
management system for test and
process engineers provides data
management of test or process
parameters. Windows 3 multi -tasking
software integrates data acquisition,
analysis, reporting and database
functions. It is built for an IBM AT,
PS/2 or compatible computer.
Biodata, 061 834 6688.
OS -9 release. The 68040 based
Version 2.4 of OS -9 is available on
the CPU -30 general purpose VME
single board computer, the CPU -33
68030 VMEbus entry, and the CPU 40. A range of turn -key OS -9 2.4
systems has also been introduced for
industrial and desk -top use. The 2.4
release has features such as write through disc caching to optimise disc
I/O. Force Computers, 0296 625456.

Auto -router. The Tango -Route PRO
is an auto-router for use with a 386 based PC with 387 maths
coprocessor or a 486 -based PC with
at least 4Mbyte of ram (8Mbyte

recommended). It supports most
graphics adapters up to 1024 x 768.
Features include non -uniform routing
grids and off -grid routing to handle
most board densities and
combinations of design rules and pad
sizes. It has true diagonal routing,
net -by -net variable track widths, and
copper sharing (T -routing). Pentica
Systems, 0734 792101.
PCB autorouter. BoardRouter is an
autorouter for use with the Board
Maker -2 cad system for pcb design.
The PC -based software combines a
gridless channel routing algorithm
with heuristic attributes. It can handle
all parts of a pcb's circuitry including
those with metric pitch such as many
of the new surface mount devices.
Tsien, 0223 277777.

f
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Range of quality products

for the lighting industry.
Electronic Lighting
Transformers for 12 volt
Tungsten Halogen lighting.
75 and 105VA types
available, suitable for use
with all types of dimmer.
Full custom design

facility

for Electronic Lighting
Transformers.
Toroidal Transformers for
low voltage lighting.

Electronic Ballast units
gib

Latest Design ILP Electronic

Starter-a direct
replacement for outdated
glowstarter switches.
distributorships
are available

UK and overseas

Telephone or fax for details

ELECTRONICS LTD.
COTTON ROAD WINCHEAP
KENT CT1 3RB
Telephone: (0227] 454778
Facsimile: (0227) 450507
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AVIONICS
1940s Luftwaffe style
November 1940 issue of Wireless
World carried an item on radio
equipment which, for the time, was
particularly unusual. It was an article
describing equipment found in crashed
German aircraft.
As the piece pointed out, the samples were
not in the prime of life when received, but
no time was lost in gluing them together
again so that aircraft and equipment could
be tested against their Allied equivalents.
In single -seat fighters such as the
Messerschmitt 109, the transmitter receiver
was of a fairly rudimentary type. It was

s

e
1

continuously variable from 2.5 to 3.7MHz
and was mounted behind, and out of reach
of, the pilot, so that the frequency had to be
preset before take -off. Range was around 35
miles.
But larger aircraft carried rather more
exotic equipment. When a crew member
could be spared to concentrate on radio
operation in aircraft such as the ME. 10,
Heinkel
or Junkers 88, then the FuG 10
was installed - perhaps the most extensive

Ill
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SOP

of equipment then in use in any air
force.
FuG 10 was in four main parts and was no
lightweight. It weighed well over 350lb and
was compared in the WW article to a
contemporary 500cc motor -bike. There were
LW/SW transmitters and aerial matching
unit; for navigation a D/F set with remote
control for wave -change and polar diagram
selection and a compass repeater (the
compass was in the tail, away from magnetic
components); a blind landing system of the
Lorenz type first used in the mid- 930s in
Germany and later adopted world-wide; and
an intercom audio unit for crew intercom, to
produce a side tone for CW keying,
modulation for voice communication and
pulses for ground -based D/F.
In pre-war and early war -time days, the
Beobachter or observer was commander of
the aircraft and operated D/F and
communications gear. But as the war went
on losses mounted and the
observer/commanders, who were very
experienced ex -pilots, were pressed into
service as pilots again and the pilot became
responsible for command and navigation.
Hastily trained personnel had to map -read
and use the D/F system. They sal next to the
piece

Fig.1. (top left) Cockpit assembly of the
FuG 10 in an Me 110 fighter. The observer
sat behind the pilot and, at least in the
early days, was aircraft commander. At (1)

and (2) are SW and LW receivers; (3) and
(4) are the transmitters; (5) is the remote
aerial matching and tuning control; (6)
compass repeater and loop bearing
indicator; (7) is the D/F loop control and
polar diagram selector; (8) is the Lorenz
blind -landing indicator and (9) the
intercom amplifier panel.

(left) Receiver unit of compact
design for panel mounting. Chassis were
die-cast.
Fig. 2.

(right) Pentode receiving valve, one
types used throughout the
equipment.
Fig. 3.

of only two

D/F loop was a frame aerial
but with a massive dust -iron core.
Performance was effectively that of a
much larger frame, but it could fit into a
small blister on the fuselage skin.
Fig. 4. (above)
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pilot (no dual controls) and had no table to
work on - as was the case in the RAF. This
meant that the FuG 10 operational parts had
to be mounted on the dash, although its
generator, D/F loop, blind -landing receivers
and aerial matching were elsewhere. An
extremely compact, modular design was
adopted, as the picture shows.
There were only two kinds of valve in the
whole arrangement: a type RV I2P pentode
receiving type, usable as triode, mixer etc,
with side contacts and a ring seal; and a
high -power transmitting valve putting out
about 65W from each transmitter.
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T alent
C omputers
Disks
380Mb ESDI disk drive
52Mb 3.5" IDE disk drive
32Mb 3.5" RLL disk drive
20Mb 3.5" MFM disk drive

Mother Boards
386sx 20MHz 0Kb RAM
Video Cards
256Kb VGA card XT/AT
512Kb VGA card XT/AT
1024Kb VGA card AT
Disk Controllers
IDE with FD, 2S, 1P, 1G
ESDI WD1007A-WHA
8 -bit RLL and MFM

£400
£170
£85
£70

£160
£30
£65
£100

Tel 0533-376909
Fax 0533-376770
For all your computer requirements
call Paul on (0533) 376909
Prices exclude VAT and Postage

Computer Systems
Quality Computers at
affordable prices.
All computers custom built to
your specification.
Prices start from
AT-16MHz
SX-20MHz
386-25MHz
386-33MHz

£30
£50
£30

£430
£520
£660
£760

CIRCLE NO. 142 ON REPLY CARD

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY

RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins from Tally Ho Corner

21

Telephone:
081-445 2713/0749
CIRCLE NO. 143 ON REPLY CARD
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In the world of electrical retailing
there's a premiere brand that has
been the number one product of its
kind for over a hundred years. It is a
brand that changes each and every
week - keeping pace with all the
latest developments in the market.
And it is a brand that is available
direct to you from the manufacturer.

,.1

v
The product
is a magazine,
,
the manufacturer is
Reed and the brand is ERT.
-

ERT - News and

product information
from around the
world every week.

$ CALL OUR HOTLINE
NUMBER 0739 200 255
REMEMBERING TO
QUOTE REF. NO. ERT1

CIRCLE NO. 144 ON REPLY CARD

HISTORY

"The Electrical Experiment" by Van Loo
showing early investigation of the Leden jar.

electronic component, the
capacitor, will soon be 250 years old,
and despite forecasts made in the late
60s, world production of discrete capacitors
has kept expanding. now exceeding over
The earliest

two hundred thousand million units per
annum.

The first capacitor. baptised the Leyden
jar, and its discharge through a human body,
the Leyden experiment, are inseparably
associated with the name of the Dutch
physicist Pieter van Musschenbroek (16921761).

Without engaging in the still unsettled
debate on the priority of the invention.
undoubtedly most Western European scientists first learnt of the Leyden jar from the
January 1746 letter of Musschenbroek to the
Paris Academy of Sciences'.
The Leyden experiment was an 18th century scientific sensation. Everybody admired
a long bluish spark and was surprised by
"electrical commotion" resulting from a discharge of the Leyden jar through the experimenter's body. It became "painfully clear"
that the Leyden jar was capable of accumulating large quantities of electricity and storing them for a long time.

Pictures of the Leyden experiment
In the Arkhangelskoye Museum located in
the environs of Moscow, a painting titled
The Electrical Experiment (dated 1777) by
Charles-Amadee-Philippe Van Loo (17191795) describes an early experiment.
Before the advent of the voltaic pile
(1799). the laboratory sources of electricity
constituted exclusively of machines based
on frictional electrification. Such a machine
Pieter an Musschenbroek. An engraving by I.
Koubraken after the painting by J. M.
Quinkhard 1738).

The Leyden jar enigma
On the tercentenary of the birth of Pieter van
Musschenbroek, the pioneer of Leyden experiments,
Leonid N Kryzhanosky tracks the early history which
led to subsequent development of the modern
capacitor.
is shown in the painting. This is a glass
globe which, when rotated. is rubbed against
an amalgamated leather cushion to produce
an electric charge (earlier it was rubbed just
against the hands of an assistant).
In the centre of the painting a girl stands
on an insulating support with a rod in her
left hand nearly touching the rotating globe.
Sparks jump between the globe and rod. The
human body as a whole is a good conductor
so that the rod in her right hand is also
charged. The latter rod is dipped into the
water -filled glass held by the principal actor
of the episode, the black boy.
The glass is the proper Leyden jar in its
original form. the glass serving as the capacitor dielectric, and the water and the boy's

hand, as the inner and outer electrodes,
respectively (using the modern terminology). The painting shows charging of the
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capacitor: the boy is going to bring his free
hand closer to the rod, which will result in
an electric spark jumping between the rod
and his finger. and the capacitor will he discharged through his body, giving him an
electric shock.

Law of charge accumulation
Immediately after their acquaintance with
the Leyden jar, researchers began to ask why
it produced such amazingly strong effects
(shock and spark).
It had been recognised that the larger the
prime conductor, the more painful would be
the sensation caused by a discharge of the
prime conductor through the experimenter's
body. But the Leyden jar produced much
stronger effects, despite its relatively small
size. Two researchers established independently in 1746 that the greater the surface
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ed. For this purpose, he charged the Leyden
jar. then drew out the rod from it and poured
the supposedly "electrified" water into an
empty jar. The Leyden experiment with the
new jar failed but upon filling the original
jar with fresh "electrified" water. he dis-

16 million capacitors on this memory chip
owe their existence to van Musschenbroek

area of the electrodes and the thinner the
glass, the more electricity would he accumulated by the Leyden jar.
These researchers were the British portrait
painter Benjamin Wilson (1708-I788)3 and

Dutch professor Jean-Nicholas-Sehastien
Allamand (1713-1787), of Swiss descent;.
But how did they establish the above law
using the then experimental techniques? The
answer is a Leyden jar with both electrodes
of water. the jar being filled with and
immersed in water.
Such a setup is represented in a popular
book by Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) published in St. Petershurg5. It allows simple
variation in the geometry of the Leyden jar
under investigation. The researchers used
their own body as a 'sensing device'.
The same year 1746 saw the advent of
metal foil coatings used as electrodes'.

charged it through his body receiving a
shock as if the "electrified" water had not
been poured out, "which demonstrated the
power to reside in glass as glass", not in the
water. according to Franklin's letter of
17487. The experiment has been described
by many historians who explicitly or tacitly
agree with Franklin8.

Addenbrooke's study
Curiously enough, a 20th century study
showing that Franklin was wrongs has been
ignored by many historians.
Addenhrooke built a dissectible capacitor
made up of three hollow cylinders. a glass
one and two metal ones, the latter fitting the
former on its inside and outside. respectively. He charged the capacitor. then disassembled it carefully and brought the metal cylinders into contact with each other to
discharge them should they he charged.
Then he reassembled the capacitor which
was found to he charged virtually to the
same extent, as in Franklin's original experiment.
However, Addenhrooke did not jump to
the same conclusion as Franklin. He performed a similar experiment with a paraffin wax cylinder in lieu of the glass cylinder and
obtained a result opposite to Franklin; the

reassembled

Franklin's experiment

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) of
Philadelphia was also captivated by
"Musschenhroek's wonderful bottle'.. He
had found, among other things. that charges
equal in magnitude and of opposite sign are
stored in the Leyden jar. Franklin undertook
to find out where exactly the charges resid-

capacitor

with

known

uncharged electrodes was found uncharged
charges being found to reside on the
electrodes of the capacitor.

- the

Addenbrooke thus established that
"Franklin's effect" was due to a water film
which normally covers the glass. If the glass
is thoroughly, dried and the experiment is
performed in a dry atmosphere. Franklin's

Illustration from Euler's book depicting an experiment to determine the effect of stored charge
in a Leyden jar of variable geometry

effect would not he observed.
Of course. in Franklin's experiment, ion
conduction by the glass does takes place but
is relatively insignificant: so is the electrical
effect of glass.
Note that a possible water film on the rim
of the Leyden jar does not prevent charging
of the jar since the mobility of ions on the
glass is low. The water film and the low
mobility of ions account for a phenomenon
observed by Franklin on a dissectible parallel -plate capacitor10. If we charge the capacitor. remove an electrode and touch different
points at the glass surface one after another.
then a spark jumps each time between the
finger and glass.
In contrast, an assembled capacitor will he
discharged almost completely in one touch.

The Leyden jar gained a paramount
importance in wireless telegraphy in 1898
when Karl Ferdinand Braun (1850-1918)
patented a transmitter in which a dipole was
excited through an oscillatory circuit containing a Leyden jar - virtually the only
capacitor type of the time - which substantially increased the transmitter power and
hence transmission distance' 1.
The Leyden jar has been subsequently
replaced by other capacitor types but was
used in radio engineering even in the early
1940s 12.
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FERN

FERN ELECTRONIC FILTERS
Fern Developments Limited, 7 Springburn Place, College Milton North,
East Kilbride, Glasgow G74 5NU. Tel: 03552 29464. Telex: 776665. Fax: 03552 63273

QUALITY SIGNALS FROM QUALITY PRODUCTS
DEVELOPMENTS

General Purpose Low Pass, High Pass &
Universal Active Filter Modules

LOW

COST

To meet the need for easily incorporated filtering elements
in such as experimental rigs, test signal conditioning, servo
loop modification or instrument design, Fern Developments
offers a range of Active Filter Modules.

They are "ready -to -use", encapsulated, compact filter units,
each containing a basic filter function and adjustable by user
for cut-off or centre frequency. Adjustment is simple,
generally requiring the addition of 3 or 4 external resistors,
sometimes a capacitor; all in acordance with simple design
equations or tables of values given in the data sheets.
All low pass and high pass filters in this range offer the
choice of Bessel, Butterworth or Chebychev responses
selectable by the user.

Filter
reference

Mode

Frequency
Attenuation
rete dB/octeve setting range Hz

Price
1

-OFF

EFIO

Low Pass

12

1

to 300

£28.00

EFII

Low Pass

18

1

to 300

C32.00

EF12

Low Pass

12

100 to 30K

£28.00

EF13

Low Pass

18

100 to 30K

£32.00

Filter
rutsiunoe
EF40

EF4I

EF42

Attenuation
rate dB octave

Mode

Low Pass

24

1

to 300

Depending on
mode selected

0.1

to 200

£34.00

LP/HP/BP/BS
(Unlversell

Depending on
mode selected

10 to 20K

034.00

LP/HP/BP/13S

Depending on
mode selected

100 to 200K

038.00

(Unease»

Depending on
mode selected

0.001 to 100

038.00

Low Pass

24

EF20

High Pass

12

EF2I

High Pus

18

EF22

High Pass

12

EF23

High Pass

18

EF24

High Pass

24

EF25

High Pass

24

100 to 30K

£36.00

1

to 300

028.00

1

to 300

C32 00

100 to 30K

100 to 30K
1

to 300

EF44

LP/HP/BP/BS
(Unversed)

Depending on
mode selected

EF45

LP/HP/BP/BS
(Unversed

EF60

Low Pass/
High Pass
Low Pass/
High Pass

£28.00

032.00

1-4 List Price

1

to 1K

C34.00

5-9 Less 5%
10-24 Less 10%
25-99 Less 20%
100-200 Less 30%

Depending on
mode selected

100 to 30K

£34.00

24

0.2 to 2K (HP)
1
to 10KK (LP)

C40.00

24

3 to 30K

£40.00

200 -up on Quotation

£38.00
EF61

100 to 30K

LP/MP/BP/BS

Volume Discounts
on All Models

C36.00

EF43

EF15

Price

LP/HP/BP/BS
(Universal)

(Unweroal)

EF14

Frequency
setting range Hz

£38.00

High Slope Active Filter Modules
EF 16 (ANTI -ALIAS)
his low pass module is based on a new class of
monotonic passband, equal ripple stop band filter
functions. Referred to as an LSM (least square
monotonic) filter it provides sharp cut-off, high stop band
attenuation and improved group delay response. A prime
use for this module is as an anti-aliasing filter in A/D
conversion applications.
Frequency cut-off range 2Hz to 20kHz
Minimum stop band attenuation 60dB
Stop band attenuation roll-oft 100dB/octave
EF 16X (POST PROCESSING)
This low pass module is intended for use as a post
processing Filter, ie to follow analogue to digital
conversion in a signal processing system.
Its specially shaped passband compensates for the
distortion introduced during the digital to analogue
conversion.
I

The EF 16X compliments the EF 16 when the latter is used as
an anti -alias Filter.

Both have the same format in terms of dimensions, pin

connections, frequency range and stopband attenuation
response shape.
EF26
This high pass filter is based on a conventional elliptic design
having an equal ripple pass band, sharp cut-off and high stop
band atteruation. It has many applications such as the removal
of low frequency interference mains or rectifier hum from signal
paths. It can be used with the EF16 to form a band pass unit.
Roll-off rate is 80dB/octave, stop band attenuation 60dB and cutoff frequency range 2Hz to 20kHz.
Eurocard Mounted EF16, 16X and EF26
To simplify connection both filters can be supplied mounted on
a standard single Eurocard fitted with a 32 -way cornector. The
card accommodates 4 sets of frequency determining resistors
which can be switched, either locally or remotely, in a binary
format to provide a maximum of 15 cut-off frequency settings.

Voice Frequency Filters Types EF1 17, 118, 118A, 119
These modules are designed primarily for use
as voice frequency channel filters in
telecommunications. They provide separate
band pass, low pass and high pass units,
enabling the user to select the most cost-

effective arrangement. Common specification
points are an attenuation in the stop band of >

Other basic specifications are:
EF117 - Band Pass 300Hz to 3.4kHz
EF118 - Low Pass d.c. to 3.4kHz
EF118A- Low Pass d.c. to 1.8kHz
EF119- High Pass 300Hz to 50kHz

40dB, with a pass band insertion loss of
nominally OdB.
CIRCLE NO.

f

Lf ON

REI'L) CART)

Price 1 -4 -OFF
EF16, EF16X,
Module
£69.00
Module Mounted
on Eurocard
£149.00
£69.00
EF26, Module
EF26 Mounted
£149.00
on Eurocard
Volume Discounts
As Above
All Above Prices

Exclude VAT

Price
Volume
Discounts
As Above

1

-4 -OFF

EF117

£58.00

EF118

£38.00

EF118A

£35.00

EF119

£30.00

REGULARS
APPLICATIONS

Pressure sensing
Motorola produces a booklet entitled
Pressure Sensors which. not
surprisingly, is concerned with that
company's range of fluid pressure sensors
using piezoresistive elements to give ranges
from I.5 to 100 psi.at up to 60mV full-scale
output. An important part of the publication
is to do with interfacing the devices. which
are available as ported, assembled units or as

imported elements, giving absolute.
differential or gauge pressure measurements.
A number of interface circuits are shown,
of both the simple type and slightly more
exotic variety with more precise offset and
span settings. Figure 1 is a precision
pressure -to -voltage converter using a quad
op -amp. which will drive either a DVN or a
microprocessor. The span is determined by
the setting of R and offset voltage with
Rom. Output isg8V at full application of

Fig.2 Portable manometer, which presents its readings on DVM to within 0.5%.

pressure.

Figure 2 is a portable manometer, using an
M1X2050I' device to provide a scale factor of
ImV/Imm mercury. The booklet provides a
method of calculating the value of R Types
of op -amp used are not specified, bill
N otorola points out that the choice must he

10 Vdc

12'158

.

8

5

50k

3

6

MPX2100A

Fig.1. Precision pressure -to -voltage converter
using Motorola MPX2000 series of
piezoresistive transducers. This is the more

advanced version of two shown.

0.01

4

CAL

2

1+1

SI

10 k

1/2158

OFFSET

22k

82

k

3-12

D

DVM

10k

100k

199.9 mV

50k

Fig.3. Electronic barometer, displaying its readings in kilopascals on a 199.9mV DVM.

relevant to the design aims with regard to
temperature. drift and noise. For example,
this manometer design offers error better
than 0.5% over the normal ambient range
and could easily be degraded by an unwise
choice of active and passive support
components.
Figure 3 is a barometer, which displays
kl'a on a I99.9mV digital voltmeter.
Calibration is as follosss. assuming one does
not have access to a vacuum pump. Record
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reading and local pressure: s+ith a change in
pressure, record new pressure and reading;
adjust cal so that the change in reading
equals the change in pressure. repeating as
necessary: adjust offset to make displayed
reading equal local pressure. (100kl'a =
29.529 inches mercury.)

Motorola Ltd European Literature Centre.
88 Tanners /)rive. Blakelands, Milton
Keynes MK14 5B/'. 0908 6/46/4.
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APPLICATIONS

Hand-held, low-cost data logger
segment characters or eight starburst
alphanumeric characters or a combination.
Data storage is provided by the 8K sram.
which needs `V during data access.
although since the micro works from a 2.26V supply. one supply will suffice.
One port is a serial comms bus, supporting
half -duplex RS232C at up to 9600 baud, and
four more ports form the address and control

Application Note AN 175 from NEC
describes a data logger that does not rely
on the assistance

of the usual PC. but which
microcontroller to

uses an NEC µPD75308

provide a very economical instrument for
use in chain stores and the like.
A simple solution is shown in the diagram.
in which the }0'1)75308 possesses features
on -chip that render it particularly suitable
for the purpose. There is. for example. an
LCD controller/driver: a real-time clock
tinier: a general-purpose 8 -hit timer:
interrupt controller: 32 I/O pins: and ample
rom and ram.
The LCD controller drives up to 17 seven -

bus for memory and control operation

DRIVE LINES

9600 BAUD

o

SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

ó

--

M

NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd, Cygnus
House, Linrord Wood Business Centre,
Sunrise Parklvay, Lin ford IVood, Milton
Keynes MK 1-1 6NP. 0908 691133.

Minimal data logger/retriever from NEC,
meant for use in large stores or, perhaps,
I

meter reading.

LCD DISPLAY

4 BACKPLANE

UP TO 128 SEGMENTS

so

£

32 SEGMENT DRIVE LINES

D

Sin

IN

of the

\1ax632 voltage booster during memory
access in circumstances when the micro is
powered front a lower voltage.
T so ports form the memory data bus and
carry key -scan lines for the keyboard. Port

being keyboard input on four lines with
interrupt.
µl'PI)75308 is either masked for largescale users or is one-time programmable for
development. There are in -circuit emulators.
relocatable assemblers and PC simulation.

534

Sout

OUT

Pi0
P71

»PD75308
ZZrF

.--'1

P12
P13

SSOK

ó 12736
n1ti

P D4464

XT2
DC

P30
P31
P32
P33

XT1

D1

D2

PEI
P62
P63

3J0pF

X1

l

o

t.'19P1

1

D4
D5

-

DE

D7

i

AC

P70
P-1
P72
P73
P40
P41
P12

X2

it

D3

WNW

PEO

22tF

tV
10K

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A5

P s3

A-

Pi0

AB
AS
AT'J
AT1

P51

P32
P53
P20

RESET

Al2

P21

F

P22
P23

OV

IC2

1K

IC1

470r

50K
014
BC214

I

33g.H

,.,

Voot

x

0/1

MAX 631
LB7

OV
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APPLICATIONS

Stepper -motor driver
International Rectifiers PII 12001 hybrid
power device is intended to drive stepper
motors; its single in -line package contains
all power and control functions to establish
pulse -width modulated current control.
Inputs are TTL-compatible. As a result of
the use of PWM. a high motor speed is
allowed, and the mosfet drivers enable highspeed chopping for better performance and a
wider choice of motor.
Half a PI112001 is shown in Fig.1. If the
current in this motor phase (A) is to flow in
A+, QI is turned on. Resistor Rs senses
current in the winding and feeds the control
IC with the information. When the current
reaches the correct level. Q1 starts to chop to
keep the current constant until the input

Fig.2. Waveforms

in the control

circuit of half the
device.

Fig.3. Practical
details of the
device in use,
showing the

control circuit in
more detail. All
active circuitry is
on -chip.

Fig.1. One side of the International Rectifier
PIH2O01 stepper motor driver/controller.

Mosfets allow high -frequency chopping and
an extended choice of motor.

controlling this phase (IN) changes state. Q1
turns off and the other half of the device
takes over in the same way. Figure 2 shows
the relevant waveforms.

A practical arrangement in Fig.3. shows
control circuit details; each is supplied from
its own regulator. The reference voltage for
the control IC inputs is obtained from the
potential divider on the external regulated
supply Vb. which in practice is obatinable
front the motor supply via a zener regulator,
as can the control circuit supply if the motor
supply is 30V or over. Typical values for
external components are shown in Fig.4.
International Rectifier. Hurst Green. O-lted.
Surrey R118 9118. 0883 713215.

VS (464...0

SEQUENCING TABLE

2 PHASE EXCITATION (FULL STEP)
Vs

05

-

2441

CLOCK

o

IN,

H

H

IN.

L

H

2

I

0

3

1

r
C1

II
r

6

R2

H
H

.

4,

OUT.

CUTE' OU

OUT{

,

1-2 PHASE EXCITAT ON (HALF STEP)

IN.

CLOCK

la.
T..

IN.

PI42001
IN.

02

T

H
H

Rs.

REF.

REF.

G.

5

6

7

Oil

2

3

L

L

H}H

H

H

L

H

L

L

H

II 111H

l

L

H

H

H

L

L

L

L

2

11.I.

L

IN.

l l

H

T..

LIH

L

L

L

LIH
LIH

A__-().+0
-o++-O---o++

4

w

Rs.

34

1414H 111.L

0'1

ToILL

:

L

e

iC.
b

H

D,

RECOMMENDED VALUES

Fig.4. Recommended component values.

OPEN
COLLECTOR

R1

R2

510(1
100(1 (VR)

R3

41

Ra

47 MI

Ca

RS

2

7 NO

0,

R6

2 A EO

0,

Cl
Cl

MIC3
RS

876

-

330
500 pF
330
pF
2200 FE
2200 pF

210003 (IR)
210003 (IR)
10 (TVP) 1

-

2W
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED- EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS -RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

- tested from £400 less attachments to £500 C/W manual
- AM -FM signal generator - Also sweeper - OKc/s - 510Mc/s - from £350 tested
to £500 as new with manual - probe kit In wooden carrying box - £50.
HP DC Current source type 6177C-£200.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406A - £400.
HP Sampling Voltmeter (Broadband) type 3406A - f200.

HP5352B

HP Vector Voltmeter type 8405A-£400 to £600.
HP Synthesiser/signal generator type 8672A -2 to 18GHzS f6000.
HP Network Analyser type 8754A r HP8502A test set -£4000.
HP 8505A network analyser -500Kc/s-1.3GHz + HP8502A test set £5500.
HP 8640A signal generator OPT 001 002 - 5MNs -1024MCIs -£ 1000.
HP Osclllographic recorder type 7404A-4 track £350.
HP Plotter type 9872B -4 pen £300.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & B + plug -Ins from OMc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz. P.O.R.
HP Signal Generators type 612-614 - 618 620 628 frequency from 450Mc/s to 21 GHz.
HP Network Analyser type 8407A + 8412A + 8601A- 100Kc/s -11OMUs- £1000
HP 181T Mainframe £400- HP182T Mainframe £500- HP141T Mainframe £500-(1000.
HP 432A -435A or B Power Meters + Powerheads 10Mt/s - 40GHz C200-£650
HP Down Converter type 11710B- .01-1 Mc/s £450.
HP Pulse Modulator type 11720A -2-18GHz £1 000.
HP Modulator type 8403A -£ 100-£200.
HP Pin Modulators for above -many different frequencies -C 150.
HP Power Meter type 435A (no head) -£ 150.
HP Counter type 5342A 18GHz LED readout -£ 1500.
HP Signal Generator type 8640B- Opt001 + 003 .5.512Mc/s AM/FM -£ 1200.
HP Spectrum Display type 3720A £200 -HP Correalator type 3721A £150.
HP 37555 + 3756A 90Mc is Switch £500.
HP Amplifier type 8447A -.1-400MUs £400 - HP8447F .1.1300Mc/s f800.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A- 18GHz £1000- rear output £800.
HP Programmable pulse generator type 8161A -£ 1500.
HP 8410 -A -B -C Network Analyser 110Mc/s to 12GHz or 18GHz plus most other units and
displays used in this set-up- 8411A- 8412- 8413- 8414 -8418 -8740- 8741 8742 - 8743
8746 8650. P.O.R.
HP Signal Generator type 8660C -.1.2600Mds. AM/FM £3000.
HP Signal Generator type 8656A-0.1-990Mds AM/FM-£2250.
HP 37308 + HP3736B Down Convertor Mainframe 1.7GHz-4.2GHz PI £500.
HP Counter Mainframe type 8345A- f400.
HP 86998 Sweep PI -0.1-4GHz £750 HP8690B Mainframe £250.
HP Digital Voltmeter type 3456A £900.
HP Multi-FX LCR Meter type 4274A -£ 1750.
HP 9000 -216 Computer +H P9121 Dual Disc Drive - £350.
Racal/Dana digital multimeter type 5001 £250.
Racal/Dana Interlace type 9932-£150.
Racal/Dana GPIB Interface type 9934A -£100.
Racal/Dana Timer/counter type 9500 (9515 OPT42) 1250Mc/s £450.
Racal Dana 9301 A-9303 RF Millivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz - £350-£750.
Racal/Dana Counters 9915M 9916 -9917- 9921- £150 to £450. Fitted FX standards
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter type 9009 8Mc/s 1.5GHz - £250.
£450.
Racal SG Brown Comprehensive Headset Tester (with artificial head) Z1 A200/
OMC/s 50 Dbs £250.
EIN 310L. RF Power Amp 250KHz Adret Signal Generator type 7100A -300KHz-1.3GHz -£ 1500.
Marconi AF Power Meter type 893B- £300.
Marconi Bridge type TF2700 -£ 150.
Marconi/Saunders Signal Sources type -6058B 6070A 6055B - 6059A -400 to 16GHzS.
P.O.R.
Marconi TF2015 Signal Generators 10Mhz 520Mc/s - AM/FM £250.
Marconi TF1245 Circuit magnification meter 1246 & 1247 Oscillators -£100-£300.
Marconi microwave 6600A sweep osc., mainframe with 6650 PI 18-26.5GHz or 6651 PI 26.540GHz -£ 1000 or PI only £600.
Marconi distortion meter type TF2331 £150.
Marconi 67008 sweep mainframe + PI 6790A -.01-2GHz or 6738A 1.7.4.3GHz or 6766A .812.4GHz £500.
Thurlby convertor 19- GP- IEEE -488-£150.
Philips logic multlmeter type PM2544 -£ 100.
Microwave Systems MOS/3600 Microwave frequency stabilizer 1 to 18GHzs & 18 to 40GHzs£1000.

£150.

Tektronix 475 - 200Mc/s oscilloscopes
Marconi TF2008

£500
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Texscan Rotary Attenuators - BNC/SMA 14.10-60-100DBS- £50-£ 150.
HP 809C Slotted Line Carriages - various frequencies to 18GHZ -£ 100 to £300.
HP 532-536-537 Frequency Meters - vanous frequencies -C 150-£250.
HP 32008 VHF Oscillator - OMC/S-500MC/S - £200.
85K 1612 Bandpass Filter Set -£150.
8&K 2425 Electronic Voltmeter £250.
B&K 2603 Micro Amplifier - £200.
B&K 4220 Plstonphone & Barometer - £230.
88K 4712 Frequency Response Tracer with CRT - £150.
85K 2305 Level Recorder with ZR0005 Potentiometer - £180.
85K 1014 Beat Frequency Oscillator- £150.
88K 2010 Heterodyne Analyser - £600.
B&K 2604 Microphone Amp (broken meter glass) - £80.
B&K 1606 Vibration Pick-up Pre-Amp and Leads -£40.
B&K T1.0001 Input Transformer- £10.
B&K 2344 Potentiometer -£ 10.
B&K ZR0005 Potentiometer - £40.
85K 2107 Frequency Analyser -£150.
88K 2019 Analyser -C250.
88K 2626 Conditioning Amp -£100.
B&K 2871 Phase Meter.
B&K 3921 Turntable.
85K 4712 Frequency Response Tracer ZS0120.
B&K 2307 Level Recorder r ZR0005-£250.
B&K 1902 Distortion Measurement Control -£150.
B&K 8101 Hydrophone - new - £500.
85K Ext Cables for above -£100.
1

-

-

-

HP 1645A Data Error Analyser -£150.
HP 3570A Network Analyser -£ 150.

-
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-

-
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-

-
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-

-

-

-

2235100Mc/s oscilloscope - two probes + manual. £1000.
2465 300Mc s oscilloscope r two probes + manual. £1600.
485 350Mc/s oscilloscope + two probes + manual £500.
TR503 tracking generator - 10Me/s to 180OMc/s + manual -£ 1500.
7L12 spectrum analyser 100kCIsto 1800Mc/s with manual -£ 1500 - for 7000

-

-

-

-

-

mainframe.
Aerial array on metal plate 9"x9" containing 4 aerials plus Hartle detector -.100-11GHz. Using
type and SMA plugs & sockets ex egpt -£ 100.
EIP 451 microwave pulse counter 18GHz -£1500.
Marconi RF Power Amplifier TF2175 1.5Mcis to 520Mc/s with book- £100.
HP 8614A Signal Generator 800Mc/s to 2.4GHz- old colour £300. New colour - £600.
HP 8616A Signal Generator 1.8GHz to 4.5GHz
old colour £200. New colour - £400.
HP 8620A or 8620C Sweep Generators -£ 100 or C900.
HP Sweeper Plug-Ins. 8622213- .01 to 2.4GHz - £900 86290A -2 to 18GHz -£ 1750 - 8626A
12.4 to 18GHz £600. 86240 -2 to 8.4GHz £600.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source - 1 to 2 GHz- LED readout - £600.
Schlumberger 2741 Programmable Microwave Counter 10Hz to 7.1 GHz - £750.
Schlumberger 2720 Programma ole Universal Counter 0 to 1250Mc/s £600.
HP 8565A Spectrum Analyser 1GMc/s to 22GHz-£5000.
Rotek 610 AC -DC Calibrator with 650 high current adaptor £2000.
Tracor 900A VLF. LF Receiver -£ 1000.
Tracor 527A Frequency Difference Meter £400.
HP 37203A HP-IB Extender -£150.
Marconi TF2700 L.C.R. Bridge - £200.
PPM 411F Current Reference -£ 150.
HP 53638 Time Interval Probes -£ 150.
Marconi 80578 Signal Source -4.50 to 8.50 GHz £300.
HP 89008 Peak Power Calibrator -£ 100.
HP 59313A A/D Convertor -£ 150.
HP 59306A Relay Actuator -£ 150.
HP 2225CR Thinkjet Printer - £150.
TEK 178 Linear IC Test Fixture -£150.
TEK 576 Calibration Fixture 067-0597-9f - £250.
HP 4437A 600 Ohm Attenuator -£ 100.
Marconi Signal Source 6059A 12.18 GHZ- £400.
HP 8006A Word Generator -£150.

1

-

- manual - £50.

Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix

-

-

-

Datron 1065 Auto Cal digital multlmeter wit." instruction manual - £750.
Racal MA 259 FX standard. Output 100kcis-t Mc/s-5Mc/s - Internal NiCad battery - with manual.

-

-

-

Tektronix 7D20 plug-in 2 -channel programmable digitizer - 70 Mc/s - for 7000 mainframes

-

-

-

with instruction manual £5000.
20Hz to 50kHz LED readout with manual

£850.

1

-

- 40GHz counter - Liquid crystal readout

Spectrascope 11 SD335 (S.A.) realtime LF analyser

probes.

-

-

Bradley Oscilloscope calibrator type 156-£150.
Bradley Oscilloscope calibrator type 192- £500.
Tektronix Plug -Ins 7A13 -7A14 -7A18 -7A24 -7A26 -7A11 -7M11 -7S11 -7D10 -7S12 -S1

- S2 - S6 - S52 - PG506 - SC504 - SG502 - SG503 - SG504 - DC503 - DC508 -130501 W R501 - DM501 A -FG501 A - TG501 - PG502 - DC505A - FG504 - P.O.R.
Alltech Stoddart receiver type 17/27A - .01-32Mc/s - £5000.
Alltech Stoddart receiver type 37/57 - 30-1000Mc/s - £5000.
Alltech Stoddart receiver type NM65T - to 10GHz - £3000.
1

SPECIAL ENO OF LINE OFFER

Gould J3B Test oscillator + manual -£200.
Image Intensifiers - ex MOD - tripod fining for long range night viewing as new -£ 1500-(2000.
Don 10 Telephone Cable -12 mile canvas containers or wooden drum - new - Mk2-3 or 4. P.O.R.
Infra -red Binoculars In fibre -glass carrying case -tested -£100ea. also Infra -red AFV sights -

- £300. Not working

£100ea.
B & K 2019 Analyser -2305 level recorder 2425 meter -4220 piston phones etc. P.O.R.
ACL Field intensity meter receiver type SR 209 -6. Plugs-Ins from 5Mc/s to 4GHz - P.O.R.
Systron Donner Counter Model 6057- 18Ghz - £800.
Clark Air Masts Heavy Duty -Type Scam 405 or 7011- £200-£600.
Tektronix 491 spectrum analyser 1.5GHz-40GHz as new -£1200 manual.
Tektronix Mainframes 7603 7623A- 7633 7704A - 7844 7904 -TM501 TM503 TM506
P.O.R.
Knott Polyskanner WM1001 + WM5001 + WM3002 + WM4001 -£1000.
Ailtech 136 Precision test RX + 13505 head 2- 4GHz £350.
SE Lab Eight Four FM 4 Channel recorder f200.
Alltech 757 Spectrum Analyser 001 22GHz Digital Storage + Readout - £5000.
Dranetz 606 Power line disturbance analyser £500.
Precision Aneroid barometers- 900-1050Mb -mechanical digit readout with electron c indicator
battery powered. Housed in polished wood carrying box tested -£ 100-f200-£250. MK 1, 2 or 3.
HP8443A Tracking Generator + Counter- 110Mc/s- £500.
B & K Sound Level Meter type 2206- small lightweight precision 12' microphone- in foam
protected filled brief type carrying case with windshield & battery + books + pistol grip handle
tested -£170. Carr: £8. -B & K 2206 Meter + Mike + Book- less carrying case etc. -£ 145. Carr:
£8. DISCOUNT ON QUANTITY.
HP 141T Spectrum Analysers. All new colours supplied with instruction manuals.
HP 141T -8552A or B 8556A 20Hz to 300kHz. £2000 A-£2200 B.
HP 141 T-B552A or B 8553B 1 kHz to 11 OMc/s. £1800 A -£200013.
HP 141T -8552A or B -8554B- 100kHz to 1250Mc/s. £2050 A-£2250 B.
HP 141T -8552A or B -8555A
OMc/s to 18GHz. £3250 A -£345013.
1 kHz to 110MC/5. Instruction manuals -£ 1500.
HP 141T - old colour mainframe r 8552A; 85538
HP 141T old colour mainframe + 8552A + 8553L 1 kHz-110Mbs. Instruction manuals -£ 1300.
HP 3580A LF-spectrum analyser 5kHz to 50kHz LED readout digital storage -£100 with
instruction manual or £1750 with internal rechargeable battery.

head load 401bsClark Scam Heavy Duty 40' Telescopic Pneumatic Masts retracted 7'8
with or without supporting legs & erection let - in bag handbook £200-£500.
Clark Scam Heavy Duty 70' Telescopic Pneumatic Masts -retracted 13'5' -head load 901bswith or without legs + erection jut + handbook- £500-£800
Texscan CATV Set Top Convertor Tuner FX range 54MHZ-450MHZ output on channel 48 UHF
PAL synthesiser controlled keypad or IR remote controller - brand new and boxed with circuits &
information - not tested £20 or two for £30 -IR control - £5.
Racal MA4204 Encryption Unit (speech or data security scrambling) for use with HF-VHF or held
telephone equipment solid state alloy ar sealed case 12V DC supply each unit can send or
receive but two must be used, one to recel"e the other for sending, both switched to the same
number selectable from rotary switches on the front panel -512 operating codes available brand
new with book- not tested -£ 100 or two for £175 or four for £300.
Racal MA4230 MA4231 Automatic Morse Receiving and Sending System- MA4230 Automatic
Morse Send small solid state unit incorporates a full alphanumeric keyboard for entering
messages which can be sent immediately or stored for 30 days- output is in morse code 10 to 20
wpm or 8 t0 16 times this speed internal aorage of up to 1000 characters, etc. contained in small
alloy airtight case with book- brand new -not tested. MA4231 Automatic Morse Reader self
contained receives morse code from above unit or radio audio output at up to 160 words per minute
readout on unit letter by letter LED display
by hand or automatically stores up to 912 characters
or printer VDU, etc many adjustable speeds ASCII or Baudot - power 11-30V DC or AC mains
by MA4232 power unit with book. MA423C+MA4231 +battery chargerline adaptor & book not
tested internal battery (Nicad) may need replacing due to storage brand new -£ 100. As Above
but Arabic not English supplied with kit to convert to English new keyboard cover + proms +
book- line adaptor - brand new - not tested £50.
Army Type Morse Keys large quantity available f5 plus p&p.
Army Whip Aerials and Base 12' or 16' new £20-£25.
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Marconi TF2008 Signal Generators IOKC/S to 510MC/S AM -FM - off the pile

-

-tested- working
£25. All supplied with manual,
quick test only given, working or non -working fair looking condition - 300 only available. As new
ones still available as normal, fully tested wth box of attachments- £400-£500.
or part-working- £20C Kit box of attachments
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DSP chip

with

no parallel?
performance of Texas Instruments
TMS320C40 is impressive: with a 4Ons
cycle time it can perform 275 million
operations per second with a data transfer
rate of 320Mbyte/s. For calculations it can
execute 25 million floating point operation
per second (25M flops).
But the innovation is an ability to configure any number of C40s into a multiprocessor array, allowing construction of a very
imp essive number cruncher.

rupts. As part of the primary register file
there are twelve extended precision. 40 -bit
egisters designed to maintain extended
floating point precision. In the normal sense
of a microprocessor these act as accumula-

Parallel processing
through six parallel 8 -bit
communication ports
makes the TMS320C40 a
landmark in chip development says Allen Brown

tors.

Eight auxiliary 32 -hit registers (ARo-AR7)
support a variety of addressing modes and
arc used to generate a 32 -bit address for
local or global memory.
Remaining registers support other system
functions such as stack management. proces-

Architectural features

sor status. interrupt management, block

C40 is an enhancement of TI's C30. with
common features allowing C30 object code
to he executed.
The CPU has several sections (Fig. 1.)
with a wealth of buses servicing each section. The multiplier performs either 32 -hit
integer or 40 -bit floating point multiplications and the 40 -hit result can he added to
the contents of one of the extended precision
registers (R0 -R7)
all within one clock
cycle (40ns).
Working in parallel with the multiplier is
the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) which can
act as a 32 -bit barrel shifter. The normal
arithmetic operations (add, subtract
fixed
and floating point numbers) are performed
by the ALU along with the standard logical
operations (AND. OR and EOR). Two auxiliary
register arithmetic units (araus) in the CPU
can generate two simultaneous addresses
with the necessary displacement, indexing,
circular or hit -reversal addressing options.
Again these operate in parallel with the

-

D(31-0)

A(30-0
DE
AE
STATl3-01
LOCK
STRB0,1
RrW0,1

PAOE0,1
RDV0,1
CE0,1

-

multiplier and ALU.
Address space of the C40 is 4Gigabits and
most of this can he occupied by 32 -hit external memory.

On -chip memory is partitioned into four
sections; a 128 32 -hit word cache, 2K of 32 hit words of ram in Blocks 0 & I and 4K of
32 -hit rom. External memory of the C40 is
mapped by either the local address bus or
the global address bus. In a multiprocessor
system each processor will need its own
local memory and shared global memory
which can he accessed by the other processors ill the system.
As part of the general CPU architecture
there is a primary register file containing 32
registers and an expansion register file consisting of two registers for coping with inter-
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Fig. I. TM5320C40's CPU has

several sections with a wealth of
buses servicing each section.
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instruction repeats and various addressing

peripherals, consisting of the six 8 -bit parallel, bi-directional communication ports and
two timers. The peripheral module is serviced by an extraordinary wealth of the 32 hit buses: an interesting feature is the facility
for concurrent data transfer via the DMA.
Data movement and its potential bottleneck has been tackled by including a dedicated coprocessor for controlling DMA

Invalid address
main:
PUSH
LDI
LDF
STF
LDF
STF
LDF

00008000 Of2b0800
00800001 080b0014
0;608000
142006bb
072108c5
142106bd
072208c6
142206bf

-

Peripheral bus memory map
All internal peripherals are controlled by a
set of registers mapped into the device's
memory map in a peripheral bus memory
map. The left hand side of Fig. I. shows

-CPU

DISASSEMBLY

modes. The components in the CPU are serviced by two 32 -hit register buses (REG] & 2)
and two 40 -bit CPU buses (cPui & CPu2).
enabling the CPU to achieve a very high
degree of parallelism
one of the principal
attributes of the C40.

STF

AR3
SP,aR3

e.e,Ré
R8,<+2
aic command
R1,<+4
@08 6H,R2
R2,.c+6

00008000
00000000
00000080
00000000
00000800
00800000
89008000
00000000
00000000

00000800
00000000
08800000
88800800
00800009
00000000
00800800
08000000v
00800000

fi

main()
main()

/4 Input data and perform atrtocorrelation
x[11[01 = 0.080080.
x[21(8] = 8.587785;

j

#/

0f260000 080b0614 07608800
142006bb 072108c5 142106bd
072288c6 142206bf 142206c1
142106c3 142006c5 072368c7

63 Symbols loaded
Done

operations through eight channels. The
coprocessor can access all memory locations
in processor address space.
Six communication ports provide efficient
processor -to -processor data transfer and
enable a closely coupled system to be
realised.

Display of the software simulator
for the TMS.320C40 showing source C
code and assembly language.
Fíg. 2.
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Support tools
Software and hardware support includes a C
compiler. a cross assembler, linker. software
simulator, a XDS510 in -circuit emulator and
an evaluation hoard hosting four C40s.
Software tools are compatible with operating systems such as VMS. Sun OS. MS -dos
and for Macintosh with MPW. The C compiler conforms to the Kernighan and Ritchie
standard and the software simulator has a
window configuration (Fig. 2).
Usefully, the simulator can single step
code while simultaneously displaying the C
source code together with the assembly language code. The real-time operating system
for digital signal processors. Spox, is also
available.

New applications
C40's provision for multiprocessor design,
with its six communication channels, is ideal
for realising a variety of topologies including hexagonal grid (honeycomb structure).
4-D hypercuhe and hex star.
New areas of application for C40s span
advanced image processing (techniques such

d

a

between system processors.

CREW

lirrer0
Global Control Rr;olster
Time Period Register

Each port has separate input and output
tifos coupled to a port arbitrator unit - arbitration is necessary to control data buffering,
handshaking and to manage the inter -processor data transfer. Ports also have their own
interface and can accommodate a direct
transfer rate of 20Mhytes/s without the need
of additional logic. Arbitration is performed
automatically to ensure synchronisation

maximum entropy spectral estimation),
multichannel cross -correlation analysis and
array processing for signals from microwave
as

TCLK1

sources.

Similarity between the C40 and the new
version of the Transputer (T9000) has not
gone unnoticed and some projects are currently in design which include a mix of
T9000s and C40s.
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BROADCAST

of the first live demonstration of
digital audio broadcasting (dab) in the
UK has been so dramatic that BBC
engineers are now stuck with a problem.
They have effectively proved the
inadequacy of FM broadcasting
As a result of the demonstration, given by
the BBC in Birmingham during the Radio
Academy's annual Radio Festival. the
current game plan (though "not a BBC
commitment") is to press ahead for a public

All systems go
for dab?

dab service as soon as possible.
Privately the BBC has doubts about the
practicality of transmitting dab signals from
satellites and allocation of suitable
frequencies. So the corporation will now ask
the government for a slice of VHF band for

of digital audio broadcasting are producing
excellent results. Can the practicalities of dab be

Success

terrestrial transmission.
For quite different reasons, US
broadcasters also want to use the dab system
for terrestrial broadcasting. They fear that
the wide coverage of a satellite system
would spoil business for local radio stations.
which rely on local advertising.
This puts the BBC and US out of line with
the original thinking behind Eureka project
147. which came up with the dab
technology. Until now the Eureka team, of
major signal

Audio level
masking
threshold

inaudible
signal

frequency
Noise masking by a loud audio signal: low
amplitude sounds close in frequency to a loud
signal are inaudible - and not coded in
mascam dramatically reducing the number of
bits required

which the BBC is the only UK member, has
seen satellite transmission as an essential
part of dab. This follows from the fact that
dab has been under development for four
years, with the investment of 360 man-years
of engineer time and $50 million, all
coordinated by DLR. the Aerospace
Establishment, in Cologne.
Recently there has been a rush to prove the
system in time for the next World
Administrative Radio Conference (Warc), to
he held in Spain early next February. The

880

Tests

overcome? Barry Fox and Pat Hawker investigate.
aim was for Warc to allocate an
international band of frequencies in the
I.5G1lz hand (sec box). But the UK
government now seems keener on 2.5GHz.
Hence the BBC's decision to forget about
satellites for the time being and go for a
slice in VHF Band I. II or 111 - whatever is
available.
Companies participating in EU-147
include electronics manufacturers AEG.
Bosch, Grundig. ITT and Philips. along with
broadcast and telecommunication bodies
such as the BBC in Britain. the Centre
National D'Etudes des Telecommunications
in France and the Bundespost in Germany.
The British. French, Dutch and German
governments have given financial support.
Germany is particularly keen to start a
terrestrial service. Receivers (from German
manufacturers) could he ready by 1995.

Moving target
Existing digital audio broadcast systems (cg
Nicam and DBS) all suffer from the same
problem: they only work when the receiver
is getting its signal direct from a satellite or
terrestrial TV transmitter, via a directional
aerial. Fading and multipath will kill
reception. so existing systems cannot he
used with moving vehicles.
Before joining the Eureka project, the
BBC tried using its transmitter at Pontop
Pike in County Durham to broadcast digital
radio programmes to cars using a radio -only
version of the Nicam TV system. The test
satisfied the BBC but there was no hope of
making Nicam work for car radio.
The only way to make a digital system
immune from multipath is to reduce the hit
rate to very low speeds, so that there are
very long gaps between hits. The receiver
can then recognise and reject hits which
arrive in the gaps as reflections.
First step in the dab process is digital
compression, using the new systems which

rely on masking; when two sounds of
similar frequency exist together, the ear only
hears the louder of the two. So only the
louder need he coded. The original work on
digital coding with masking was done live
years ago by the Institute Fur
Rundfunktechnik. the German radio
research centre in Munich. IRT's system
was called Mascam (masking -pattern
adaptive sub -hand coding and multiplexing).
Filters divide the full frequency range of
sound into narrow sub -hands. The sound in
each hand is continually analysed, masking
effects predicted and only the minimum
number of digital hits are needed to code
each hand. As all ears are different. and the
sounds of music are infinitely variable, there
can never he a cast iron rule hook to guide
the computer. Philips new digital compact
cassette, DCC. and Sony's N ini Disc. rely
on masking coding.
Two rival systems have been proposed for
dab. both derived front Mascara. The French
government's radio and communications
research centre in Rennes. CCETT (Centre
Commun d'Etudes de Teledilfusion et de
Telecommunications). offers Musicam
(masking -pattern adaptive universal sub hand integrated coding and multiplexing).
Aspec (adaptive spectral entropy coding) is
a joint proposal from AT & T Bell
Laboratories, Thomson Consumer
Electronics, Germany's Fraunhofer Society
and CNET (France's Centre Nationale
d'Etudes des Telecommunications).
For the Birmingham tests the BBC was
equipped to use either. and the final dab
system will probably combine the hest
features of both.

Birmingham witnesses dab excellence
The Birmingham experiments used VHF
frequencies and a terrestrial transmitter, and
proved without a shadow of doubt that dab
works far better than FM. BBC engineers
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£4000
£6500

HP182T/8559A 21GHz system
HP8590A 1500MHz GPIB
HP8569A 22GHz
HP141T/85528/85538 110MHz system

YEARS

ANRITSU MS62B 1700MHz analyser
MARCONI 2382/2380 400MHz system

S Eii!1:a'

`

r X
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ANRITSU MW98A/MH925A optical TDR
ANRITSU MS62B 1700MHz spectrum analyser

41ilk
£2500
£2250

AVO CB154/5 electrolytic & taut' cap' bridge
AVO RM 160/3 megohmmeter
AVO RM2I5L-2 ac/dc breakdown tester to 12kV

£750
L175
£695
£300
BRANDENBURG Alpha II 507R 0-5kv
£550
BRUEL 8 KJAER 4416 response test unit
£1000
BOONTON 1028 AM/FM signal generator
FARNELL PSG520 signal generator AM/FM 10-520MHz £ 1000
FARNELL AMM automatic modulation meter
£325
£ 1250
GIGATRONICS CU 1240A signal source 0.01 4GHz
NATIONAL VP 7750A wow & Nutter meter
£225
PHILIPS PM5190 synthesized function generator
£950
£2500
PHILIPS PM5534 standard pattern generator NTSC
PHILIPS PM5545 colour encoder PAL
£1000
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF modulators £250. PM5598 UHF
£500
£1500
PHILIPS PM5580 F. modulator
PHILIPS PM6671 120MHz counter/timer 8 digits
£600
PHILIPS PM8202 recorder with 9874/01 temp' unit
£450
RACAL 9081 signa. generator 5-520MHz synthesized
£850
£950
RACAL 9082 signal generator 1.5 520MHz synthesized
£650
RACAL 9084 synthesized signal generator to 104MHz
£250
RACAL 9105 RF m cro wattmeter 0.020W-200mW
£275
RACAL 9300 RMS voltmeter -8048 to r 50
£450
RACAL 930IA RF milli -voltmeter
£ 1000
RACAL Store 4 4 -channel tape recorder
£1750
RACAL Store 7DS dlstrumentation tape recorder
SCHAFFNER NSG200C/NSG222 mains interference gen £900
SCHAFFNER NSG200C/NSG223A interference generator£1100
£1500
SCHLUMBERGER 4021 mobile radio test set
L325
SHIBASOKU 217A/33 SECAM colour bar generator
£400
TEKTRONIX 2215 60MHz oscilloscope
£600
TEKTRONIX 475A 250MHz oscilloscope
£950
TEKTRONIX 2336 ruggedized 100MHz oscilloscope
£2250
TEKTRONIX SG503/PG506/TG501 calibration system
TEKTRONIX 76238 100MHz storage scope 7853A 7A18s£1250
TEKTRONIX 7613/7A19/7810 storage scope system
£750
TEKTRONIX 7A13, 7826, 7B53A. 7A18, 7B85. 7887 P.I.
POA
units
TEKTRONIX FG50c function generator
£550
TEXSCAN VS60C 1000MHz sweep generator
£1100
£850
TEXSCAN VS901 SMHz-2400MHz sweep generator
£250
TOA PM-30R RF volt -meter I mV 10V fsd
WAYNE KERR RA200 AF response analyser/ALM2IADSI
£950
£950
YOKOGAWA 3655 analysing recorder
£350
YOKOGAWA 3061-21 6 -channel chart recorder

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
2019A synthesized signal generator 10kHz-1040MHz
£ SOLD
2091 C/2092C white noise receiver/transmitter, parr
£1750
2015 signal generator AM/FM 10-520MHz REDUCED £300
2015/2171 above but with synchronizer REDUCED
£450
2177 RF amplifier 3W 40dB gain to I GHz
£950
2356/2357 level oscillator/level meter
£ 1000
2380/82 400MHz spectrum analyser REDUCED
L9000
2430A 80MHz frequency counter
£95
2431A 200MHz frequency counter
£110
2501 RF power meter 0.3W DC-IGHz
£150
2503 RF power meter to 100W DC-I GHz
£200
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
£ 1500
2833 digital in -line monitor
£250
2870 data communications tester
£ 1000
6460 microwave power meter with head 6421
£300
0A2805A PCM regenerator test set
£750
IF 245A Q-Meter with 1246 and 47 oscillators
£500
TF2006 FM signal generator 10-1000MHz
£500
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz REDUCED
£50
TF2013 FM signal generator 800 960MHz REDUCED £250
TF2162 audio frequency attenuator
£100
TF2163S DFIGHz attenuator
£350
TF2370 I I0MHz spectrum analyser
13250
TF2500 audio frequency power meter REDUCED
£75
TF2600B video voltmeter ImV-300V fsd
£125
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
£400
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse 8 bar generator
£275
TF2908 blanking 8 sync mixer
£150
TF893A audio power meter
£50
TM4520 Inductor set
£250

1

1

-

URGENTLY REQUIRED
'HIGH -END' test Equipment
by brand names. TOP prices paid
for HP, TEK, MARCONI etc.
PLEASE CALL.

:ii.

=151C:21:1-

TEST EQUIPMENT

£2000
£2250
£2250
£9000

HP1417/85528/855481250MHz system

,,V315-1

e

-w
: i

116028 transistor fixture for S -parameter test
£350
11710 frequency down-converter for 86408
£650
141 T/8552B/8554B 1250MHz spectrum analyser
system
£2250
1741A 100MHz storage (analogue) oscilloscope
£450
333A dr.tortion meter
£450
3580A audio spectrum analyser 15Hz-50kHz
£ 1750
400FL nV-Meter I000V-300V fs. 20Hz-4MHz
£325
4274A nultI-frequency LCR meter HPIB
£3500
435A/8484A microwave power meter
£700
4342A 13 -meter 22kHz-7OMHz. Q.range 5-1000
£1000
50058 signature multi -meter, programmable
£1750
5300A/5302A 50MHz counter -timer
£150
5328A 100MHz frequency counter/DVM option
£500
53638 hme-interval probes
£250
6516A power supply 0-3kV @ 6mA
£250
70158 analogue X -Y recorder with timebase
£650
8405A s.ector voltmeter. voltage 8 phase to 1000MHz
£1250
8406A r omb generator
£1000
8505A network analyser
£5000
8553B 110MHz spectrum analyser plug.in
£750
8556A 14 IT -system based spectrum analyser plug-in
£750
8558B/182C 1500MHz spectrum analyser system
£2250
8559A/182T 21GHz spectrum analyser system
L5000
85668 .pectrum analyser
£29000
8569A 22GHz spectrum analyser
£6500
8590A :500MHz spectrum analyser GPIB option
£4000
8600A digital marker generator for 860IA
£325
8614A Nrgnal generator 800MHz-2.4GHz
£1250
8620A i.weeper main frame 8 8621B plug-in units
£1500
86222A sweep generator plug-in I OMHz-2.4GHz
£1750
8640B .Ignal generator options 1, 2 and 3
£ 1750
8656A :.ignal generator 0.1-990MHz
£2000
8750A storage normaliser
£750
8954A ,ansceiver interface
£750

PLEASE NOTE. ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS NOW CHECKED
TO MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS BY INDEPENDENT LABORATORY TO BS5750. Certificates of calibration
to this standard can be supplied at very reasonable cost. All
items guaranteed for 3 months (90 days) and 7 -days 'return
for full refund warranty. URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR STOCK high red' test equipment, cash wading for first -quality
second -user instruments. ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

CIRCLE NO. 150 ON REPLY CARD
WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY
four hace 1505010ual

TEKTRONIX 2445

[900

1B

IENIRONu 485 Dual luce 350MHZ
TEKTRONIX 2125 Dual Trace 50M111 Delay Seep
TEKIRONM 2215 Dual Trace 601,1111 Delay sweep
TENT ROM1475 Dual Trace 200591 Delay
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep

L100

[550

050

5.0

SCHLUMBFRGERENE REEL 5218 Three

PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace

50.91

[550
[450
[550

trace 100.91 pita, Sweep
Swap

[

Delay

IACNI *6501 Dual Trace 60MH1 Delay Sw.p

00

[450
[750
[250
[260
(125

IACHI 03520 Dual Trace 3514H1

10041 1212 Dual Iran 10692
FADER 1000 Dual Trace 005*1/
TWO CS1022 Dual liare 201461

00010051100 Dual Noe 105,11/ IV Ise

neo
[leo

TELEOUIPMENI 067 Duo Trace 251,01a Delay Sweep
ELEOIHPMENt 061 pun Iran 251.1
GWLD 1425 Digital Storage Dual luce 20MH2 roto,

[150
[550

Coin

lie 605 Dual Trace 604,410 Delay

[375

(raze 70M4 Dear

1710

lyp 512

Dual Trace TOAR,

THIS IS LUST

10%

- MANY OTHERS AVAILABLE

A

SAMPLE

RACAL DANA Wideband

lee Mete

RACAL 9009 Mod Meier

I0MH1-1 SGNl
Dalabndge 9311

RACAL DANA IAIMI LCR

[1000
[350
[350
[450
[115
[775

5002

MTh( KERR Automatic Component Badge 0105
WAYNE µRR Component leslei 9424

IMIELI Smtresoed Oudralot

2SG
EARN(EL Automatic Mod Meter AMM

1

0

0001X1- 99

SW...

99X111

L750

[4750
[3000
[7250
[1750
[150
[1000

N P 14610[

TEKTRONIX 577

BRUEL

t

IT

IUAER EQUIPMENT

M c with Carrynl Case
[160
Sound level Meter 2206 11n'
1- Sea type 01116 4131 4'010 s type 4133 61134
Vn Amps 2613 2615,2610 Orion 13L1 ERMpment evadable

DERRIIRON IA110 0,19 VP3 *5relor
UninterruptebH PSU Unused
480 RM115U2 ACJDC Breaido. Tester

(HORN

[600
from [750
earn [150

[700

11110M0 305 1A Quad Mod Digital

PSU

Bella

PSU

0-409, 6 504 M tad

[100
[600

FARREL[ PS1)146625060V 0.15A
MARCONI

MARCOS

0-3010

1004

02700 Universal (CH Bridge Ballen Irom
023314 ANomato Dnlonon Mete, .00112/1011 001%

MARCONI MO0 Melees

If 2300.117300B

l

1300

[65 each

PHILIPS P416622

[170

e15 Batteries L leads

Un,.rsal linlu.Tauclr &M410.414_

[I30

FEL DBACK 500 0ehTo00p fun Gen Sine5Ann00110 16111
Oooillxmpe Calibre. 192 ea Cal C.
[800_
TLEDBACXíG600 fun Gen 5nW504n O OINI-100011
MARCONI 12008 AM FM 10WI 510MH1 Sri Gen
mop
AVO MOVE TESTER CIl60 Suitcase stye 228.x0
MARCOS, 117015 AS I M ID 520.91 Sig Gen unit 117171
£400
(Valve Data NOT INCLUDED/
MARCO. 02015 mahout Srncnapniva 12171
[200
MARCONI 117016 AM1M I0KN1-110611 Sig Gen mitt, RI173
MARCONI 101016mama SMcoronise Ií2113
[175
NEW
NI.
MARCONI R235603S7 level Osc Meter ?OHS/
Me Dan [950
IA' 8610[ SrAepei M in frame ID -1300104
1100
110E0 OSCILLOSCOPE HM1005 Tripe 1ran100v4 Delay limeoau
HAIRDO OSCILLOSCOPE HM604 Dual Iran 60 -lo Delay Screen
KEITH/EV 224 Programmable Current Source
[1000
HAMFG OSCILLOSCOPE v0203 7 Duel lrace 2O49í Comonn.r
TEKtRONIi Waveform Monitor Type 518
[300
Tester
[250
TELEOIIPMENI [111 Cone Trace

BRADLEY

[Iii
[55
[40

SWIG

OSCILLOSCOPE 14Á205
All Ober modes available

PERSONAL SERVICE
Free collection and delivery
Free results included

3

-

Duel Trace 206t14 Digaal Storage
an

oscilloscopes supplied

w

Guaranteed 7 day turn round on
calibration
DC

LOUI'

MARCONI SANDERS Signal Sources from L300

CALIBRATION WITH THAT

[90

carr,ng case

Ill melees supplied

II 75

MULTIMETERS

AVO
Ted Sel No I. lX. 950
1 WS em ca,rnne case
1 5116 web

[750
[175
[100
[150

112303 from

RACK 9915 freq Counter 10-5200490 Crystal Own
MANNESMAN tµ
Par Xr Pbtt. 85232

it

Hite- GcihrationSer vices

[1300

fERROGRAPH RIS7 Recorder Iest Set

tHvRI By

ea*

from [250
Store 40 and Store ID

RACA1 INSTRUMENTATION RECORDERS

FARNELL PS11430 100

USED HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPES

Type 705 Dual

(UST IN

on

8559
kiloton 0 01-1109,
wits 86290[ Sweep Generator 2-116611*
Cur. Tracer nth 177 6alure
NAYS( KERR LCR 4150 with Binning option
AMBER Model 0000 Multipurpose audio tool Set
PAARAD Spectrum Anaryu. type 641 I IOMHz 18tH,

HP 1811

[792
[610
[331
[610

Full traceability to National Standards

New mechaniical laboratory just opened

Il ?Probes

6070A 400 1200MHZ: 6056 2 4GHZ1

6055/60558 850-2150MHZ: 6057 4.5-8.5GHZ
TEKTRONIX 491

Spectrum Analyser 15-11

N MI Spectrum

OGRO

Analyser System crib 8555A

18GH1
HP 140

&

[750
Plugm 10.011[3250

Spectrum Analyse System mdn 8551 61f Plug m 500161I

HP TOO

SoMrom Malys, System edit 8553

a If Plug-in

110M11
SP

Wetlyum

Analyser 182 mite

8558001 TWINS(

10004

I14!-

(As above

em

*11009 100 IRF00ENCr COUNTER

more

[121
[715
[109
[135

lundionsl

100MHz

METEOR 600 IREOUENCr COOKIER 600MB,

101:

[111

0 110 5001(17 Sine SR In

*110

METEOR 1000 FREQUENCY COUNTER

108100 500 WIC

[1750

115041H1

HITEK CALIBRATION SERVICES

PIP MI units [51
APOLO 10 100547 Rala Per m Time interval etc
BLACK STAR EOVIPMfN1

APIA10100

11014 GEN

ORION COT OUR BAR GENERATOR Pal TV Video

*709

All osier Brach Star Equipment available

[1400
Non [7000
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES

0.01100 (1010

- Microwave capability

[II

(P&P 131

This to s very small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for UST of OVER 700 TEEMS. Please check avelleblliry
before ordenrg. CARRIAGE all units E16. VAT to be added to total of goods and umege.

Unit

14,

Havaenbury Industrial Estate, Station Road,
Dorking, Surrey RH4 1EH

TELEPHONE: 0306 75382

FAX: 0306 75384
BSI

STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1 PL
Fax: 0734 351696
Tel: 0734 268041

LISA

Callers oninonio gam to 5 30pm MON FRI (UNTIL Oprn THUMB/

F5/09732
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Transmitting
equipment used

DAB
SIGNAL

in the

DIGITAL

Birmingham dab

OUTPUT

DIGITAL
SOUND
CODER

MNe
POWER

CUFDM

MODULATOR

Í1

AMPLIFIER

test: the system

ANTENNA

(I IW ERP PER

required just
11

As the bus toured the city centre the FM
signals were frequently spoiled by hiss.
flutter and pops caused by reflections of the
signal from buildings and interference from
cars. office computers and electronic cash
registers. All the time the dab signal
remained absolutely clear. It only failed
briefly. when the bus went under a long

:II

STEREO SERVICE/

W of RF

compared to
kW for a
comparable FM
transmission.
1

underpass.
As an acid test. the BBC drove the bus
radially out of town to see how far the \V

DIGITAL
AUDIO
TAPE
RECORDER

I

FM

SIGNAL.
FM

STEREO
CODER

ANALOGUE
OUTPUT

]r

:15.5 MN:
POWER

MODULATOR

AMPLIFIER
ANTENNA
UIW ERP1

Receiving
equipment was
installed in fifty seater bus and
allowed A/B
comparison of
reception quality.

RECEIVINGV
ANTI NNA

211 MR,
BAND PASS

FILIER

-

DIGITAL
SOUND

COFDM
DF MOD'

DECODER

'DAR AUDIO'
COMMENTARY

DIGIT Al
TO

ANALOGUE
CONVERTER

C_
m

o

The results

convinced even
the most cynical

AUDIO
MIXER

SPI ITTFR

engineers. All
observers were

COMMENTARY'
DAHIFM
SWITCH

MICROPHONE

particularly
impressed with
the resistance of
dab to multipath

distortion typical
of standard FM

215

5

MHe

FM
RECEIVER

BAND PASS
FILTER

transmissions.

believe that it the British government will
urgently allocate a 4MHz slice in any of the
three VHF hands (I. II and Ill). a network of
low powered transmitters could, by the mid
90s. start serving the UK with twelve digital
stereo radio programmes, half from the BBC
and half from commercial stations.
The BBC put the FM and dab transmitters
on the lop of a building in the city centre.

'FUI AUDIO'

'FM AUDIO'
CO. IMENTARY

Vs in
Both broadcast with a power of
Band III at around 2ISMHz. By comparison.
at least 1(1(11)W is currently needed to cover
a city with FM stereo.
FM stereo and dab receivers were installed
in a fifty -seater bus. with audio headphones
at each seat and a switch to give a direct
comparison of FM and dab reception. The
results surprised even hardened engineers.
I

I

I

signals would carry. FM reception failed
after 10km, but dab kept on working for
25km.
Tests in Band I and II will follow in
London and Birmingham.
As well as being immune from
interference. and carrying further. dab is also
far more efficient in its use of radio
spectrum. FM needs around 2.211-Iz of the
VI IF hand for each national radio stereo
programme. The Birmingham tests proved
that dab can reliably squeeze I2 stereo
programmes in a 4N 1-Iz slice of the VI IF
hand with a network of transmitters on the
same frequency covering the whole country.
When dab broadcasting begins. the public
Will need to buy new receivers so FM
broadcasting must continue alongside dab
for decades into the future. much like the
transition from 405 to 625 line TV.
The tragedy of the situation is that if dab
had been ready a couple of years earlier, UK
government could have allocated a 4MI Iz
slice in Band II. to carry a mix of
commercial and BBC national stations. Now
the Radio Authority has been given chunks
of Band II for Independent National I'M
Radio, which means there is no room ill the
band for dab. The most likely home for dab
is thus Baum or Ill.
I

Caution advised
But Michael Gerzon of the BBC has warned
against standards being set too fast and
early: "The Eureka researchers have had
very little input from the audio industry
about the practical effects of masking, and

FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS

Direct -satellite broadcasting still has no
suitable international frequency allocation.
Most engineers believe that an allocation of
about 50M1 Iz for space -broadcasting should
he sought at around 500MHz (1 -Band) but
there is more possibility of obtaining an
allocation ill the region of 2300M1 iz (S-Band)
despite the technical and economic
disadvantages of the higher frequency.
For terrestrial networks there would be
advantages in reducing frequency to around
500 to 700M1 Iz or, even better to VI IF (30 to
300MI Iz). The private BBC tests at
Croydon/Keeley-active-deflector last year (see
E N + IVW, December 1990, p.1106) used
53IMI Iz whereas the Birmingham
demonstration system (for nine stereo radio
services and additional data) transmitted in a
3.5M1 tz bandwidth in VI IF Band Ill
I

882

(21

1

MHz).

The BBC's "planned operational system"
would offer up to 12 stereo radio services in
4M1 Iz bandwidth, and, importantly, could
use a single frequency for a national

a

terrestrial VHF network.
Bands (41 to 68MHz) and Band III (174 to
216M1 iz) remain international
I

"broadcasting" frequency allocations,
although closed to British broadcasters for
almost a decade, except for some "ancillary"
applications. Much of this 69M1 Iz of
spectrum has since been allocated in the UK
for "land mobile" services, but there remain
unallocated portions and it would be entirely
within the competence of the
Radiocommunication Agency, with DTI
approval and relatively simple international
co-ordination with neighbouring countries, to

El

re -allocate a 4MHz band to UK broadcasters.
The BBC indicated that possibly six of the
12 channels might be made available to

independent Radio services although with the
single frequency network (SFN) concept these
would presumably need to be national rather
than local services. A relatively minor
objection to using such an allocation is that
terrestrial dab services could not be set up
identically throughout Europe where Bands
and III remain in use for television - although
it would be possible even there to utilise
"taboo" television channels for local dal)
relays. A UK SFN dab network could be fed
from a "conventional" geostationary
distribution satellite.
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ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD
THE CATTLE MARKET
NOTTINGHAM
NG2 3GY
TEL: (0602) 864902 & 864041.
FAX: (0602) 864667

TEKTRONIX 7834 400MHz STORAGE SYSTEM
c/w 2 x 7A19, 1 x 7B80, 1 x 7B85
This fully tested system is complete with manuals and is fully
tested with verified calibration. Mint cond: one only at

£2350

TEKTRONIX 2455B 250MHz FOUR-CHAN' SCOPE
Fully tested, calibration verified. Truly excellent "as new"
condition, with manual.

GOULD 0S300 S1

NEW

- BOXED with manual, CCT's and two x

1

x 10 switchable

probes. Tested & calibration verified. DC-20MHz minimum.

Tek 475 200MHz scopes tested 6'
cal' verified with original Tek

service manual.
Still only

SPECL"

£499

£1750

£230

Philips PM3217 scopes 50MHz
tested 6' cal' verified with Philips
manual.
Still only

£300
£ 195

Racal Dana 9915 UHF Freq' Counters

£195
£99

Racal Dana 9904M Universal Counters
1 M6

Megohmeter (1 M12-109Meg12)

Spectra 40600 Laser Alignment System.
Beautiful lens system incl. monitor

£1000

Metals Research Quantimet QTM System.
With acc. 6' cabinets, monitor etc.

ár,1000

Service/User Manuals ... 1000's in stock...
Send 30p SAE marked MANUALS CATALOG

Newsletter/Stock List ... Updated monthly ... Send 30p SAE marked NEWSLETTER
WE ALSO BUY YOUR TOP QUALITY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT.
YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED!
TRY US
All prices plus VAT & carriage.

...
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COSTS OF CAR RADIOS

Little has been published on the cost
comparisons between car radios for FM
and for terrestrial -dab requiring only a
simple whip antenna. Henry l'rice (BBC)
has written: "Computer-based technology
will be used in the receiver to implement
the advanced digital systems needed for
dab. After suitable RF filtering, the dab
signal will he digitised and all the
subsequent processing will he done in the
digital domain.
Carriers will be demodulated using fast
Fourier transform processing. The desired
audio signal will be selected by altering the
demodulation process rather than by
modifying or changing components. As far
as the listener is concerned there will be no
"tuning"'and the receiver will be totally
"push-button".
Virtually the whole receiver will be
implemented using VLSI circuits. If worldwide frequency allocations are made
available for satellite-dab and agreement
can be reached on a single world standard
then with large scale production, the cost
of receivers would be extremely low. It is
very important that this technology be
inexpensive and readily available if it is to
be attractive to developing countries, since
in many of these countries it will be
cheaper to install such a dab service than a
PH
terrestrial VHF -FM network.

how it can sometimes fail unpredictably.
am worried that this system is being rushed
through without adequate knowledge of how
it will cope with critical sound material-.
Egon Meier-Engelen. Eureka team leader
at DLR. pledges that whatever compression
system the Eureka team finally adopt. it will
be flexible so that future developments in
I

coding technology can be implemented. The
same receiver can cope with incoming data
rates of 192. 128. 96 and 64Kbit/s.
Similarity between Musicam. Aspec and
the Philips DCC and Sony MD coding
systems. means that DCC and MI) decks
should he able to make direct digital
recordings of dab signals.

Tackling multipath
The compressed code still streams too fast to
he immune from multipath. So the Eureka
dab system spreads the hits over a large
number of channels of closely spaced
frequency. The technique. called CODF\1
(coded orthogonal frequency division

multiplex). was proposed by the CCE'fT.
and is analogous to sending a digital signal
down a large number of thin parallel wires.
instead of a single large cable.
'Fite Eureka plan is to group a cluster of
stereo radio programmes together in a slice
of the radio spectrum which, with a
frequency width of 7\IHz. is equivalent to a
single analogue TV channel. Each sound
channel is accompanied by 4Khit/s of data.
Because the dab system is so resistant to
multipath. it can also cope with the area of
overlap between different transmitters
operating on the same frequency. This
means that a dab network can operate across
the entire country on a single frequency.
Originally the plan was to put 16 stereo
programmes into the 7MHz slice. But latest
Eureka thinking is that it may he possible to
split each 7M1-17 frequency slice into four
separate blocks. each 1.5Wiz wide, with
blocks carrying up to six different stereo
radio programmes. This will let

neighbouring countries draw radio
boundaries by broadcasting on different
blocks of frequencies.

MOLYNINA ORBITS
An additional problem with direct -to -home
satellite system for dab is that a
geostationary satellite would not be
suitable for mobile reception since it
requires a "tracking" reception dish to
cover the changes in direction of a moving
vehicle. But the problem could be
overcome by using multiple satellites in
highly -elliptical (Molynina-type) orbits.
With the Molynina orbits, as used for
many years by the USSR, a satellite at its
apogee hovers nearly overhead its target
area for some six to eight hours, permitting
the use of high -gain receiving antennas
pointed directly upwards. This means that
a flat -panel antenna could be mounted on
the vehicle roof, unaffected by the
direction in which the car is moving. To
provide continuous 24 -hour service, four
satellites in synchronous orbits would be
needed. While each satellite would he
capable of transmitting, say 100 stereo
programmes simultaneously, serving
several countries, it would take time to
establish such a system and the launch and
satellite costs would be substantial. For the
UK, with its mature FM networks, currently
being energetically promoted on BBC
Radio, the VHF terrestrial SFN would seem
likely to prove a more cost-effective
approach, at least initially. the next step
would be to agree a final specification on
an international basis, particularly for the
mascam-type bit rate reduction system for
which there are already competing
PH
specifications.

Eureka also proposes that the signals he
broadcast by satellite. with ground relays retransmitting on the same frequencies to fill
in areas of shaded reception.

Satellite requirements
Comentional geostationary satellites
US STRATEGY

the USA, the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB) representing many
existing AM and FM broadcaster, has set up
a dab task -force, chaired by Alan Box, and
last January NAB's Radio Board of Directors
unanimously adopted an eleven -point plan
to implement dab for the entire radio
industry. The decision represents a formal
expression of a willingness to embrace new
digital technology and an attempt to manage
and influence that technology for the benefit
of existing broadcasters.
The task force is seeking new dab
spectrum and plans to establish a single dab
technical standard. It will also seek to
introduce dab in such a way as to minimise
economic dislocation to broadcasters and
also, in effect, to oppose entry of
newcomers into any new satellite or
terrestrial dab services. Nine American
industry representatives visited Rennes,
France last March to assess Eureka -147 dab
technology. Apart from the Gannett
representative lone of the several
organisations that have been developing
In
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alternative dab system) all agreed that
Eureka -147 "met or exceeded" expectations.
The task force considers that spectrum
should he found in the region of 1500MHz
(L -Band) although it recognises that the FCC
and some European administrations are
likely to press for an allocation around
2300M11z (S -Band) at Warc-92, despite the
technical and economic disadvantages of
the higher band.
In the US, space could still he found for
dab in unused channels in the UHF
television but at present these are reserved
for possible "simulcasting" of HDTV.
At Rennes, a 16 -channel demonstration
system operated at 794MHz with 16 -watts
ERP (1 -watt per programme) and there were
also two very low-power gap -filling relays
(0.016W and 1.0W ERP). Together these
covered the city of Rennes to a distance of
about 15 miles. Eureka -147 dab was
demonstrated for the first time in the US at
NAB -91 using American U1 IF channel 15.
Further tests at L -hand are planned by the
PH
Task Force this autumn.

El

are not
ideal for dab. They hang too low in the sky
in Northern countries. Two years ago the
European Space Agency commissioned a
report from British Aerospace on the use of

highly elliptic inclined orbits, as pioneered
by the USSR for its Molynina satellites (see
box).

ESA's project is code -named Archimedes.
Four spacecraft orbit the earth with each
craft six hours behind the other and all
following a highly elliptical path. So. like
halls tossed in the air by a juggler. each
spacecraft in turn rises very steeply into
space over the targeted land area then falls.
equally steeply. hack towards the earth.
The BBC acknowledges the theory. but is
not convinced that highly elliptical orbits
will he ideal in practice eg for reception
inside buildings. In any case the BBC fears
that disagreement over frequency allocations
(and the UK's interest in 2.5GHz. which
means lower signal strength on the ground
because of greater atmospheric attenuation)
will delay satellite dab until the next

-

century.
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COMPUTER ICS
f2

IMS1400P-45
80C31 MICRO
P8749H MICRO

C2

£5

D8751H

£10

NEW 4164.15
USED 41256-15
USED 4164-15
BBC VIDEO ULA
VIDEO ULA 201647
6845 CRT
6522 PIA

£1
£1

60p
£10

£10 ea, 10+ £8
£5
£3

DM88LS120
£4.50
AY3-1015D UART
£2.50
9 x 41256-15 SIMM
£10
8 x 4164 SIP MODULE NEW
£8
HD 146818 CLOCK IC
£2
2864 EPROM
£3
27128A 250ns EPROM USED
£2 NEW £2.30
27C 1001.20Z NEW 1M EPROM
£6
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER CHIPS 1771
£10 ea
68000-8 PROCESSOR NEW
£6
HD6384-8
C5
ALL USED EPROMS ERASED AND BLANK CHECKED
CAN BE PROGRAMMED IF DESIRED
2716-45 USED
£2 100 Cl
2732-45 USED
£2 100/£1
2764-30 USED
£2 100/£1.60
27C256-30 USED
C2
27C512 USED
£3.50
1702 EPROM EX EQPT
£5
70p
2114EXEOPT sop 4116EXEQPT
6264-15 8k STATIC RAM
£2
£3
SN76489AN
GR281 NON VOLATILE RAM EQUIV 6116
£5
Z80A 510-0
£1.25

REGULATORS
78M05 5V 0.5A
7/£1
LM317H TO5 CAN
CI
LM317T PLASTIC TO220 variable
£1
LM317 METAL
£2.20
7812 METAL 12V 1A
f1
7805/12/1524V plastic
25p 100+ 20p 1000+ 15p
7905/12/15/24 plastic
25p 100+ 20p 1000+ 15p
2 f1
CA3085 T099 variable reg
LM338 5A VARIABLE
f8
L3875v 1/12A WITH RESET OUTPUT
Clef) £50100

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
1M000 1 M8432 1M000 4M000 16M000 20M500 32M0000
56M6092
£1.50 each

CRYSTALS
2M77 4M000 4M9152 5M0686 6M0000 8M0000
14M31818 15M000 16M000 16M5888 17M000 20 M 000
21M85522M118449M50
£1 each
1

MO

TRANSISTORS
BC107 BCY70 PREFORMED LEADS
full spec

£1

BC557, BC546B, BC238C, BC308B

£4/100 £30 1000
£1/30 £3.50/100

POWER TRANSISTORS
POWER FET IRF9531 8A 60V
POWER FET IRF531 8A 60V
2501520 sim BF259
TIP 141/2 £1 ea TIP 112/125/428
TIP35B/TIP35C
SE9301 100V 1 DA DARL SIM TIP121
PLASTIC 3055 OR 2955 equw 50p
2N3773 NPN 25A 160V £1.60
2N3055H

311
2 £1

P
N

3,11 100 £22
2/01

£1.50
2 £1
100 £35

10t14
4

for £2

TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKETS
28 WAY ZIF EX NEW EQUIPMENT
£2.50
40 WAY NEW
£5
SINGLE IN LINE 32 WAY CAN BE GANGED FOR USE
WITH ANY DUAL IN LINE DEVICES ... COUPLING

SUPPLIED

2'£1.50

CAPACITORS COMPUTER GRADE
2200pF 160V SIC SAFCO FELSIC C038
£1 (£1.20)
24,000pF 50V
£3 (E1.30)
10,000pF 100V SPRAGUE 360
£6
TOROID 350VA 35V+35V AND 15V+ 15V 24VA
£12

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS

fl ea HOLDERS 60p ea

12V 50 WATT LAMP TYPE M312...
24V 150 WATTS LAMP TYPE A1/215

£2.50 each

WIRE ENDED FUSES 0.25A
NEW ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS 32kHz
12 -CORE CABLE 7/0.2mm OVERALL SCREEN

30 £1

£2/pr

70p/metre
POWERFUL SMALL CYLINDRICAL MAGNETS
3/£1
BNC 500HM SCREENED CHASSIS SOCKET
21l
SMALL MICROWAVE DIODES AE1 OC1026A
2£1
D.I.L. SWITCHES 10 -WAY Cl 8 -WAY 80p 4 5 6 -WAY 80p
180VOLT 1WATT ZENERS also 12V 8 75V
20/£1
PLASTIC EQUIPMENT CASE 9 x 6 x 1.25 WITH FRONT
AND REAR PANELS CONTAINING PCB WITH EPROM
2764-30 AND ICS 7417 LS30 LS32 LS367 7805 REG, 9 WAY D PLUG, PUSH BUTTON SWITCH, DIN SOCKET
£1.90
VN 10LM 60V YtA5 Ohm TO -92 mosfet
4/11 100/£20
MIN GLASS NEONS
10!£1
RELAY 5V 2 -pole changeover looks like RS 355-741
marked STC 47WBosl
£1 ea
MINIATURE CO -AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071
211
MINIATURE CO -AX FREE SKT RS 456-273
2/£1.50
DIL REED RELAY 2 POLE 8/o CONTACTS
PCB WITH 2N2646 UNIJUNCTION WITH 12V 4 -POLE
RELAY
400m 0.5W thick film resistors (yes four hundred mego

Cl
s)
1

TXAL225 8A 500V 5mA GATE
BTA 08-400 ISO TAB 400V 5mA GATE

fl

10 £1
£2

STEREO CASSETTE HEAD
MONO CASS. HEAD £1 ERASE HEAD
50p
THERMAL CUT OUTS 50 77 85 120°C
El ea
THERMAL FUSES220°C/121°C 240V 15A
5 C1
TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS TO -510-18 ... £3,1000
TO-3 TRANSISTOR COVERS
10/ií
PCB PINS FIT 0.1" VERO
200/£1
TO -220 micas + bushes
10/50p 10012
TO -3 micas + bushes
15 £1
PTFE min screened cable
10m
Large heat shrink sleeving pack
£2
60p 100 £20
CERAMIC FILTERS 6M/9M/10.7M
IEC chassis plug fitter 10A
£3
Potentiometers shcrt spindles values 2k5 10k 25k 1 m 2m5
lin
411
500k lin 500k log ._
4 £1
40kHz ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS EX-EOPT NO
DATA
£1/pr
LM335Z TEMP SENSOR 10`C PER MV
£1
LM234Z CONST. CURRENT I.C.
£1
PAPST 18-24V FAN 120MM WORKS OK ON 12V
£5
BNC TO 4MM BINDING POST SIM RS 455-961
Cl
BUTTON CELLS/WATCH BATTERIES SIM AG10/AG12

fl

4/£1
MIN PCB POWER RELAY 12V COIL 6V CONTACTS 2 P

0.25

C/O

DIODES AND RECTIFIERS

D25 IDC SOCKET FUJITSU
34 -way card edge IDCCONNECTOR (disk drive type)

4 £1
8 £1

1N5407 3A 1000V
1N4148
1 N4004/SD4 1 A 300V

100 £1.50

100/£3

1N5401 3A 100V

10

400V fast recovery
BY1271200V 1.2A
BY254 800V 3A
BY255 1300V 3A
6A 100V SIMILAR MR751
1A 600V BRIDGE RECTIFIER
4A 100V BRIDGE
6A 100V BRIDGE
8A 200V BRIDGE
10A 200V BRIDGE
25A 200V BRIDGE £2
25A 400V BRIDGE £2.50
1

SCRS

RS232 SERIAL CABLE D25 WAY MALE CONNECTORS
£5.90 ea (£1.30)
15 FEET LONG, 15 PINS WIRED BRAID + FOIL
SCREENS
INMAC LIST PRICE £30
STICK ON CABINET FEET RS NO
£3011
LEMAG EARTH LEAKAGE TRIP 35A 35mA TRIP
£9
FANS 240V 120MM
£6 (£1.50)
(OTHER VOLTAGES/SIZES USUALLY AVAILABLE)
AMERICAN 2/3 PIN CHASSIS SOCKET
211
HUMIDITY SWITCH ADJUSTABLE
£2

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 1:1+1
2P4M EQUIV C106D
TICV106D 800mA 4000 SCR 3 £1
MEU21 PROG. UNIJUNCTION

1021

f

CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC PLUG
CENTRONICS 36 WAY IDC SKT
BBC TO CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD 1.5M
CENTRONICS 36 WAY PLUG SOLDER TYPE
USED CENTRONICS 36W PLUG+SKT

SOp ea

WIRE WOU

ORS

.5W 10 of one value
£1
R10 0R15 OR21 2R0 4R7 5R0 5R6 8R2 10R 12R 15R 18R
20R 22R 27R 33R 47R 56R 62R 91R 120R 180R 390R
4308 470R 6808 820R 910R 1K15 1K2 1K5 1K8 2K4 2K7
3K3 3K0 5K0
805 (50 milli- ohm °
W22 or sim 6
OF ONE VALU
£1

,4L

S

HI BRIGHTNESS LEDS COX

5/£1

SLOTTED OPTO -SWITCH OPCOA OPB815
£1.30
2N5777
50p
TIL81 PHOTO TRANSISTOR
£1
TIL38 INFRA RED LED
5/£1
4N25, OP12252 OPTO ISOLATOR
50p
PHOTO DIODE 50P
6/£2
MEL12 (PHOTO DARLINGTON BASE n/c)
50p
LED's RED 3 or 5mm 1221
100rí6
LED's GREEN OR YELLOW 10/£1
100rí6
FLASHING RED OR GREEN LED 5mm 50p
1001:40
HIGH SPEED MEDIUM AREA PHOTODIODE RS651995
£10 ea

STC NTC BEAD THERMISTORS
G22 220R, G13 1K, G23 2K, G24 20K, G54 50K, G25
200K, RES 20°C DIRECTLY HEATED TYPE
£1 ea
FS22BW WIC BEAD INSIDE END OF 1" GLASS PROBE
RES 20°C 200R
£1 ea
A13 DIRECTLY HEATED BEAD THERMISTOR 1 k res.
Ideal for audio Wien Bridge Oscillator
£2 ea

CERMET MULTI TURN PRESETS

3/4"

108 20R 100R 200R 2508 5008 2K 2K2 2K5 5K 10K 47K
50p ea
50K 100K 200K 500K 2M

IC SOCKETS
C1 8 pin 1211 14/16 pin 1011 18 20 pin 7/£1
2224,28 pin 4£14030p
SIMM SOCKET TAKES 2X30 WAY SIMMS

6 pin 15

£1

SOLID STATE RELAYS
40A 250V AC SOLID STATE RELAYS

£10

POLYESTER/POLYCARB CAPS
100n, 220n 63V 5mm
1 r /3n315n6 802/1 On 1% 63V 10mm
10ry15n/22r433ry47n/66n l Omm rad
100n 250V adial 10mm
100n 600V Sprague axial 11E1
2112 160V rad 22mm, 2p2 100V rad 15mm
10n/33n/47n 250V AC a rated 15mm
1p 600V MIXED DIELECTRIC
1110 100V rad 15mm, 1 p0 22mm rad

20 £1 100/C3

100/£5

100,£3.50
100 E3
100 £6 (£1)

100 £10
10E1
50p ea
100/£6

TRW 50wart 50ohm DUMMY LOADS
TRIMMER CAPS
SMALL 5pF 2 pin mounting 5mm ntres
SMALL ~LARD 2 to 22pF
Larger type grey 2 to 25pF black 15 to 20pF
TRANSISTORS 2N4427
FEED THRU CERAMIC CAPS 1000pF

MINIATURE RELAYS
5

Cl
2/Cl

2£1.35
£1.50
10 £18
10 £22

£1.25
3'£1
100 £15

311

DIACS 4/£1

ALL

I

4/fl
3

NEC TRIAC ACO8F 8A 600V T0220

£2.50
£4.00
£3
£4
£3

USED D CONNECTORS rice er pair
e
D9 60p, D 15 f 1.50-£i;
D50 £3.50, cove
25

8 1
6 £1
4 £1

TRIACS

KEYTRONICS

f1

100 £3

A

MISCELLANEOUS

£2

£1.25

RF BITS

Al 15M 3A 600V FAST RECOVERY DIODE

BA158

90p

CONNECTORS

STRAIN GAUGES 40 ohm Foil type polyester backed ba
grid alloy
£1.50 ea 10+ £1

ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT
£0.90
Linear Hall effect IC Micro Switch no 613 SS4 sim RS 304267
£2.50 100+ £1.50
HALL EFFECT IC L,GS3040 + magnet
f1
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBE SWITCHED x x10
£12
PLUGS
CHEAP PHONO
50 C2 1000 £10
1 pole 12 -way rotary switch
4 Cl
AUDIO ICS LM380 _M386 TDA 2003
£1 ea
555 TIMERS £1 741 OP AMP
6
ZN414 AM RAIDO CHIP
80p
COAX PLUGS nice ones
4 Cl
COAX BACK TO BACK JOINERS
3/Cl
4x4 MEMBRANE KEYBOARD
£1.50
INDUCTOR 20pH 1.5A
5 Cl
1.25 PANEL FUSEHOLDERS
3 £1
CHROMED STEEL HINGES 14.5x1"OPEN
£1 each
12V 1.2W small wire ended lamps fit Audi VW Saab Volvo

2/£1 100'£35

4

£50
50p

4/50p
70p
10 £1

Suitable for RF

f1

volt coil 1 pole changeover
5 volt coil 2 pole changeover
12 volt coil I pole changeover

£1
£1

MONOLITHIC CERAMIC
CAPACITORS
10n 50V 2.,mm
100n 50V 2.5mm or 5mm
100n ax Short leads
100n ax long leads
100n 50V dil package 0.3" rad
1µF 50v 5mm

100/£4.50
100/£6
100/£3
100/£5
100

t8

£6/100

STEPPER MQTORS
2 CENTRE -TAPPED 9 VOLT WINDINGS 7.5°

STEPS

f4

5/£2 100130

SEND £1 STAMPS FOR CURRENT IC AD SEMICONDUCTOR
STOCK LIST -1350 ITEMS

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MIN. CASH ORDER £3.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

TEL. 0279-505543
FAX. 0279-757656

UNIVERSITIES/COLLEGES/SCHOOLS GOVT. DEPARTMENTS
MIN. ACCOUNT ORDER £10.00
P&P AS SHOWN IN BRACKETS (HEAVY) ITEMS
65p OTHERWISE (LIGHT) ITEMS

P O BOX 634
BISHOPS STORTFORD
HERTFORDSHIRE CM23 2RX

ADD 171/2% VAT TO TOTAL
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
BOUGHT FOR CASH

rous
---

-
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ARTICLES FOR SALE
VALVES AND C.R.T.s

VISA

(also Magnetrons, Klystrons, 4CX250/350)
Minimum order charge of £50 + VAT
One million valves in stock. Obsolete types a speciality! Fax or phone
for quote.
Special prices for wholesale quantities.
Orders from government departments, overseas etc. most welcome.
Many other types in stock. Please enquire re any type not listed.
400 different types in stock.
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Please enquire if your requirements are not listed below.
POA 010230GM
£35.00 013611GH
C45.00 013 630GH
POA 014 200GM
POA 016 100GH97
07.00 3137.5
£9.50 DG7-6
029.50 DG7.32
£45.00 OG7.36
POA DH3.91

3JP1

12CSP4
1074H
1396P
8931 (W H)
CME822W
CME1523W
CRE1400

09110Gí1

.

.

CME1431W

..

.

C45.00
£59.00

E723(EEV)

£59.00
£75.00
£65.00

F3112LD

F28-130LDS

.

.

í75.00

LD708

M7120W

M14
M17
[55.00 M23
055.00 M24
[50.00 M24

C45.00
C45.00

POA
POA
£75.00

.

100GM
151GVR

M28 13LG
M31.182GV

..

M31 184w
M31 190GR
M31 191W

.

019.50 M31.325GH
C35.00 M38 100W
£175.00 M40 120W

1120V
121011
122WA

C45.00 MV6.5(Mul)
C55.00 SE5FP31
£55.00 VLS429AG

£45.00
045.00
055.00
C45.00
055.00
035.00
POA
£59.00
£50.00
£45.00
POA

Prices on application. Please enquire re any type not listed below.

VALVES

M8136 Mul

ECC804 Ma,
ECC81
ECC81 SpecO
ECC82
ECC82 Spec 0
ECC83
ECC83 Spec O
ECC88
ECC88 Spec
ECCeo4
EF39
E173
EF91
EF92
EFB6 Siemens
EF93
EF95

A2426
A2521

01149-1
C1766
GCS t
CV TYPES Many
in slack Not ail

listed below
Please
inquire
CV488
0V1881
CV2355
CV4014
CV4024
CV6087

Cv7180
CX1140

M8i62Mul
M513B
Magnetrons
PC900
PCC89
PD500
PL509

E83F
E88CC
E180F
E81OF

KT81

ECIS8
ECC35 Mul

KT88 6550

0F91
E8OL

66J6
60M6

Z803u

6CH6
6CJ6
6F33
6L6GC
6SLFGT
6SN7GT
12BH7

Y644
18358
2K25
3628
3C 800E
3J -160E

0OV03-10

4.65A
4-1258 Eimac
4-400A
4028
40X2508
4CX250BC
4CX350A
4CXt000A
4CX5000A

00V03-IOMui
QOV03.20A

00V03.20AEEV
OOV06-40A

00V06 -40A Mul
0Y3.125
0Y4.250
Ov04-7
RIO
SÚ2150

34

EL38
EL
EL81
ELBI Mul
EL84
EL5070
GY501
Klystrons
KT61

DA42
0E122
06123

VL5631
¿759

5B -254M
5B -255M

1721

S11E12
TY4-400A
U19

58.257M
5B -258M
5U4G
5V4G

UBC41
UCL82
UL

6AK5W
6A56
6B4G

ÚY85
VA222A

613H6

7003-100

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.

1211
13E1
19805

211

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, ETC ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
- Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

805
807

811*
613

4635

TELEPHONE 081 445 0749/445 2713

5763
6336A
6973
8056
8122

R.
21

Sockets:

Equipment

£35
£35

Pye Olympics M201 AM Low Band
Pye Base Station F496 UHF 24volt

Pye Reporters MF6AM High Band &

£65
Low Band
£20
Pye Pagers PGIFM High Band
Pye M294 FM High Band & Low Band
£160
Pye M293 AM High Band & Low Band

£140
£120
£100

Pye M296 UHF U Band
Pye M295 Band III

£35
Pye Europas MF5U, UHF
Pye Europas MF5FM High Band & Mid
Band

£15

-

GOLLEDGE
ELECTRONICS
OSCILLATORS

FILTERS
Comprehensive stocks of standard items. Over
650 stock lines. Specials made to order.
OEM support: design advice, prototype quantities, production schedules.
Personal and export orders welcome.
SAE for our latest product information sheets.
Tel: 0460 13718
GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS LTD
Merrfott, Somerset, TÁ16 SNS
Fax: 0460 76340

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS

Pye Motophones MF5AM Low Band

-

CRYSTALS

Fax: 0403 865106
Telephone: 0403 865105
Min. UK order f50 + VAT. Min. Export order f50 + Carriage.

£20

HENSON LTD

Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12 8JG.
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

B9A PCB
B9A chassis
Octal chassis
Many others

Unit F2, Oakendene Industrial Estate, Near Horsham, Sussex RH13 8AZ.
Callers by appointment only.

& High Band

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,

BULK BUYERS, ETC.

BILLINGTON EXPORT

Ex PMR

SEND S.A.E. FOR STOCK LISTS OR PHONE.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE.
OPEN MON-FRI 9am 5pm. LARGE FREE CAR PARK.
Contact: Cooke International. Unit Four, Fordingbridye Site, Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB. Tel: 0243 545111. Fax: 0243 542457.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

Testing to special quality - Military/CV, low microphony etc available on request

Pye Westminsters W I5AM Low Band

Cooke International

Ailtech 757 Spectrum Analyser 1.OMBz-22GHz including Digital Read Out, Digital
£5730
Storage Mint Condition
Ailtech 446 Power Si real Source with optional plug -ins
196200-500MHz50Waa Output
£2500
197 500 1000MHz
f2500
Rotek 610 AC/DC/Ohms Universal Calibrator All Modes
test.
£350
autorange
H.P. 3490A Digital Volt Meter 5 Digit AC/DC/Ohms, sell
£250
H.P. 400EL AC RMS Voltmeter, 001-300v 10Hz-10MHz
£150
H.P. 419A DC Null Voltmeter
£198.50
Marconi IF 1313A Universal L.C.R. Bridge
£100
Racal 9686 25MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscopes
C100
Marconi TF 2167 Linear R.F. Amp .05-80MHz 47db gain
£80
Racal 9822 HF Frequency Meter 10Hz 80MHz 8 digits
Twin
£45
P.S.U's
AS1164.2
amp
Twice,
-0-20v-1
Solartron
MUCH MORE AVAILABLE INCLUDING COMPUTERS. PERIPHERALS ETC ETC IN OUR
SHOWROOM AND BARGAIN WALK ROUND STORE. PRICES FROM f5.

£250
Power Unit Type AC200
£ 100
£50
Controller Type PC
£190
Controller Type M81
£45
Base Station Type F9U, UHF
Base Station Receiver Type R414,
£45
UHF
Pye Base Station Transmitter Type
Pye
Pye
Pye
Pye
Pye

7414 UHF

£45

All Equipment is less Mikes, Speakers, Crystals etc.
All Prices Exclude Carriage and VAT. WANTED EX PYE PMR EQUIPMENT.

NAGRA IV-SJ
Professional instrumentation
1/4 -inch tape recorder, for noise
and vibration recordings.

AS NEW £4800
New price over £8000.
Operation spec/manual sent
on request.
Tel. Rupert Murray
061 9412313

FOR SALE

Linsley Hood 75 Amplifier, Nelson -Jones AM/FM Tuner.
Spares/Repairs £30 each. RS UV Exposer Unit 555-279.
£99 new - Accept £60.

Tel: 0533 555670

FOR ARTICLES WANTED
SEE OPPOSITE

Callers by appointment only

5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS CB6 1QE
PHONE: ELY (0353) 860185

Technical & Scientific Supplies
HP
HP

0700 Computer
2392A Display Terminal

HP 22258 Ink Jet Printer (HPIB)
HP 7470A Plotter 84 (1P113)
HP 456118 CPU (HP150 Touehscnen
HP 9121D Dual 3.5' dove
Component Bridge. AIM 401

L480

[95
L90

[95

Computer) [95

Theodolite. Wild T16. with mood
Wavebuoy receivers. EDI
Water current meter. acoustic. Neil Brown
DRCM2
Water current meter. ElectroMec. Prop', Inne.

[85

LBO

12000
L400

[P.O A

unused

[175

Special Laboratory clearance sale.
Desks. Blink cabineb. tables. notice boards. chairs.
bookcases etc. Enquiries Invited
All prices exclude carriase and VAT
Please rote/lax/prone (any tune)
Technical IL Scientific Supplies. PO Boa 19, Hythe,
Southampton. Hampshire SO4 6XQ
Tel: 1070311148666. Fax: 10703) 697079.

886

NEWMARKET TRANSFORMER LTD.

APPOINTMENTS
Calling all competent radio engineers

Unit 15, Craven Way Industrial Estate,
Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 OAP.
Tel: Newmarket (0638) 662989/660199
Fax: (0638) 660799

Would you enjoy working for a small company that
designs, commissions and installs PMR Radio and
Repeater Trunking Systems?

TOROIDAL LAMINATED AND 100-110V
AMERICAN ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE
TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURERS.

ACE/CDS NEEDS YOU NOW!

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES. FAST

DELIVERY. QUALITY GUARANTEED.
PHONE OR FAX MR. DORNAN
FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE.

Excellent salary and relocation expenses.
Write or phone
ACE Ltd. Unit 4, Summerlea Court, Southrope, Herriard,
Basingstoke, Hants RG25 2PN. Tel: 0256 381528
ELECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD

October

1991

ARTICLES WANTED
WANTED

Power Supply

Manufacturers
Can you supply a custom ewitchmode
70w 12v power supply that meets
relevant safety and EMC specifications?

RADIO
86 Blshopgate Street,
Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881
M

Target price £25 each
Quantity 3000 pa +
Tel:

S.

Harding 0256 381656

a.

Receivers, Transmitters, Test
Equipment, Components, Cable
and Electronic, Scrap. Boxes,
PCB's, Plugs and Sockets,
Computers, Edge Connectors.

READING, RG6 1PL.
TEL: 0734 68041
FAX: 0734 351696

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

A.R. Sinclair, Electronics Stockholders,
2 Normans Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,
Hens AL6 9T0. Telephone: 0438 812 193.
Mobile: 0860 214302. Fax: 0438 812 387

'
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Marconi 2951 RT test set
or similar plus any used
two-way radio equipment.

VALVES, 'FR V\SISTIIRS,
types 1:16h. KT88. PX4,
I'\25). Also capacitors, antique radios.
shop clearance considered. II possible,
send written list for otter by return.
Billington Valves, phone 114113 8651115.
Fax: 114113 86511k). See adjoining ads en.
W 1,NTEU:

LDr:

' ......

ate'

WANTED
URGENTLY

780

3

r

9S 56

STEWART OF READING

MATIOPtI

cYO

1w

B

WANTED

FO:.:E I.E\J.F.01R

S

I

Test equipment, receivers,
valves, transmitters,
components, cable and
electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

.

ne-+-

11E1E11151011
is the only magazine in Britain that provides
c imprehensive

Tel: 0256 381528

up-to-date coverage of video

and TV technology for both the amateur

enthusiast and the professional engineer.
So caL our

Please mention ELECTRONICS WORLD
when replying to any advertisement

copy cn

subscriptions hotline today for your

0789 200 255 -

quote ref no.

remembering to

N1.

This 'Magazine is wailabl3 at your newsagent priced

f1.80.
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Then you can vastly increase your productivity by
moving up to óur'METAi range of PC -Based
We have support for almost
Development Tools. ,,We
thé`sun;from
microcontroller,under
every
DSPs
80286/
68K ',
and
4 -bitters through

\

,---

\\

All our tools are fast,dean and powerful,
-. from our Macro Meta Assembler to otir \

£295 ASIC-based Universal EPROM
Emulator,,with its unique comms link \
and breakpoints. Call or fax now for ',
\
--full data BY returñ fax or post. N
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fax from G.E.M.S: Ltd

Unsolicited

Ltd, 18 Oxford Street, Wellingbt rou3h, Northants, NN8 4HY, United Kíñgdom
Tel: (0933) 224366, Fax: (0933) 441877, Modem: (0933) 224377 V22(bis), HST(bis
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HITACHI CD ROM DRIVE (ex dem.)
-height, 5.25.inch with card and cable 0199 (Carr C5).
External cased AT bus CDR15C2S, half

IBM COMPATIBLE AT MOTHERBOARDS, CARDS etc.
latest 80486 baby size motherboard with extra 64K cache. Landmark speed 115 MHz. F eating point
co processor built into CPU. Eight expansion slots. C999 (Carr (5).
25 MHz 386 motherboard, 50366 cpu. Landmark speed 33 MHz. accepts up to 8 Mbyte SIPPS RAM. 349 (can 03.50).
20 MHz 386 motherboard, accepts up to 8 Mbytes SIMMS RAM. 0299 (care 03,501.
Mbyte RAM for 386486 C45.
12 MHz AT motherboard, 80286 cpu, 8 expansion slots, full AMI BIOS with diagnostics etc.. 90287 socket, manual,
Landmark speed of 16MHz, accepts up to 4 Mbyte of SIPPS RAM on board. C89.00 (care £3.50).
AT multi I/O board with para lel, 2 serial, 1 game, 2 floppy. IDE hard drive 34.50.
AT VO card, parallel, serial, game C17.50.
AT/XT floppy disk controller 09.95.
Mono graphics card C9.95 (all can. £2).
25 MHz 486 Very

1

1

TATUNG TCS8000 386 COMPUTER SYSTEM at £399
Full 386DX (not SX) computer system complete with 102 keyboard and manual. Includes 210 watt PSU, PO card, hard
and floppy controller (please state MFM. RLL, IDE or SCSI). 1.2 Mbyte floppy drive, 1 Mbyte RAM upgradable to
16 Mbyte on the motherboard. eight expansion slots. C and T "CHIPS' chipset. copra. socket. MS-DOS 3.3.
GW BASIC and manuals.
16 MHz clock E399, 20 MHz as above but with 2 Mbyte RAM E529.

INTEL 386 PROCESSOR AND 287 AND 387 CO -PROCESSORS
80287 maths co -processor 089.
(386 and 387 processors extracted from new systems and guaranteed
20 MHz 38620 DX cpu C99. 25 MHz 386.25 DX cpu C119.
20 MHz 38720 Co processor C89. 25 MHz 38725 co -processor E119.

MATMOS HIGH PERFORMANCE 286 SYSTEM at £299

drive C435.

Microsoft compatible, serial w'th software. C25.99 Icarr (31.

MONITOR

SVGA COLOUR MONITOR
14.inch super VGA Tystar multisynC. 0.28 dot pitch. High quality 10240768 display 0249 (care C10).

Mbyte Roppy drive, etc. L599.

HITACHI CAD COLOUR MONITORS

Phone for details: carriage on systems C15. See below for add-ons and other stock items.

multlsync CM2085M from VGA up to 64kHz al 1280 by 1024 (ex deer.) £399.
20 -inch fixed frequency 48kHz CM2086A1.D (ex dem.) C299.
20 -inch fixed frequency 64kHz CM2086A3-EX (ex dem.) C399.
16 -tech fixed frequency 64kHz CM16860 (new) C299
15-inch fixed frequency 64kHz, with microfield TM8 driver card for ACAD. Windows 3 etc (1280x1024) E449
(P.o.e. for carriage for above)
20 -inch

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
Internet
360K 5 25 -inch IBM standard half -height drive L29.95 (car, C3.50).
1.2 Mbyte 5.25-inch Panasonic IBM standard half -height drive C49.50 (cart C3.50).
720K 3.5 -inch Citizen OSO third -height drive for XT (NOT Amstrad 1512/1640) (29.50 (cart C3).
720K 3.5.inch Citizen OSOA45 third -height drive for AT/286386 cream bezel E32.50 Icarr C3).
As above but XT/AT switchable 135.50 (cart C3).
1.44 Mbyte 3 5 -inch Citizen OSDA39C third.height drive for ATs, grey bezel C47.50 (carr (31.
1A4 Mbyte 3.5 -inch Sony drive in 5.25 -inch chassis. C47.50 (cart C4).
Fining kit for 5.25 -inch space suitable for all Citizen 3.5.inch drives inc. cable adaptors 08.49 (carr free with drives).
IBM standard floppy disk drive cable E4..

External

VGA CARDS
emulations, up to 800x600, with software to run all major packages Oak cnip set.
Switchable for use in XT's C59
16 -bit 10240768 super VGA card Very high resolution with 512K and drivers for Windows 3. Acad. VP etc. Full
manuals and disks Trident chip set. 095, 1 Mbyte version £109.95 )car, on cards C2.00).
16 -bit VGA card, 256K. all

720K 3.5 -inch in smart case (suitable for ATs only) C39.50 Icarr 03.50). Cable adaptor kit for AT C12.50.

FAX CARD

HARD DISK DRIVES
Mbyte
Mbyte
Mbyte
(cart E5).
30 Mbyte
44 Mbyte
40 Mbyte
55 Mbyte
62 Mbyte
91 Mbyte
94 Mbyte

Plug into PC expansion slot. Giving powerful fax features: ATS Cipher BT approved Group 81 intelligent receive/
transmit. w' h multiple output and call scheduling. With disks. cables and full user manual 0119 (caer (5).

NEC 5.25.inch MFM C44.95 (cart C4).
NEC 5.25 -inch 40 ms MFM C89.95 (care (4).

Miniscribe 8225 3.5-inch in 5.25 -inch chassis, 24 msec

IDE

- MONO

12.inch Philips Hercules green screen, smart case w'rh tilt -and -swivel base, high res. display. E59.95 (can C6,501.

TOP SPEC. 386 AND 486 SYSTEMS

10
20
20

year)

MOUSE

A quality 286 system running at a Landmark speed of 16 MHz; clock speed 12 MHz, 1 Mbyte RAM expandable to
4 Mbytes. Serial and parallel ports. 101 keyboard. mono card, 1.44 Mbyte 3.5 -inch drive. IDE hard drive controller
(add 020 for MFM or RLL unless purchased with Matmos hard drives), eight slots. AMI bios with setup and diagnostics.
well-made stylish case, full manuals included C299. Fined with 40 Mbyte hard drive C399; fitted with 60 Mbyte hard

25 MHz 386 system, 1 Mbyte RAM. 1.2
25 MHz 486 cache system C1299.

1

with controller and all cabling

- AT

ETHERNET CARD

only - C109
Novell compatible 16 bit C89 Icarr (2).

NEC 5.25.inch RLL C109 Icarr C5).
Mieoscience HH1050 5.25 -inch, 28 msec MFM 0135 C125 in systems (cart (4).
Quantum 405 Pro 3.5-inch, 18 msec SCSI 0159 C149 in systems (care (4).
NEC 5.25 -inch RLL C149 (care C4).
Micropolis 1324A 5.25.inch, 28 msec MFM. full height C149 (carr C5),
SeagateAmprimus ST2106N 5 75 -inch, 16.5 msec SCSI (239 (care C5).
high-speed controller card and
Seagate.Imprimus ST2106E 5.25-inch, 16.5 msec ESDI drive with 16

-

-

-bit

cables L259 Icarr C5).
ALL DRIVES HALF HEIGHT UNLESS STATED
HDD cable set C5.

POWER SUPPLIES

50

at 15A, 12V at 5A. -5V at 0.3A, -12V at 0.5A; fan cooled, rear
Aseec BM140 IBM XT/AT compatible 150W;
Panel switch, good value at C19.50 (cart (4).
NB a VAT anti carriage must be added to all items (quotes for carriage overseas).
*Everything new, and guaranteed one year unless stated; ex-dem. products guaranteed 6 months.

*

Access and Visa telephone service.

MATMOS LTD., UNIT 11, LINDFIELD ENTERPRISE PARK,
LEWES ROAD, LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX RH16 2LX.
0444 482091 and 0444 483830 (Fax: 0444 484258).

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER CARDS Icarr £2.50)
XT MFM 037.50, XT RLL C37.50, XT SCSI 029.50.
AT RLL E37.50, AT MFM 039.95. AT IDE £12.95. AT SCSI C37.50, AT ESDI C69.

Memos Ltd. has been trading successrully since t976.
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P30 902P BAND 2 FM
STEREO MODULATOR
19"

Itrk Mounting 2p

P-30
£540.00

3511m deep

Any specified frequency Mid

10%1112

Crystal controlled I.F. - H.I'. frequency stability <5ppm
Temp. controlled VCO. frequency stability 2.51102

t

Audio Input .7V 600(1 Bala

aced

(isolating transformer) XLH Sockets

Audio Band.. idlh 40112 . I5K H:
Crosstalk <40dO 11(11:

I

a. Ilh analogue des lalton meter
Kite tune generator +whit able L or K. L & B

Deviation level control

TAVIOq

I

-

Voltage 220-240V AC 50112(110-120V AC no

902-P

1,nuaa.

NI

at Option F)

Output keel t ldBm V (1510 V)751) I IEC Connector)
OPTION G

IOU or nos (N Connector)

OPTION

Output Level

A

OPTION It

I

Watt

C190.00

5021

Output freluency 420.46031112
9011-920.3512 Specify Frequency

C00Á0

P30-30VF 30 WATT BAND 2
POWER AMP WITH A.G.C. £901.00
e

-t.

.cons

19" flack Mounting 2p 425 nos deep

Gain 30d8 20.18 A.G.C.
Input Impedance 7501 (IE Connector)
Output Power 30 Waits Iola 5011(N Connector)
Voltage 220240V AC 50112(110-120V no cost Option F)

P30-30VFT 30 WATT BAND 2
TRANSPOSER
£1261.00
Power: Specification

Input:

as

P3a3OVF

118-11011H2/420-42031112 900-92031112 5001

(N Connector) Speedy Freplen.1

Crystal Controlled Frequency Stability <Sppne
Gain 93dB
A.G.C. 411dB (t 20dB)

P30-300VF 300 WATT BAND 2
POWER AMP WITH A.G.C.£2628.00

ASK ABOUT
STEREO RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND TRANSPOSERS
UP TO 1 KILOWATT

19" Hack Mounting 3p 300mm deep

Gain 42d11 1.20d B A.G.C.
Input Impedance 7501 (IEC Connector)
Output Power 300 Watts Into 50(1 IN Connector)
Voltage 220-240V AC 501121110-120V no coat Option PI

TV TRANSMITTERS AND TRANSPOSERS
UP TO 100 WATTS

P30-300VFT 30 WATT BAND 2
TRANSPOSER
£2928.00

FM -AM -SSB RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND TRANSPOSERS

Pont,

SpeciOcatum as P30-34IOVP

Input:

SS -11031112/420-4N)%1112/900-92051142 0011

3-400MHz UP TO

1

KILOWATT

FM RADIO MICROWAVE LINKS UP TO 4.2GHz

IN Connector) Specify Frequency
Crystal Controlled Frequency Stability e5ppm
Gain 103dB
A.G.C. 44d8(í 22do)

All Prices Exc VAT & Ex Works
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IC PROGRAMMING TESTING & ERASING SOLUTIONS
PC82 UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER & TESTER
'/mi

£395

PC86 HANDY POCKET TESTER £99
Tests all popular TTL 74/54, CMOS 40/
45 & DRAM types, can search and
display type number of unknown/house
marked types. Simple operation. 9 volt
battery operated with LCD display.

.#

®.:;,,..
,+.

.._....

Rr

..na..

PCa2

Universal programmer. The complete designer's kit. This will program EPROMS,
EEROMS, BPROMS, PALS, GALS, EPLD's, Z8 and 87XX microprocessors. A unique
feature is the testing of logic parts such as 74LS393 etc. The PC82 can check and identify
parts. Already programmed are the TTL & CMOS logic test vectors. Software is supplied
to write vectors for most unique chips. One of the most popular programmers in the USA.

TTL, CMOS, DRAM & SRAM TESTING
PC82 can test and verify any TTUCMOS logic chip, DRAM & SRAM. The software will
also identify a TTL chip. Do you have a few TTL chips aside not knowing whether they
are working?
ADAPTERS FOR PC82
FROM £95
A wide range of plug-in adapters to
expand the capability of the PC82.
Various PLCC convertors & 4 gang 28/32/
40 pin Eprom, Gal & Pal. Popular CPU
types include PIC 16C54/5/6/7, 8796/7,
68705, 87C751/2, & TMS320E25.

DEVICE GUIDE
EPROM NICMOS 2716-27010

PC82
(1

M1 FAST ERASER £99
NO MORE WAITING FOR EPROMs TO
ERASE. New advanced UV source
gives under 2 minute erasure time on
most types of modern EPROM. Digital
down counter & display plus added
features for simple operation in use.
Large capacity e.g. 13x28 pin devices.

Small footprint. Designed for heavy
industrial/workshop use. UK design &
manufacture.

PC84

mBil) Vpp 12.5,12.9,21,25

EPROM 27513,27011,572000/4000,8764-87256,CYC2XX

SERIES

EEPROM 2816,2816A,2817,2817A,2864A
EEPROM 9306,9307,9346,9356,93CS06,26,44,56,66,28256A
BPROM 32x8 to 4096x8, incl. 63S080,7C28X,29X.
PAL 10,12,14,16,18,20-L,R,X,P,1,2,4,8,10 (20&24 -pin)

GAL 16V8,18P8,20V8,22V10
EPLD 20010,22V10,EP310,320,600,610,900,910,5C031,32,60,90

CMOS EPAL C16L8,R8,R6,R4,C18V8,C20G10,L8,R8,R6,R4, C22V10
MPU Z8,8741,42,48,49,50,51,C51,C52,C252,TMS7742,77C82,63701

Device testing TTUCMOS logic, DRAM & SRAM

PC84 EPROM PROGRAMMERS
1

-GANG £139, 4 -GANG £199 &

8-GANG £299
PC84 -1, -4, -8 Eprom programmers

only. The variant ís only gang size. The
- 4 and -8 gang will program multiple
EPROMs simultaneously. Device sizes
are from 2716 to 271000 both C and
NMOS. ZIF (zero insertion force) sockets are used on all models.

FEATURES ALL MODELS
For the IBM PC, install the interface card and programming socket, load the menu -driven
software and you have a complete design system at your fingertips.
EASY TO INSTALL
The programmer comes with an interface card that plugs into any free slot of your PC.
There is no DMA channel to worry about and it occupies limited I/O space. The
programmer socket box is connected via a ribbon cable to the back of the interface card
so that the socket box is external. After the interface card is installed the PC never need
be opened again.

SUITS ALL PC's
The programmers will run on any compatible IBM machines such as XT's, AT's, '386
and '486. Whether it be AMSTRAD or COMPAQ the programmers will work. The
software is text only monographic so is compatible with any machine.

SOFTWARE DRIVEN
All software for the programmers is supplied on 51/4" low -density disks. The software can
be copied onto hard disk using the DOS copy command. Programs are supplied for the
various features and are menu -driven. All programming is done from the menu, no
hardware switches are needed. Just select the type and manufacturer and the
programming is done automatically. Free software updates for new types which are
continually being added.
The menu -driven software is a full editing, filing and compiling package as well as a
programming package. Save to disk and load from disk allows full filing of patterns on
disk, to be saved and recalled instantaneously. Device blank check, checksum, program,
verify, read and modify are all standard features. Hex to bin file conversions included for
popular file formats including Intel Motorola etc. 2 ways/4 ways bin file splitter for 16/32
bit file data. Selection of speed algorithm for FAST, INTELLIGENT, INTEL, etc.

ORDER INFORMATION
Please include £7 for carriage by courier, plus VAT on
all UK orders. (£20 for exports.) All pricing for
programmers includes software, interface Card, socket
box and full instructions. (Prices do not include VAT or
carriage). ACCESS, VISA or CWO. Official orders
welcome from Government bodies & local authorities.
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CITADEL PRODUCTS LTD
Dept. WW 50 High St,
Edgware, Vliddx.-}-IA8 7EP
Tef: 081-951 1848

